









Advisors cixod offer heated wronole
The Environmental Advisory 
Commission of North Saanich, 
the only such body in Western 
Canada, was abolished during 
an emotionally-charged council 
meeting Monday night.
It was standing room only as 
concerned private citizens voic­
ed their support to keep the 
EAC alive.
Council voted four to three to 
disband their committee. Op­
posed were Mayor Lloyd Har- 
rop and Aid. Eugene Bailin and 
Gil Soellner.
Friction between the EAC 
and council has been brew'ing 
for about a year and reached a 
peak over the controversial 
Aylard development issue.
Council also ammended the 
Advisory Planning By-law to 
provide “up to 10 adjunct per­




Some expansion of Sidney’s 
marina facilities will go ahead 
while Sidney council considers 
Port of Sidney proposals, 
marina owner John Parker said 
last week.
! Parker said he hopes to have 
new docks operating to allow 
moorage for 25 additional 
boats, he has 80 now, in time 
for the Jazz Festival opening 
August 1.
An additional 60 moorage 
spots could be added, he said. 
This would be the maximum 
possible without an extension to 
the present breakwater.
Council is currently consider­
ing four Port of Sidney pro­
posals, including- one from 
Parker which is directed almost 
splely at expanding moorage 
facilities.
The other proposals include 
one from a group headed by 
Bob Ward for an 800- to 1,000- 
boat facility, another from a 
Victoria group and one from a 
Vancouver group, said Parker. 
Council decided June 23 to keep 
their discussions of the pro-
Ooideii
posals a secret for six weeks.
Parker said the 25-unit, 
S50,000 expansion w’as made 
possible by the renegotiation in 
April of his lease on the marina 
land to include a buy-out provi­
sion. The provision means that 
if council selects a developer to 
complete a Port of Sidney pro­
posal and take over the marina, 
it must buy out the docks owned 
by Parker at the marina, in­
cluding any expansion, at fair 
market value.
“What it may do is eliminate 
some of the time lag in getting 
the marina going,” said Parker. 
“1 don’t see why we have to 
wait for three years. It’s a 
start.”';
Parker, who has oJ)eraied the 
marina . since -1982, said he 
hopes the proposal selected 
might involve him operating the 
marina while another investor 
might develop the on-land por­
tion of the facility.
“1 have to either grow or go.” 
he said. “If council chooses to 
give this to somebody else, they 
have to buy me out.”
WOf
Sidney may soon have a new 
McDonald’s restaurant, located 
at the Beacon Ayeniie 
Highway 17 intersection.
McDonald’s has been 
negotiating for a parcel of 
Transport Canada land on the 
west side of Highway 17, said 
Transport Canada spokesman 
Steve Rybak.
“We hope to conclude a lease 
by the end of July,” said 
Rybak. “Their plans arc to 
build a free-standing restaurant 
and drive-thru."
McDonald's will pay market 
value for the 42,0{XJ-squarc-foot 
parcel situated west of Highway 
17 and south of Beacon 
Avenue, said Rybak, He said 
lawyers for both sides arc iron­
ing out final details in the 
negotiations for a 2()-year lease, 
with two 10-ycar renewal 
periods.
“Tlicy will pul in the services 
and pay for them,” said Rybak.
A Macdonald’s spokesman 
could not be reached for com­
ment,
APC.” The ammendrnent also 
stated that commission 
members must reside in the
municipality.
APC chairman Rod Clack 
last week had sent council a let­
ter offering to resign because he 
lived in Sidney but withdrew the 
letter when he heard that the
MERITS OF A NEW Parker bathtub are demonstrated by Finance Minister Hugh 
Curtis at Mount Newton Aduit Day Centre. The $7,ODD tub Is specially designed to 
enable stroke victims, multiple sclerosis patients and those confined to 
wheelchairs easy access with a detachable side, special seating and reclining 
positions. Funds wore acquired through various donations, particularly the Mon­
day Bee Group, plus a $3,400 B.C. lottery grant. Giving Curtis a rundown on tub 
features are Helen Porodeau, Palsy Bergen-North (executive director of the cen­
tre), Eva Clive, and George Roberts, chairman of the Mount Newton Adult Day 
Centre Society. “This is more than just a lottery grant." said Curtis, "It’s good to 
see relatively small amounts of money spent for really Important projects in the 
community."
E.A.C could be di.sbanded.
Harrop warned council the 
ammendmeni would in effect 
fire Clack. Aid. Barbara Bren­
nan objected to the use of the 
“emotive” word — fire.
Also in his warning, Harrop 
said “this motion has the poten­
tial for the greatest disaster for 
North Saanich.”
EAC chairman Cy Hamp.son 
said after the motion passed “I 
was just present at our funeral. 
My heart bleeds for North 
Saanich.”
Aid. John Stone cited the 
slowness of the EAC in pro­
viding council with some 
reports while acknowledging 
that it was sometimes a 
bureaucratic hold-up.
Hampson said the only time 
the EAC had delayed reports 
was when it was waiting for 
some maps to fully exarnine a 
waste management proposal for 
the Aylard development.
Stone also said some EAC 
members did not regularly at­
tend their committee meetings. 
EAC member Linda Michaluk 
countered “out of six or seven 
meetings since Stone became 
council liason, he missed at least 
three, including Monday’s 
meeting after he made the mo­
tion to fold the EAC.”
Aid. Chris Lott said he was 
concerned that “the EAC 
would often run headlong into 
the APC . . the EAC should 
have an independent voice 




“Get ready British Columbia, 
the tourists are coming!” said 
an Expo promotional notice in 
April, but for local merchants, 
it just hasn’t happened.
Tourists flocking to Expo 86 
in 'Vancouver this summer have 
not given the anticipated boost 
to local tourism business, agree 
a variety of local business peo­
ple.
“There are no extra tourists 
beating the doors down," said 
Sidney Hotel manager Dennis 
Paquette. “I thought there 
would be."
"It’s okay, but it’s no better 
than last year,’’ said a 
spokesman for the Sidney Gift 
Shoppe. "I got more stock in. 
I’m just hoping to sell it.”
Tourist information booth 
manager Peter Trcdgett said the 
number of tourists .stopping 
Continued on A3
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SHOT PUT IS ONE of oiany ovenls priiciicod rtf Sumrnor Track S«rlo»<
Thirty-five kids ranging from 
nine to 15 years old are evolving 
into nil-round atltletes with the 
help of 1986 Summer Track 
Scries,
They meet every day at 
Parkland Scondnry to train 
under the supervision of four 
Level I and II track coaclics, 
This is the second year Summer 
Track Series has been offered in 
Siilney. All rccrcatioital track 
and I'ielcl events from discus to 
sprints are covered in llic pro­
gram, says coach David Cocy.
This event is co-hosted by 
Victoria Track and Field Club 
and Vikes Racing Team,
Setites participants learn pro­
per warm-up routivtc 'p!\i!‘, bn‘.ic 
manoeuvres aiul technique,s for 
each track event. A noti- 
strcssful atmosphere for Icjirn- 
iiig IS paranunint m the pro­
gram, One parent says hei eight 
year old loved every minuse she 
sptmi in Summer Series last 
"year.
Session One ended .Inly 15. A 
second track scries begins July 
16-29.
Fr@ok occldauf
A freak accident last week, in 
which a teenage driver ,np- 
parenily knocked over a park­
ing sign which their fell and 
struck a pedestrian on the head, 
left a Sidney woman in intensive 
care with a skull fracture and 
broken collarbone,
The woman had ju.st emerged 
from a Resthaven Drive store 
July 11 when a car attempted a
U-turn, climbed a curb and 
knocked over the sigh, said 
Sidney RCMP.
Garolc Gatschene, 39, is out 
of intensive care and will make 
a full recovery, .said a member 
of her family,
Christopher Kemrncr, 18, of 
Sidney was cliarged with driving 
without due care and aiicmion 
in connection with the incident,
t
Recent colifiirm test,s of Saanich Penin.sula Iwaches .sliowedk 
' .all werccicar. . .i
The five-week tests began in May, says Mike Knapik, 
Capital Regional District senior heallh inspector for the 
'.Peninsula,:' '■ ■ .It; ■ 'a...... v-'-..l."
Coltiprin is derived from fecal svasic. Beach and drinking 
water is tested tcgaiaily loensutc both are wncoiitaininalcd.
' AH beaches from Cordova Bay to Roberts Bay were well 
'■ below the limit, reports fCnapik,':' ■
Over the wiH'kend. Fisheries Canniln Issued a red thle rdert 
for all B.e, waters eKcepUtcar Ladysmith, I>enby and Hliim- 
by I.slainds and Scchclt. This is oneof the mo.st extensive lucfI» 
Torsevcrnl'yenrs"' "'■' v v,,.-"'.'i
'' ''"'A 'fed tide'alert covefs'i'ill bivalves, xnch fts'elants,, 'but''doe!(t"'‘‘''' 
'not, affect'Shell ffsh. y .o'.;"",'
, Sewage ...contamination; for, at.Jcttst 4hc....last; eigStt...;yea»;.
roeatts all waters bordeting the Pcnin,svila are dosed to nheU 
"'.I’ishharvestlnB.'a,'.
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Stores wait for fall pornographic decision
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
Local bookstores and video 
rental stores may have to 
remove sexually explicit pictures 
and films from their shelves en­
tirely if former Justice Minister
John Crosbie’s proposed por­
nography bill passes this fall.
“(The bill) may make some 
of the pornographic magazines 
and films illegal,” said 
Esquimalt-Saanich MP Pat 
Crofton. ‘‘Things may 
change,” he added, noting the
controversial legislation hasn’t 
passed second reading yet.
The definition of por­
nography in the proposed bill is 
vague and misleading for law 
enforcement, Crofton said.
The bill defines pornography 
as “any visual matter showing 
vaginal, anal or oral inter­
course, ejaculation, se.\ually 
violent behaviour, bestiality, in­
cest, necrophilia, masturbation 
or other sexual activity.”
“We don’t want to introduce 
into law, legislation which is not 
enforceable because it will 
create disrespect for the law to 
the point where courts will 
throw it out,” added Crofton.
This bill applies directly to
'^ANf CLIBUTELE THAT 0£Uei'e^ 
TH£IR AOS tS A PERFECT 




Still pictures and videos — not 
to literature.
In conjunction with Crosbie’s 
bill. Provincial Attorney- 
General Brian Smith has pro­
posed a new Motion Picture Act 
requiring commercial adult 
video tapes to comply with 
regulations similar to motion 
pictures.
Mary-Lou McClausland, 
director of film classification, 
said nobody has regulated the 
production of motion picture 
pornography before now.
“I’ve heard of two or three 
cases of pornographic films 
made in B.C. because they were 
charged under the criminal code 
— but that’s it.
“The new act will require 
video distributors to submit 
copies of all adult video tapes to 
the director of film classifica­
tion for approval prior to 
distribution to retail outlets,” 
she said.
For the first time in B.C., the 
new law will specify the types of 
material which will be “ab­
solutely prohibited.”
These will include sexually ex­
plicit scenes involving minors, 
coercion, incest, beasiiality and 
sexually e.xplicit scenes with 
children.
McClausland said “adult 
films” on retail premises must 
be “physically and visually 
segregated from minors.” 
However, the provincial 
government is attempting to 
limit interference in the industry 
as much as possible, she said.
Material classified educa­
tional will be permitted, she 
said, including “Not a Love 
Story,” which focuses on sexual 
abuse and pornography.
Publications such as Playboy 
and Penthouse may have to be 
clothed in an opaque wrapper 
and stored under the counter 
away from the view of minors, 
said Crofton, but specific 
regulations have yet to be work­
ed out.
Tanner’s Book and Gift Store 
has more than 34 different 
publications displaying nude 
men and women on the front 
covers. These are currently in 
plain view and are easily accessi­
ble to minors.
When asked if he would be 
prepared to remove the 
magazines from the shelves, 
owner Clive Tanner said “that’s 
a hypothetical situation and I’m 
not prepared to answer.”
Shopper’s Drug Mart reports 
that their ‘‘soft porn” 
magazines sell “really well.” 
Merchandise manager Mildred 
Matthews said they sell over 100 
each month.
The more explicit publica­
tions such as Forum and Pocket
Fox are sent to them each 
month by Stan V. Wright 
without request. “They send all 
this trash and I send it back say­
ing we don’t ever put it on the 
shelf.”
Matthews said if new legisla­
tion enforced selling these 
magazines under the counter or 
enclosed in covers, it might be 
too much trouble.
7-Eleven stores in Canada 
and the United States have 
removed all pornographic 
publications from their shelves 
and will no longer sell them. 
This is in response to a sweeping 
examination of the relation bet­
ween violence and pornography 
in the U.S.
Crazy Mike’s Video Store’s 
15 adult movies are now kept 
under the counter, said 
employee Tina Allen.
Employees always ask young 
people for identification if they 
look under age and want to rent 
an adult movie, she said.
A report compiled by the 
Sidney-based Women Against 
Pornography organization 
shows pornography in Canada 
grosses more than $500 million 
per year. The report also shows 
figures that pornographic video 
cassettes outsell “straight” 
cassettes three to one.
New Justice Minister Ray 
Hnatyshyn said at a news con­
ference Friday that he doesn’t 
plan many changes to Crosbie’s 














FOR MORE SUPER SAVINGS 
CHECK OUR WEEKLY AD
Discounts for Seniors, a free, 
bi-annual publication, which 
lists 300 businesses offering 
reductions for pensioners will 
be available in August.
Co-founder MLA Robin 
Blencoe said the number of 
businesses included is triple that 
of the 1984 edition. Ten thou­
sand copies will be printed.
Discounts will be available at 
senior citizen’s homes, local 
Chamber of Commerce offices 
and municipal halls.
Blencoe said the idea to put 
out this kind of publication 
came ; to him eight years ago 
when he was shopping in a 
super market.
“I saw a senior citizen couple 
in the meat department and they 
were saying, ‘there were days 
when we could afford this.’ So I 
began to wonder if anyone 
would give any discounts to 
seniors.”
ANNUAL
Sizzling fashions for 
today’s style conscious
woman.








LESSONS AT CENTENNIAL PARK 
Lessons from 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
Sessions One
starts week of July 21 
Session Two
starts week of Aug. 11 
CHILDREN:



















If your Business Phone Number is new or has been fcconlly chang­
ed, ploaso call us and we'll run il free of charge for a period of thioe 
monihs. This sei vico limlled lo the Review's Trading area,
vV”
Company Name
Adam's Machining . .........................................
BS M ConsUuclion . ...................
( 'IfIt Brentwood Wool Shop.............. ..................
. Camfew Boats----- -------------------------- --
..(in CompieftMovmgborviceeLld.
iilli Discovery Yachts.,........... .
root Win. MtrehofI, Podlalrisl ......
Emm (it!>t Bandown Windows ................
Mni Tunes.'NTees
1 Ty*s Orewfinn Tarilf; A Clffp
t.i r» Unlvorsily Sports,...
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By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Recent Parkland grad Matt 
Hern is bound for India as part 
of a Canada World Youth ex­
change.
Hern, 17, will live with an In­
dian family in a rural area, learn 
the local dialect and do com­
munity service work.
“I couldn’t think of ex­
perience that would be better,” 
he said, explaining why he 
delayed plans to attend Queen’s 
University in order to par­
ticipate in the cultural exchange 
program.
The personable teenager will 
shortly be off for a three-and-a- 
half month community work 
stint in Alberta starting in 
August, and then travel to India 
for another three and a half 
months there.
Canada World Youth is a 15- 
year-old, non-profit organiza­
tion which has involved over 
10,000 young people in ex­
changes with 30 countries in an 
attempt to improve inter- 
cultural understanding.
A student from India will also 
participate in the seven-month 
program, and will billet with a 
family somewhere in Canada.
Hern needs $200 in support 
from local organizations - and 
he wants to work for it.
He has already agreed to do 
20 hours of work for the Penin­
sula Community Association in 
return for a subsidy. His com­
mitment includes a talk and 
slide show on his return.
Now he is making a similar 
offer to other community 
groups - but needs to hear 
quickly as he will leave August 
3. Hern said any interested
organizations can contact him 
at 656-1494.
Hern said he will miss 
friends, and spinning records on 
his stereo, but feels very lucky 
to be selected for the program 
from a large number of can­
didates.
‘T hope to gain a better 
understanding of another 
culture. It will help me make 
decisions about my future.”
Continued from Page A1
locally is down from last year. 
A recent survey of local recrea­
tional vehicle parks also shows a 
15 per cent dip in business com­
pared to last summer.
Recent B.C. Ferries statistics 
showed a 50 per cent increase in 
traffic to and from Swartz Bay 
and Tsawassen, but a ferries’ 
spokesman cited Islanders 
travelling to Expo as the key 
factor.
Local student employment 
counsellor Suzanne Girard cites 
disappointing tourism traffic as 
a crucial reason why there are 
fewer local jobs for students 
than expected.
E.B. Bujold of the Brent­
wood Gift and Crafts Shoppe 
described tourism business as 
poor.
‘T predicted this,” she said. 
‘‘1 lived in Montreal during Ex-
Special!




Thursday, Friday & Saturday
HOLLOWAYS
SIDNEY FLORIST
of Beacon & Second
658-3313 S56-4643
po’67.”
Labor market analyst Laura 
Black of the Canada Employ­
ment Centre said a recent 
regional June survey showed 
business is generally flat to 20 
per cent lower than last year.
‘‘The whole tourist thing 
seems to be upside down,” she 
said. ‘‘People seem to think its 
mainly bus tours. . .lots of day 
traffic.”
The Pacific Coach Lines Park 
and Ride off Highway 17 
‘‘hasn’t turned out as well as we 
hoped it would,” said PCL 
spokesman Bjorn Bjornson. He 
said the area was set up to ac­
commodate an overflow at the 
B.C. Ferries parking lot that 
never materialized, and describ­
ed traffic as “poor”.
S.A.M. encourages
FAIR EXCHANGE
RATES AS OF JULY 14/86 
SI.3615
1. = $ 1.36 $13. = $17.69
2. = $ 2.72 $14. = $19.06
3. = $ 4.08 $15. = $20.42
4. = $ 5.44 $16. = $21.78
5. = S 6.80 $17. = $23.14
6. = $ 8.16 $18. = $24.50
7. = $ 9.53 $19. = $25.86
8. = $10.89 $20. = $27.23
9. = $12.25 $25. = $34.03
10. = $13.61 $30. = $40.84
11. = $14.97 $40. = $54.46
12. = $16.33 $50. = $68.07 
Retailers please place this table








: Reg. $42 to $56
GENUINE REDUCTIONS 




In the O'oup are sizes 5 lo 10 
collectively. Assorted stylos, 
j colours and heel heights.
MATT HERN
Toutkf drop meam fewer/@b$
Fewer students were hired 
through the Canada Employ­
ment Centre’s Sidney Outreach 
program this summer than last 
summer. Disappointing tourism 
business in the area was a 'Key 
factor, said cG-ordinator 
Suzanne Girard.
The program wound up its se­
cond summer in Sidney July 11. 
Girard said student registrations 
had been healthy, but there had 
just not been enough jobs 
available.
“I think Expo is great for
Advisors
axed
Continued from Page A1
Bailin, after the vote, said 
council has created a real elec­
tion issue.
The EAC wa,s formed in 1981 
following a .suggestion by 
former mayor Jay Rangel.
Rangel .said July 11 in an in­
terview when lie first heard of 
the FAC’s possible demise "I 
think the EAC is under liiieat 
and I fear for its survival.
“The fact is it is such an im- 
portaiu forum and it give.s 
council a reasonable scientific 
basis on which to rnttke their 
political decisions,. It’s in­
conceivable titat any body of 
politicians would not try to keep 
such a group."
Council members also decid­
ed that the APC could call on 
exEAC members for advice. 
However, Hampst.m said that's 
not the way they like to work.
what it does. I don’t think it (In­
creased tourism) came over here 
ail that much,” she said. ‘‘Peo­
ple predicted they would need 
extra help. We thought we’d be 
just booming and it sort of had 
a counter-effect.”
Girard said poor weather 
caused a decrease in the number 
of household and gardening 
jobs available.
The program also provided 
extensive job-search counselling 
and training for students. This
service, Girard said, will still be 
available for the rest of the sum­
mer from the Student Employ­
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D@n°t Do it
Sidney Mounties have been asked to emulate the 
ludicrous policy of their peers in other Greater Victoria 
police detachments and participate in the Safe Driving 
Recognition Program.
The program asks local police to single out and 
publically recognize a Sidney driver seen adhering to the 
Rules of the Road.
Some may argue that positive reinforcement is an im­
portant facet of behavioral modification. If that’s the 
case, why stop with motor vehicle drivers?
The constabulary might carry out impromptu house 
checks and offer a reward for the best Beat the Burglar 
gadget. Youths, often blamed for destructive behavior 
aimed at public property, could be given kudos when 
seen walking down the street without kicking over gar­
bage containers. Maybe police can stop shoppers and 
thank them for not shoplifting.
Heck, there’s no limit to the usefulness of this form 
of positive kickback.
Kids riding ponies along the roadside could be 
presented with golden spurs for knowing their gees and 
haws.
And just think of the surprised expression on a 
patron’s face if an officer could do a before and after 
check of public washrooms and reward the user for not 
adding to the colorful graffiti decorating the wails.
Police officers are trained for a myriad of duties — 
important ones. Sure, good PR between police and the 
community is a bonus, like a doctor with a gentle bed­
side manner. But when it comes to the crunch, we prefer 
our doctors’ surgical skills to have been honed by prac­
tice and our police officers ready, and available, to 
maintain law and order.
If the long lists of unsolved crimes are any ind'catie i. 
police have more important matters to lo rnan
back patting.
Use it
It isn’t very often that a publication put out by the 
Capital Regional District is recommended in this space 
but one of the most recent deserves your attention.
All clean air enthusiasts take note. Pick up your copy 
of the CRD’s smoking control bylaw as soon as possi­
ble. Commit it to memory.
Don’t be afraid to use it in the fall when it becomes
law.r/'^^. . . ■




Pony clubs just might have to keep their horses and 
riders within their own confines.
Fear of; horses stampeding down Sidney’s Beacon 
Avenue trampling innocent bystanders who would im­
mediately scream “sue” to their lawyers prompted the 
Peninsula Celebrations Society to ban the Sunset Riding 
Club from participating in the recent Canada Day 
parade.
Does this mean the Mounties are a liability risk? Will 
they be told to stay off the streets for fear of causing an 
accident?
Safeguarding oneself from a liability claim seems to 
have reached a paranoic pitch.
Although the pony club had its own insurance for 
riders attending a club function, Sidney Days organizer 
Don Trivett said the safest bet was to say no liorses on 
parade even though tiic riding club has never had an ac­
cident.
An organization ha.s cv'ery right to protect itself from 
paying out huge sums of money arising from accident 
claims, but a little common sense is necessary.
Organizations such as ihe Peninsula Celebrations 
Society should be careful they do not set a precedent 
prohibiting the inclusion of special inlcresl groups in 
community events.
Editor:
The heart-felt concerns of 
Linda Michaluk and Edo 
Nyland regarding the proposal 
lo place a urgently needed water 
reservoir near the perimeter of 
John Dean Park and the Cole 
Bay Indian Reserve No. 3 are 
not taken lightly by the 
members of the Peninsula 
Water Commi.ssion.
These concerns have been 
presented to the Commission 
and have been considered and 
debated; alternatives studied, 
environmental and economic 
costs evaluated and carefully 
weighed by all commission 
members over the past months.
Consensus has been reached 
by a vote of 1 i commissioners 
who live here, people wito aie 
your neighbours, local citizens 
wlio have genuine ettneerns 
about the quality of life on our 
peninsula for the present and 
for the future.
We iceognize that some of 
the decisions which ate made by 
the coinnrissioiiers will not 
please all, but be assured that 
the c o m m i s s ion e i; s 
knowledgerdVle asid sincere in
their belief that this in­
conspicuous location for an ele­
ment of assured water supply is 
the best solution and will 
minimize future water problems 
and bulk water costs.
I am sorry that my presenta­
tions to the commission, ac­
companied by well informed 
debate by all members, are seen 
by Nyland as “dictatiorial”. As 
chairman, I try to provide 
leadership and thoughtful direc­
tion. In the final analysis 









In a recent column, A Urn St 
Clair writes:
Puzzle for today: what tioes 
serving a bottle of wine in a pub 
or restaurani have in ccunmon 
with the charge you may have lo 
pay for obtaining a rnorigage, 
and with a lawyer’s fee for 
handling an estate or wiimiirg a 
judgement in ti persona! injury 
suit?''
Answer: the cost of each is 
based not on the actual amount 
of work entailed, but on the 
value of the commodity involv­
ed.
My answer is: ihby have 
nothing in common, and yours 
is tainted with absurdity.
You go on saying that you 
recently paid $34 for a bottle of 
wine in a restaurant, consider 
yourself fortunate to be able to 
do so, when that wine was forc­
ed upon you which 1 doubt very 
much. With your experiences, 
that your claim, I am surprised 
by your statement that breaking 
the cork damages the wine 
quality, only the bottling with a 
bad cork can make a wine unfit 
to drink and (hat is the only 
reason for lasting it prior to ser­
ving,.
The reasoning in your article 
is litter nonscnce, probably the 
result of a hangover.
Finally, 1 cannot help btii to 
give a title to vour anicle: 






I low kind of ilie Feninsulii 
Waiet' CjtMMims'don to spend ap­
proximately 450 taxpayers 
dollars su au ad in last weeks’ 
Review, bringing us up to dale 
on the Peninsula water system.
Unfortunately “selective use 
of fact” in this notice has once 
again clouded the issue.,
I have ho doubt that a new 
reservoir is needed. I and indeed 
past CRD reports however do 
not agree that the only solution 
to present and future water 
woes is to build a tower in John 
Dean Provincial Park. Other 
alternatives exist.
To say that the park loction 
will provide ‘‘satisfactory 
pressures” and “sati.sfactory 
fire protection” is mi.sslcading 
unless you also add that the 
same ends are achieved by 
locating a new tower adjacent to 
the cxisiling tower outside the 
park (CRD-Dean Park Reser­
voir report June '84). Whether 
or not siting the tower inside the 
park is ilie “best economic soUt- 
tion” is dcbtitcable. So far the 
only costs rclctiscil deal with the 
fii.it (dace uf dcveloinncnl that 
is to service Detm P:u k ;ind tlie
surrounding area ... not the
jHiicniial Lcniia! Saaii.Sh and 
(.Dies Bay lequiteinenls.
Obviously there are ttspects ol 
i!iis issue which tmist be disetiss-
Continiicd on Page A5
Smoothing the way for the new leader
3
VICTORIA Wltilc
Social Crediiers everywhere 
are busy malking up their 
mind:, who should succeed 
Premier Bennett. little 
government ch'cs arc selling 
the stttge for a possible elec­
tion issue.
After all, we can’t let the 
new boy oi girl banging onto 
power for dear life wiihotn 
giving him or Iter sornedting 
I o f i g I n a 11 c I cc t i o n o vc r,
Lmer Bob Ibcctts, deputy; 
provincial secretary ami clncf 
negoii.'iilor for llu: govern- 
nienl in the current contract 
talks with the B.C . Oovcrti' 
mctil Linployees I biion.
(''olleeDve aereemeno; 
Plccas told reporters at a 
press conlcrenccs arc inore 
tcadiiv found at the bargain- 
mg mbic tiiao die
media. , ' . ,
Making ■ good . use r>! she 
media, Lleea’, iiiioimcd 
icporteis tnai itc was eUosK-. 
tfd into caUing ihcptcss con- 
ferenre a IL<_\ (K^vetii"
ivicnt ninployces Union- 
sponsored radio commercial 
linking liic contract talks to 
the Socred Iciidn sliip race.
It Wits the liiiesi attempt by 
UCGlfl* President .Lvhn 
Shields to (urn ilie ciuiiract 
talks into a political event,







a..i)trying “on evets cr. 
according to Pics .ev
I suppose 11 s all (igln for 
I'lectJs’ bosse-* to use (inliiu al 
clout, but it 's a no no loj tiiic 
unioit to i'c'.pon..i ai kuu!
Sbii'Ids is liead o( a anion 
wbiciv' lias liecii liaticrcil 
atnnii U,n three years nov dy 
I’h;o|'4c who wrote ihi, dinok 
iin poiMieal (U'erns "
on
.viore idsan Id.lWM) BC 'G'M; , 
inerniHTS lost their lokis as a 
re-vuii of the gretitesi poHtietd 
cvciU siagioi in iro, .1:11 
.decades the rc.stialtn riro- 
grain. And ikie poor beggar.s 
cciiddidt cvcii Ji(d.n hack 
tiecau.se i.i public lnni|,u> to 
cat and spit out buteaucrats 
Wiis rlieering the government
do ckiim that ilie current 
contruci negotiations aren’t 
affected by Ou; Socred 
leadership race is about' as 
reali.siic as saying ili.'ii tiic 
fcstr.tini progiism uliaii 
nothing dr do wii!i politics,
All 1? preimtders to rlu'
premior’s tin one are "drooling 
over (lie pos.stbiliiy ol a strike
h. v government workers. And
i. Muv.c biwC-ai tii>, i'Ua.aji ino 
(ilcdiaic boss, is one (»f the 
fioni runners in ihe race,
McLanby and Ik..j leliow 
cantiiuaies woniil like
notlutig more than a good 
(tght witt'i bie nnion, lo
bolsicr (heir chances at the 
next election which may be 
called soon after tlic new 
kculcr has heen determined.
Pleeas told rcporicrs that 
the government and tlte 
H<..J.,iLLi iiad “bargaineiJ in 
good ftiillT' for eight rnonths 
before lalks broke down.
I have niy own opinion 
about the },>ood faith of a 
govermny*'i dhti oriiiinally
id ici vkli.*;.!, V,inj'Uryv».1 .a l!uv» 
year eomrael W’itli n<» wage 
increases itt the first I'vo 
.yc.u.s and a t rro. i‘<ci M..i.ni 
Okivc in tiic ihisd,
I rue. that offer has been 
'evisc'd, Wl'ien talks broke
down, the government tnul 
several proposals rm lire 
table.
One called for |■e1enli^tn of 
the ,Hiatus (tno, uiulcr wtricli 
all tern)!, and combi ions of 
the existing coniiaci would 
cominne for a year, Anotiwi 
proposal was iDi a ilnee yi.-ai 
contract widi no incrcioc in 
the fir,si ye.ar, ojte per cent in 
the second and two I'ler cent 
in tlie third.
I he second proposaL 
titnvevcr, referred to by tbe 
govcrntneni side a.s a “iof» 
security agrexmem," tnelud- 
rd llic wnlnhawnl ot the 
e in p I oye r' s ti r o n ^ < s a 1 < 
rii’faling ir* hours rd work, 
shortterm tllnc's anti 
managemem esvlnsions.
I'o avert ti sirike eiulier on,• i •( 1 ii; .O* , ;J a., v.i I... i,. n
pill-
be manisciivi ed into a eoi net, 
The union promised to ulcn 
td,v enough me.is of jXdriiti.il 
s.uiug.', ;irivu(g.li iiiodo,.ti\it) 
increases that eould be used 
for pay raises. The govein-
nient negotiating team 
mised to do likewise,
When the submission came 
m, the union labied i t pio- 
iliiciivity savingN proposals 
linn would geneiaie al'oni 
million; the govennneni 
labied eight faoposals lluil 
would save about $48.2 
million
Tlnat tiidn’l sound too Ivad, 
But then tlie government an- 
iioimced diat its own eva I na­
tion of the nmon projsoNats 
was diCferent. The potential 
.savings of the union iiro- 
posals, accotthng to the 
.gov'ernmein, would , be; ito 
!ii(ibei' Ilian $,■’,9million, not 
S'll) million I be eovern 
mem’s own (nopostils were 
adjusted ihnvnwaids only 
sliglnly from $48.2 million to
... " W'ben - the' mediator said 
lire two sides were ti»o far 
.ip.ui, to te.ali ,m agi eemcm,. 
the goveiiuucHl uvgtmalHig 
team responded l>> lire 
off dm'talks. '
MttaMHMtVAWtMl’ItMlWafMI
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Cavity curing toy must be watched
Hi lliere boys and girls. It’s your Uncle Hughie back again 
with another collection of true facts from the wonderful 
world of science and medicine.
Your remember the last time we met 1 told you about the 
science of sending out bills. One of the first things you have to 
know if you want to be a doctor of any sort is how to fill out 




I heard that many of you practiced it at home and that’s 
just fine. Science is all about experimenting to find new ways 
to get ahead. But I also heard some of you went a teensy bit 
too far.
It’s alright to extra-bill Mom and Dad for more allowance, 
but you have to admit that picketing outside your home carry­
ing “Unfair Parents’’ signs is a bit silly.
Our science subject today is all about the latest trick den­
tists and their assistants (the only ladies who floss in public) 
will soon have up their operatory sleeves.
Have you been to EXPO in Vancouver? You have? Then 
stop picketing. You have nice parents.
Were you allowed to stay up late to see the fireworks and 
all those green laser beams blasting off pavilions and into the 
sky? You were?
Dentists have lasers now and they’re going to shoot you in 
the mouth with them.
Hey, stop crying. Darth the Dentist isn’t a bad man in 
black clothes. He’s a nice fellow in ordinary clothes — and 
he’s got a nice, new toy.
Have you heard the expression “the man who dies with the 
most toys wins?’’ Dentists have always filled their rooms full 
of big and small toys that hum, whine, shake, squeak and rat­
tle, hang from the ceiling, swing from cabinets and clutter up
Now they’re going to trade in a whole bunch of those toys 
for one super toy which will guarantee them first place. Soon 
each of their opertories will hold a laser scanner/computer 
combination that wilt drive a tiny grinding machine.
Instead of zapping you with X-rays, poking about with 
sharp sticks, making smoke, steam and spray pour from you 
mouth, Darth the Dentist need only point his laser gun at 
your tooth and shoot.
The machine will scan it for faults and suggest treatments. 
Darth will tell it to go ahead and, within minutes, the rotten 
parts will be gone and a brand new piece of, or whole, tooth 
will be in your mouth. It will fit to within three-thousandths 
and will be colour matched to the rest of your tooth.
The man who developed this system is a Dr. Duret from 
France and it (the system) should be on the market late this 
year or early in 1987.
Holy cavities boys and girls! A new crown will fit first time. 
No greasy w'ax to bit holes into. No second or third refit 
visits. One-stop dentistry is on its way.
But in science it always pays to be careful and here are a 
few things you should watch for the next time you visit your 
dentist.
“ Do he and the assistant snicker behind their hands when 
you arrived?
• Worse, do they cry when they say goobye to the previous 
patient?
• Are the scanner/computer instructions posted on the wall 
in big letters where Darth can see them, but you can’t?
• Are there straps on the chair arms?
• While he’s fiddling with the laser, is he, or the assistant, 
in constant contact with a stockbroker via a headset and tiny 
microphone?
• Are the operatory walls padded? Ask why?
• Is there a small shrine in the corner, complete with a por­
trait of Dr. Duret, just above a pile of billing forms?
Now don’t let these science safety tips keep you from 
visiting your dentist. A little zapping once in a while is a 
whole bunch better than gumming your way through life.
One final science suggestion — before settling onto his 
chair, check Darth’s hands.
If he’s missing one or more fingers, get out of there fast.
Former alderman Joshes out at council
By STEWART MACKAY
Clearly, Sidney residents are angry over council’s arrogance in 
attempting to impose n ajor residential zoning changes, as seen by 
the turnout last week.
The attempts by' Mayor Norma Sealey to explain her own inep­
titude as well as that of council were only the tip of the iceberg in a 
bad situation. There is more, much more for citizens of Sidney to 
be concerned about.
The performance, or lack of it, by our mayor and most of coun­
cil is more than an embarrassment. It is a very serious matter for all 
of Sidney.
Indeed, it warrants petitioning the minister of municipal affairs 
for trusteeship until a responsible council is elected.
If residents knew the chaotic manner in which their council has 
handled, or more correctly mishandled, imporfani planning and 
development issues, they would demand an immediate accounting.
You think I exaggerate? In my recent expereince as alderman 1 
have seen it ail —- an opinionated mayor pulling Ihe strings of a 
puppet council, suppressing intelligent debate, and often the 
democratic process, yet for public consurnption giving the impres­
sion of doing a good job.
The current rezoning gambit, only weeks after a similar applica­
tion for a property on Amherst near Third Street was rejected simp­
ly points up the ad hoc approach to development which Will cost 
Sidney dearly if allowed to continue.
But the planning chaos goes much deeper. Ju.st think about the 
continuing debacle of waterfront proposals, the lack of attention to 
the Pat Bay Highway connection, the sterility of ideas or action to 
improve the commercial core and missing out on the Expo Legacy 
Fund application. The list goes on.
Another grave example is council’s failure lo respond as it should 
have to revisions to the Municipal Act in Bill 62. which affects all
Development Permit Control areas. Having missed the minister’s 
July 7 deadline for action on this matter, Sidney’s former controls 
are abolished and council could be up against the wall in trying to 
cope with demands that developers might make.
Where we need positive initiatives and clear development 
guidelines, we now have a vacuum and with it great insecurity.
The essential work of preparing a comprehensive urban design 
plan for Sidney as a framework and reference point for zoning and 
development initiatives finally begun by the previous council has 
been summarily abandoned by Mayor Sealey and the present coun­
cil.
Committee “B”, council’s statutory committee on planning and 
development, has met three, maybe four times, over the past eight 
months and has not dealt in a serious way with any substantial 
issues. The town’s Advisory Planning Commission is adrift, its 
members unhappy at the aimlessness and confusion on council. 
Sidney is the big loser.
Anyone attending a council meeting, or watching one on Chan­
nel 10, might be forgiven for thinking a meeting, well-run by 
Mayor Sealey, indicated a deeper competence.
It does not. Council meetings are a veneer with floundering and 
confusion underneath. On substantive issues blind ignorance wins 
out over informed debate. As a former alderman. I’ve lived 
through it.
In their insecurity, members of Sidney council have found refuge 
behind a mantle of silence. Long gone is their earlier unanimous 
commitment to hold regular accountability sessions on Channel 10.
The future development and shape of Sidney is too precious to be 
left in these hands. Either residents will break the silence and de­
mand an immediate accounting or they must accept more nasty sur­
prises from town ball and see the .squandering of even more op­
portunities for sensitive development.
Continued from Page A4 
cd and c.xplaincd in an open
forum. Until now the I'riesuls pf 
,Iohn Dcaii Park ha.s been at- 
tuiuiJiiijg lo itiloiin and aleti iIk 
public to ptoblems with the pto- 
posed development. J his has 
been done thrmigh s'olunieer ef- 
lorts and S.Vand SB) donations, 
By presenting out side of tin,’ 
is,sue vsiih' tax pa>\’r’s dollars, 
the Water Commission lias 
dein ly missuse(.l public fmuls.
I .inda Michahu 
9145 W Saanich Rd 
North Saanich
Editor:
Tlie Odyssev 86 crnisc is oser
and, as hoped, was a wonderful 
experience.
Some of ihc highlighfs were; 
being met on arrival in Cornox 
and taken lo private homes tor 
showers ,and laundry; Port 
McNeill’s mayor aru! council 
meeting every member and 
welcoming them u ith gifts; Pori 
Alice innii.ng on a show with 
local talent that gas simply 
outstnuding; having coffee and 
muffins with ilu; Vuquoi 
lighthouse keep(?r, tnaybe the 
Iasi, if the Fed, Gov. go ahead 
with plans to amomate the west 
coast ligluhouse.'o .
The welcomes sve rcceiveii at 
small towns like Btill Harbour, 
Wrintei Harbotir, Tahsis, 
Ucluelet mu! S'ooke and be.si of 
all K>'uqiu.n will never be 
fotgoiten. The people in every 
port we entered went out of
their way to make us feel 
welcome.
Sidney, I understand, was to 
has'c a barbecue hosted by one 
ot the local service club,s but un­
fortunately it fell through. Con­
sequently we had a S8 dinner 
(coffee extra) at the Travelodgc. 
Moorage fee at Van Isle Marina 
of 50 cents pc,r foot turned out 
to be the most expensive of the 
entire trip. Being from Sidney 1 
coukin't help but feel disap­
pointed and somewhat embar- 
rased with ilte poor reception 
shown Odyssey 86,
It sesuns our stop over was 
viewed purely as a money mak ­




On behalf of the Boy’s and 
Girl’s Clubs of Victoria and the 
summer programs. 1 would like 
to thank The Review for the ar­
ticle in the June 51 issue. Wc 
received a great response for 
our Discovery '86 Summer Day 
Camp, S.T.H P,, and computer 
camps, from people in the 
Saanich Peninsula,
Once again, let me express 
our gratitude to you for the op­








Boy’s and Girl’s Clubs 
of Victoria 
Continued on Page A6
FROM THE 
TOP OF THE PILE
MANY I’HA.NK'S TO Roy ’VVhtlker tor keeping an eagle eye out 
while picsidiug over the (..able If) solibiill game versus The RevieH 
sia((e.ts last I liutMhi.v, . . . , I’lil AIJI I) L I.GVi. ON IHI^ 
, LINT, Put yotii u:tmc on the ssoild’s lisiigcst tclegmm Iseiug sent to 
wckome Rick Hansen home IVom lus tomuT-thc-world wluelcliaii
too often. But she’s sending out a plea to Peninsula people not to 
telephone her if yoti’re trying to locate Irma Hagberg, Deborah in­
sists she doesn’t kuovs the lady but her phone is sounding like an
answering service. ... . . I.COKING TOR ANOTHER 'wav to
spend a buck and do some gooil? Gallery by the Sea lapel biu’ions 
are gtiing on sale in au effort to tai‘:e 88.000 for the proji'ct. Sidney 
Association of Merchhnts raised $1,5(X) for ihlGgalicry during 
Snlney Dayv and local merchants Itope to raise anoiher $1,000 in 
button sales. A $4,(WO kutci,v giant a|iplicatiou is on tile, lablcs
applying Gallery by the Sea lapel buttons will be on display during
b,’ p'if'f r«r vti'- H t''H'-<t,'i|".;Hing a I’r'llai'odv*''"fV
any MacDonald's, I he Mcfiim tv a(v^mbing all admiuisttativc .md 
piomolituia! cxpi'ns('s. lacked up Ip GNGP’n offer tonausiuit iltr
tcU'g''-uii at I’O'.i TUbp in fci 'viMu iavoiiie Slcuuuu'hii" ajul doiratr'
i ■j’lnrpa buG. fcf' ffamcn’-: Omd
PARKLAND’S AWARl.) JJS'T was missing a name in last sseck’s 
Review. Todd MuUwni was idso a tccipacnt id a ciii/etiship awatil. 
Good,going guy..,. . . , Will.l A NA.Ml-'. hKr.rM S\VT.DI.sn d»,'s- 
i’ent Deborah Hagberg didn’t think r,beM h.eat flrr H.igkiefg uamc.
the ja/z festival Atig, l-.Tvyeekend. , , . . VVTl.I GOM V I <’)|S 
wc’ie still iierc,' “Teciing like a Miiing, duck on the ridicule range. 
syncluonisiic jouinalsst Richard IT Wagner took time oui to write 
The Review a warning ol an earthquake and tidal wave. Wugner 
uv )on'r»by “JV'ieami itri!)''^.tufy 1! jus; in w !;,!'/ 
psydiically predicted JO-foot wash of water dtit Salt spring I dand, 
VVel), Richartl, jtist as you hoped, your tidal wave of July 11 was a 
laugh on you. . , , .’CONORA'TT’l.ATIONS, go 'to Joseph .md
.>nne Smith who celebrate.65 years of marriage to one atunha Jui)
19, Currently tirsiding in Sidney Personal Care Honie, the cmiple 
moved fiom England to Victoria after World War Two. The last 
year, the) liv ed wiili their daughter in Biemwaod Bay,Have a good 









GUARANTEED QUALITY WORK BACKED 
WITH 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
* DRIVEWAYS ® PLAY AREAS • TENNIS COURTS
• LINE PAINTING » CRACK FILLING ® PATCHING
» JET SEALING ® RE-SURFACING
ISLAND ASPHALT LTD. 652-9211
. . FREE ESTIMATES ... (24 HRS)





TRICOLOR PROLAB LTD. AND 
ASSOCIATED STUDIOS OFFERS YOU TOP 
QUALITY PORTRAIT PACKAGES AT 
COMPETITIVE PRICES.
• Photograph?, are taken in thfecomfon of a local 
professional photogmphy studio.
« Appointments available. No lineups.
8igh pressure sales.
9 No sitting fee,
>; ‘’v » Your choice of pose from





• .Additional packages available.




Glassware for boat, beach & patio 
Glasses. Jugs & Bowls
M U f- f e T & LOUIS ^
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FREE PICK.UP I. DELIVERY ON ALL 
TUNE UPS ON THE SAANICH PEMINSUIA
658-8882
5197 PAT BAY HWY.
(ACROSS FROM THE NEW BOAT MOUSE ON ELK LAKE)
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No jail for third-time offender
Defence counsel David 
Milburn successfully argued 
against a jail sentence for a 
third-time drunk-driving of­
fender in Sidney Provincial 
Court last week.
Milburn said an elaborate 
series of events had put the
former Sidney resident behind 
the wheel of his idling car while 
impaired, though he never in­
tended to drive.
Twenty-six-year-old Alan 
Ponych, who pleaded guilty to 
having care and control of a 





Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace. Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone; 656-4754 — 30 Years Experience
was fined $1,200 and prohibited 
from driving for 18 months by 
Judge R.A. Metzger.
Milburn argued that Ponych, 
who police found impaired and 
seated behind the wheel of his 
parked, idling Carnaro on 
McTavish Road last October, 
had not been driving and never 
intended to .set the vehicle in 
motion.
Milburn said instead that a 
friend had driven Ponych’s car 
to that location, and Ponych, a 
passenger, had decided the 
friend was too impaired to con­
tinue driving. The two then set 
off on foot lo phone for a ride, 
but realizing they were far from 
a phone, decided against il.
They returned to tlie veliide 
to wait for friends who would 
later be passing by.
Milburn .said Ponveh then sai
in the driver’s seat and subse­
quently turned the motor on to 
warm himself, and the lights on 
to alert the passing friends. 
Police found him in that situa­
tion. and subsequently obtained 
a breathalyzer reading of .20.
The lawyer also argued that 
Ponych, a former Sandown ex­
ercise driver, had since under­
taken alcohol counselling and 
given up drinking.
Milburn said a-jail sentence 
would cost Ponych his cunenl 
job as an exercise rider in 
Langley, adding he was the sole 
means of support for his wife 
and child.
Ponych was sentenced to 14 
days in jail after iiis .second im­
paired driving conviction last 
December in Surrey. He was 




Victoria callers who experienced difficulty in accessing the 
656-exchange will be pleased to know the B.C. Telelephone 
Company has the problem under control.
Don Patterson, the company’s public affairs ad­
ministrator, said the difficulty arose because of an overload 
on the 387-e.xchange.
“The provincial government operates out ol a new network 
system, which accesses public switching system in Victoria 
and .Saanich.
“The calling volume increased with more traffic than an­
ticipated and the result was people would have to redial 656- 
numbers,’’ he said.
B.C. Tel became aware of the malfunctioning after MLA 
Hugh Curtis phoned in a complaint.
“There was very little trouble gelling out from 656-,it 
would be spouses and friends trying to phone here who would 
not get through,” explained Curtis.
In response to the complaint, B.C. Tel has added two more 
processing units to distribute the calls.
Central Soonich is rynnlng ©yf of lots
Residential properties in Cen­
tral Saanich outside the 
Agricultural Land Reserve
could run out in three to fisc
years.
Central Saanich council .iuly 
7 approved a pre-feasibility 
study for 500-800 acres nortii of 
Mt. Newton Cross Road.
Municipal engineer Ai 
Mackey said the area is 
designated Stage Two properly 
in the community plan, .'\bout
SO per cent of the Stage One 
residential proper ties have been 
developed in Central Saanich, 
Mackey said.
Population in Central 
.Saanich will steadily increa.se 
with about 100 new homes con­
structed each year, he said.
'Fhe pre-feasibility study will 
determine if the Mount Ncwion 
slopes would be accessible for 
water and sewer services and 
potential population densities 
for a develctpmeni. Consulting
firms will be invited to bid on 
the study which w'ill be financed 
from a $20,000 1986 Provincial 
Planning Grant to Central 
Saanich.
now z.oned 10-acre minimum lot 
size.
Should the 500 acres prove to 
be a feasible development site, a 
full study will be considered. It 
w'ould include a development 
plan, road patterns, population 
densities, schools and possible 
commercial areas.
Continued from Page A5












Century 21 Saanich Peninsula Realty Ltd. congratulates Penny Baker, Dan 
Martens and Edythe Barrie, who have successfully completed North America’s 
most intensive skill developing real estate training program. This three month 
course further enables them to help you with any real estate situation. Please 




Finger Nails ....— wU
* Manicures.........—. 5^^
3^ Afpo/mtmbnt Om y
Evening Appointments Available
652-5607
^^ANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
656-0131
idney Association of Merchants
Serving up
Editor:
I am writing to express my 
distress concerning a recent by­
law proposal by two members 
of the North Saanich Council.
The underlying effect of the 
proposed by-law is to eliminate 
an effective Environmental Ad­
visory Commission (E.A.C.) 
and to reshape the Advisory 
Plannin : Commission (A.P.C.) 
These essential groups are 
presently comprised of eminent­
ly qualified volunteers from the 
surrounding area.
The A.P.C. has been under 
the chairmanship of Rod Clack 
who comes to us with interna­
tional qualifications while the 
E.A.C. is headed by Cy Harap- 
son, a talented biologist who is 
very familiar with the environ­
ment of North Saanich. The ex­
pert advice of both these 
gentlemen will be lost if the new 
by-law is accepted.
Why is this outrageous effort 
to wipe out the E.A.C, and to 
reshape the A.P.C. being put 
forward?
During the past several mon­
ths three members of the North 
Saanich Council, Aldermen 









7103 W. SAANICH RD,
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been constantly at odds with the 
E.A.C. and the A.P.C.
The difference of opinion has 
probably been caused by the ad­
vice giveir to Council on specific 
issues. Commission members 
strongly promote rational, con­
trolled growth in North Saanich 
wiili emi>liasis on the protection 
of various aspects of our en­
vironment.
I hc expertise witliin the two 
commissions has often seen 
beyond the narrow views of 
some Council members, and for 
thi^, cuuunission nicmbeis have 
been severely crilieized. Are \ve 
going lo allow this stifling of 
such .1 v.iiu.il'le iiijnit'.’
I hope coiniminity action will 
be strong enoiiglt to impede fur­
ther progtess (T this by-law and 
so restrain iliose forces in favor 
of unfettered tind rttpiti iir- 
banizali'osi.
Hill rurricr, 
10805 McDonald Pk. Rd.
We have moved
to the new Saanich Plaza (Save-On Foods)
Our New Address:
3551 Ravine Way
(bolwoon Blanshnrd fit Vorrton)
Our New Telephone No,: 
388-4944
Operiirig July 14
with Many Instore Specials
Courlwtty of VIMmfln Gullwry wnd Frnme Shop, momhot ol SIdnoy AssaclaBon ol Morchanla.
‘ ' : V/li wouliS .likiJ to uupappf acialian lo oui Mnany '
customers for thoir palronngo duriiig the past throo yoara. 
We InvUlft you lo drop hi and soo ua rit oui now locrttton.
TABLEWARE TRENDS
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Surplus property interests Central Saanich
Property interest municaiions faciliiv nrnnpriv nn ______ i.-.- ■r rt  i t r t 
Central Saanich council will 
express an interest in 11 acres of 
federal properties to be declared 
surplus in the future.
In a memo to Saanich coun­
cil, Public Works Canada noted 
the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways expressed an in­
terest in the RCMP Com­
ic ti s f cility properly on 
Stelly’s Cross Road.
Saanich relayed the letter to 
Central Saanich. Municipal ad­
ministrator Gay Wheeler said 
loliowing the July 7 council 
meeting, if a higher government 
purchased the property, its 
wishes could take precedence, 
Generally opier governments
cooperate, Wheeler said, and 
adher to Central Saanich zon­
ing. But “If they wanted to, 
they could stomp on us.”
AI Brown, director of proper­
ty services for the B.C. 
transport ministry, said he had 
heard nothing of the letter nor 
expressed interest in the federal 
properties.
Water supplies 
Aid. George MacFarlane said 
council should ensure previous 
applications for agricultural ir­
rigation water connections get 
priority.
Central Saanich council pass­
ed a motion July 7 where ail re­
quests for irrigation water con­
nections will be reviewed bv the
Motel sewer and water hook-up 
saga passed another mile-stone 
July 7 when Central Saanich 
council approved in principal a 
connection to municipal and 
regional water and sewer.
The application, by Charles 
Danbrook president of West- 
wind Estates Ltd., is subject to 
technical and procedural re­
quirements recommended by 
the municipal engineer.
Police stop good drivers to©
George Leith of Landsend 
Road was shocked when pulled 
over by a Sidney RCMP cruiser 
— he’d been driving perfectly.
That’s why he was pulled 
over.
Leith was the first local driver 
singled out for excellence by 
Sidney RCMP in tlie Safe Driv­
ing Recognition Program.
The North Saanich
gentleman, who has a perfect 
driving record, was recognized 
on a local radio station and was 
presented with a certificate as 
part of the program whicli 
began July 2.
Once a week a driver in one 
of seven participating police 
jurisdictions will be selected, 
said Sidney Staff Sergeant John 
Penz, with the criteria being
perfect adherence to driving 
regulations, courteousness or 
noteworthy defensi%e driving 
skills.
Police W'ill follow cars for five 
or 10 minutes to determine if 
the drivers are successful before 
pulling them over with the good 
news.
“They are somew'hat surpris­
ed w'hen they learn they didn’t 
do bad,” laughed Penz.
municipal engineering depart­
ment. Connections will be 
granted at the discretion of the 
engineer and subject to condi­
tions required by the municipal 
engineer.
MacTarlanc said a list of ap­
plicants must be drawn up in 
order to pres ent former applica­
tions being overlooked.
Motel hook-up 
The ongoine. Western Six
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE RE PUBLIC HEARING
The Public Hearing held July 7th, 1986, and adjourned at that time 
will be reconvened on July 21 st, 1986, at 8:00 p.m. in the Fire Hall, 
Third Street.
This is the Hearing for considering the proposed re-designation and 




Ivy Pelkey of Sidney was fin­
ed $300 and prohibited from 
driving for six months after 
pleading guilty to impaired driv­
ing in Sidney Provincial Court 
July 10.
The 25-year-old, with no 
prior record, was found 
slumped behind the wheel of her 
car outside Sidney Super Foods 
several weeks ago, azid 
breathalyzer readings of .14 and 
. 15 w'ere subsequently obtained.
total of $110. The ju\'cnile 
pleaded guilty to driving 
without due care and attention, 
and without a valid driver’s 
license.
NO WITNESS
Impaired driving charges 
against Marshall Pelkey were 
dismissed after crowm w'itness 
John Underwood failed to ap­
pear in Sidney Provincial Court 
last week. It was the second 
time in three weeks a case was 




A 14-year-oId local male was 
fined $25 after pleading guilty 
to driving his father’s motorcy­
cle,without a license. “I was late 
to meet some friends. I just 
hopped on and hoped 1 didn’t 
get caught,” he told Judge R.A. 
Metzger.
“When could you pay this 
fine, sir?” Metzger asked the 
dimunitive perpetrator. “Do 
you have any allowance? ’ ’
rv lotf I! see fa St res u !ls... up 
lo ID lbs. in 2 weeks...wiUtoui 
drugs, shots, crash diets, or 
expensive foods lo buy.Your 
firsi individual consuitalion 
with your own persoiial coim- 
seloris free Calhiow.
Mon. - FrL 
6:30 am -1 pm
Sat.
8 am »11 am
NO CARE
A Central Saanich teenager 
who crashed her mother’s car 
May 18 while driving with just a 
learner’s license was fined a
for appointment 
656-9505
■tl*r 1 pm piton* 8jlS-4S57
I S843-2nd St- Marina Court
Uoivntown 385-2146 
I Colwood 47»-3S11 McKsnrI* 721.SS55
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Beani.12fcof Viefona, B C
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to Iliepiuchasei by Pie above-eu.mittaied (.sPicuii
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dorl'ing Liciiipes iviPvn To d;^yn, rommmir'iMii 1mm lee dale ol 
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Salmon Fishing - Coal Island 
Family Picnics 
at Sidriey-by-the-Sea
Hourly & Daily Rates on; 
15 foot Runabouts
SKIPPERED CHARTERS;
“Fish & Barbecue” 
“Gulf Island 
Cruise & Explore”
Our rates are 
affordable, . . 












•SAND TOYS - PAILS - SHOVELS 
•BEACH BALLS - WATER PISTOLS 
•CRIBBAGE - BACKGAMMON - SCRABBLE 
•BOARD GAMES - SCRUPLES - SHOGi 
•FINGER PAINTS - COLORING BOOKS 
PUZZLES - the largest selection
this side of EXPO!
BOOl
1%
^IFTS Open Every Day 
8 a.m. -10 p.m.
• •90 ••90
• •90 
••90 •990 ••90• 900
^\99999999e9999999999999999999909999999999999999999m999999999999999999099>999999999'99099999999999P9‘9999099909999S9ym,
UVhat if a f riend 
called and said 
all of the businesses
HI your town 
closed up!
What would it 
mean to you? 
How would you 
fare
financially?
It could happen, In some 
towns it already has 
because the (ocal people did 
most of ttieir shopping out 
of town, We all know of 
communities with lots of 
empty stores. ..and empty 
stores mean less tax 
upport.,.a lot less.
ou over think about how 
il' community's taxes are paid 
by business? If they were no longer paying their share, 
do you know how muciT more your taxes would incroase to pay for essential 
local service.s? if they no longer made charitable donations to those groups to 
which you belong, how much fiToro would you have lo pay?
A heallhy business aornmunily benefits everyone. 
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Tokens carry collector info fhe past
By SUZANNE INSKiP 
Review Staff Writer
. “The hunt’s the thing that 
keeps you young,’’ says Ralph 
Burry.
His collection of tokens 
boasts a total 6,000 pieces. They 
are a gateway to another of
Burry’s passions. He’s a history 
buff who once wanted to be an 
Egyptologist but now directs his 
interest for all things past to 
B.C. history.
When Burry finds, begs, bor­
rows or buys a token, ranging 
from antique copper hat check 
tokens to«' university beer
tokens, he is compelled to trace 
its history.
He’s a member of the Cana­
dian Numismatic Society, or 
better known as token collec­
tors, and also writes for several 
journals about his historical 
finds.
Burry’s latest addition to his 
collection is a token for one pint 
of Duntulm Jersey Dairy milk. 
Burry discovered Duntulm 
Dairy was developed by a Major 
Allistair MacDonald in the 
1920s. MacDonald bought his 
Sidney farm from another 
farmer named McDonald — no 
relation.
The major’s farm was one of 
the first farms to enter into a co­
op w'ith a company we know to­
day as Island Farms. He sold his 
Jensey dairy in 1945.
Burry met an elderly far­
mhand who had worked for the 
major as a boy and gradually 
worked his way up to foreman. 
Burry’s tokens typically take 
him on travels in B.C. where he 
has the opportunity to meet 
people directly connected to his 
subject’s past.
Burry had some of his local 
articles published in 1981 issues 
of The Review.
As a sideline to his hobby. 
Burry also collects items such as 
early edition telephone books. 
He owns a Canada Gazeteer, 
which lists every business in 
Canada at the time — circa
Econo Color C-41, 110, 126, 135 and disc. Prepaid Service.
REGULAR 
31/2x5 SIZE
12 eap. ... 2^® 
15 exp. ... 3^8 
24 exp, ... 5^® 
36 exp. ... 7 98
©HPiH
TOW
Buy 2 Get 1mm
PRINT
SIZE Each
i3-l/2 X si 50C
5x7 1.99
8x10 5.99 11.98
11 xi4 10.00 20.00
16 X 20 18.00 36.00
DOUBLE PRINTS OR 
DOUBLE SIZE 5x7
12 exp. ... 3^®
15 exp. ... 5^®
24 exp. ... @98 




At the time of 
processing 
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SIDNEY B.C. 656-7441











applicable toward our 
SERVICE
A POPO MANILLA and an Incombo Manilla (brass bracelets) from Nigeria are part 
of Ralph Burry’s token collection.
1915. He demonstrates how 
useful a 1930 B.C. Directory 
can be. It lists every family 
known to be living in B.C. at 
the time plus occupation and 
residence.
Through these books Burry 
traces names of people con­
nected with his tokens and car­
ries on to write the history.
He has a bit of B.C. history in 
his own past. Burry’s father 
came to B.C. in 1907. Burry was 
born and raised in Vancouver 
and is the last bound shipwright 
apprentice in the province. He 
was apprenticed in 1932 when 
he was 15 years old for the





grand sum of 12 cents per hour. 
His boss added an extra four 
cents to Burry’s pay to make it 
an even dollar a day.
“History was not written 
down,’’ he said. “Writing jour­
nals is for posterity.” Burry 
plans to one day give his tokens 
to the B.C. Archives so that 




In last week’s survey of 
Saanich Peninsula beach ac­
cesses, we inadvertantly cau-sed 
some nice people on Towner 
Park Road some embarrass­
ment.
The access to Warrior Point 
is not blocked by a private drive 
and gate as was implied. M’s 
blocked by a long, uncleared 
stretch of bush on the other side 
of the fence from the private 
property sliarcd by many lan­
downers.
In any event, the Point is 
more easily nlnaincd Iry using 
('ther .accesses oit ilse map.
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Food Bank books balance
As many as 366 people had 
food on the table in the first 
half of 1986 due to the efforts 
of the Sidney Lions-Review 
Food Bank.
Numbers of recipients of 
boxes of groceries increased 
from 289 in January to 366 in 
April, then dipped to 259 in 
June. Between January and 
June 27, 630 grocery boxes were 
supplied from the food bank.
The food account totalled 
$6,722 on Jan. 2. Cash dona­
tions in the last six months 
tallied up $7,404. Several hun­
dred boxes of food were also 
donated resulting in actual food 
purchases of $8,100 to date this 
year.
The June-end statement 




Police reported at least 
five counterfeit American 
$20 bills circulated July 1 
weekend in the Greater Vic­
toria area.
But Sidney RCMP Staff 
Sgt. John Penz says no 
fraudulent currency has 
been reported in Sidney.
However, Sidney
Association of Merchants 
members are prepared to 
spot any bogus bills after a 
crash course last month, 
said SAM president Marie 
Roscoe.
“We just wanted to be 
aware of what to look for, 
so now we can hold a real 
one up against a fake one a 
spot it.”
POLICE
A 56-year-old Central 
Saanich man has been charged 
with sexual assault in connec­
tion with an incident in 
February 1985 in Matsqui, said 
a Matsqui RCMP spokesman.
Murray Biyih Gavv, 7738 East 
Saanich Road, w'as arrested at 
his home July 14, and w’il! ap­
pear in Matsqui Provincial 
Court July 15, police said.
* * *
Three local juvenile males 
were charged after being nabb­
ed trying to unload merchandise 
stolen from Peninsula Hobbies 
to a dow'ntown merchant.
Approximately $4,000 in 
remote control airplane equip­
ment stolen from the Sidney 
hobby shop July 9 was
recovered, Sidney RCMP said.
* ♦
But police are still searching 
for the thief who struck the 
Anacortes ferry gift shop July 
11, breaking in through an 
unlocked window and. making 
off with $4,000 worth of mer­
chandise, including a $650 w'olf 
pelt. Most of the stolen items 
were found hidden under a 
nearby rock, ^
3iC 3tr. if{ -
Two more area businesses 
were victims in the series of flag 
thefts which have plagued the 
area recently. Flint Motors 
reported July 12 the theft of 
four flags valued at $100 from 
their roof. Six days earlier, two 
flags were stolen from the roof 
of the Eagles Nest building on 
Beacon Avenue.•t= *
Thieves also struck two 
vehicles, looting a car parked in 
a McTavish Road driveway of 
20 tapes and a $350 pair of 
cowboy boots from another on 
Bowcrhank Road.
An Oregon resident whose 
sailboat was moored at tlte 
Sidney go\einment wharf had 
his dinghy stolen.
V a ti d a I s also struck
Greenglade School, breaking in 
and entering several classrooms 





Modlum snd WIda 
Black




Mon-Ssi 8 am-5:30 pm 
Friday B nm-(> prr.
Beacon Pla/aV 656-5115,7
Freezers, just like people, 
come in all different sizes
Lei Jim show you the excellent sefec- 
'tion'o'f freezers' on'sale now just iiv
time io preserve the goodness of 
your ciiirden all year lohq.
rtmnv oimurv — vai t/r whtim m
ISLAND FURNITURE MAOT/4ri,\
asttt Avnnir, SI.Iihv, I.S6.37SI MCW, SAT, » AM'io
Bank on Second Avenue is open 
Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays from 10 a.m. to noon. 
Donations can be dropped off 
at the food bank and cash dona­
tions can be made at The 
Review office.
Donations of canned goods, 
dry foodstuffs and fresh garden 
produce are particularly 
welcome. All work at the food 
bank is volunteer and thanks is 




Fof special occasions of every 
day elegance, try acrylic r 
Of, extend the length with 
tips, and gels and notice 
the ditlerence 
Easy to apply tong last­
ing requiting only periodic 
Mis Done by a tiamed 








®9842 - 3rd St., Sidney (across from the Firehail) ®OPENS 
TUESDAY, JULY 22nd 4:00 P.M., GAMES AT 5:00 P.M. ®Next 
Day - 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. -Sponsored by Saanich 
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OAKCREST if] — 3475 QUADRA ST,- OAKCREST #2 — 3400 TILLiCUM; OAKCREST #3 — 9819 5U» ST., SIDNEY; OAKCREST #4 — 7816 L SAANICH RD.






SIRLOIN TIP __ 
BOTTOM ROUND 4.09 kg
lb.
CAN. OFtAD^
FRESH FRESH GR. A i
BEEF Wo YCONG i49i
LiVER IN 0|J,.THE ^!b.PIECE 77c kg TURKEY i lb. :3.29 kg *
SUPER SAXMNGS i SPARKLING PRESH PRODUCE]
CALIF. THOMPSONSEEDLESS
GRAPES 1.28 kg 58 b.
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POfiTERHOUSESM.. ,,..,3.29
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99' CATELLI DINNERIIA A )l SHINE UP WITH JOHNSON’S2!88' PLEDGE
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NOW IN SIDNEY
McLEOD, YOUNG, WEIR
FINANCIAL SERVICES SINCE 1921
Specialist in 
T-Bills, Bonds, Stocks 
Mutual Funds, RRSP, RRIF
CALL
John Gowans or John Down 
at 384-9321
' H ll^ B
' '* T *'** * ‘"'VT' ‘
“SAANICH PENINSULA COWIMUNITY* 
BINGO ASSOCIATION 
Comer 3rd & Sidney
OPENS JULY 22nd TUESDAY
DOORS 4:00P.IV1./GAMES 5:00P.M.
NOTICE
The Board of Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria 
wish the residents of the community to know it does 
not endorse or participate in telephone or door to door 
solicitation. Our disapproval of this form of cemetery 
sales has been registered with the Minister of Con­
sumer and Corporate Affairs.
The Board of Cemetery Trustees of Greater Victoria
operate
The Royal Oak Buriai Park and Crematorium 
established by
The City of Victoria and the Municipality of Sanich
located at
4673 Faiaise Drive, Victoria, B.C. V8Y 1B4 
Phone (604) 658-5621
Convenient - Ouiet - Secluded - Park setting 
Serving the Community with Care and Concern 
Since 1923
Morning, noon, afternoon, evening ... 
arsytime is tea time at the Carrington Wyatt 






What to do if summer comes
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
“Familiarity breeds con­
tempt” the old adage goes.
Want to spice Peninsula life 
up a bit and find out what 
makes visitors and tourists so 
enamoured with our area? Try 
being a tourist for a day in your 
own neighborhood.
There’s plenty to do, it takes 
just a few minutes to find ac­
tivities to fill an afternoon or a 
weekend. You don’t have to 
travel far.
Explore Capital Regional 
District parks beginning with 
spectacular views from Horth 
Hill Park in North Saanich. A 
short drive down West Saanich 
Road leads to Ardmore Drive 
and Coles Bay Park where 
nature trails and a quiet shore 
await you.
Looking for action on the 
way? Charter a plane at Vic­
toria Airport. Vancouver Island 
Helicopters advertise charter 
flights and if that’s not enough 
excitement, take a one-day 
parachute course at Ultimate 
High.
Too much action? A leisurely 
bike ride past Patricia Bay, or 
any sheltered waters should pro­
vide the spectacle of wind­
surfers honing their skills.
The Institute of Ocean 
Sciences offers tours on 
weekdays. Phone ahead for info 
at 656-8211.
Spend an afternoon on the 
links at Glen Meadows or Ard­
more Golf courses and the 
scenic route to Prospect Lake 
leads to another green.
Brentwood Bay in Central 
Saanich is port-o-call for the 
Mill Bay Ferry and fishermen 
can rent boats and tackle near 
the dock.
Take a cross-route through 
Central Saanich to Oldfield 
Road for U-pick strawberries 
and a wide range of produce on 
local front-yard fruitstands. 
There are vineyards, orchards, 
dairies and honey hives galore.
Central Saanich Road leads 
to Bear Hill Regional Park for 
hiking to a hilltop vista of Haro 
Strait or a link of trails to Elk 
Lake.
The Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory is on Old West 
Saanich Road. A road winds up 
the hill to a magnificent view up 
the Peninsula and over Victoria. 
The observatory is open daily 
through summer and has a 
small museum. Saturday nights 
take a peak at the galaxy 
through a gigantic 1.82-metre 
telescope.
Spend an afternoon at Elk 
Lake, popular with boaters and 
windsurfers. Bridle paths and 
pony rentals are located within 
the park.
To quench your thirst and 
sate your pallet the Peninsula 
offers an extensive array of din­
ing and pub facilities. English 
tea-houses and coffee shops are 
tucked into forest nooks — 
keep and eye out for them. Deli 
delicacies are on every street 
corner.
Fish and chip shops are fre­
quent stops on any route you 
choose or try a bite and some 
suds at one of several 
neighborhood pubs to be found 
from Central Saanich to Canoe 
Cove. Or, maybe a dessert treat 
is more your style? Island made 
ice-cream can be found in many 
shops and several of our quaint 
local tea-houses have lovely 
tones and trifles.
Since your neighborhood is 
bounded by waten, it’s not en­
tirely out of the question to 
sample some seafood delicacies. 
Drop by the fish market on 
Sidney Wharf and buy the mak­
ings of a fresh seafood barbe- 
que. The wharf is home port of 
the ferry to Sidney Spit across 
the waters, great for a Sunday 
picnic.
While you’re scooting north 
on Pat Bay Highway, a side-trip 
into Island View Beach Park of­
fers a sandy shore and picnick­
ing.
And don’t miss the Saanich 
Historical Artifacts Museum. 
The Saanich Pioneer Society 
has a museum at Saanich 
Fairgrounds and Sidney
Museum offers a broad ranging 




While meandering along 
cross streets over the Peninsula 
keep an eye out for garage and 
yard sales posted on corner 
street poles.
A round trip must include the 
many marinas en route to 
Swartz Bay. Enjoy Deep Cove’s
spectacular sunsets as 
return past the boaters, 
divers, windsurfers and swim­
mers.
Tidy up and explore the many 
dining possibilities at area 
hotels and inns; they each boast 
their own special dish and at­
mosphere.
These are just a few ways to 
enjoy our Peninsula. Make it 
your playground this summer.
VIEW STARS OR VALLEYS from the heights of the 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory. The 1.82 metre 









for being the top salesperson 
for June 1986. Anne's sinceri­
ty, dedication and hard work 
have earned her this achieve­
ment. For any of your real 
estate needs call Anne 
Dalglieshat:





MANY DELIGHTFUL TEA ROOMS and restaurants such as the Gazebo Tea House 






10% Senior Discount 
OPKN 7 AM . 7 FM Kvery Day
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Early Evening DINNER SPECIAI. 
i|;30-6;00Mon.-Ffl.
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A new prime minister. 
Grnemc White, was elected for 
the next school year at Skcliy's 
Secondary. Craig White i.s 
sports co-ordinator; Lee White 
will be activities co-ordinator.
The new sccrciary-treitsurcr is 




Stelly’s grad executive has 
also been selected for next year, 
(.itaii cliaiim.ui ir, iJcfilhc 
McGuire with Kim Shenton as 
secretary, Carolyn Randall will 
take .care of finulrihsing tnul 
.Angie niandciwill oiganizc the 
,s'ttiff-grad banquet. Chrislti 
Southern was picked to look 
after after-grad and Andrea 
Lorkowski, decorntions,
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
COMBO FOR ONE
• Chlek«iiiiihowWl«ln
• ChKitann f'rlad nit’»




1979 FORD FAIRMONT Squire station 
wagon, ,Small Vfl auto Nice
contfitlon............. : - Sal» Price 3295
1960 DODGE ASPEN 1 tif rMan, 6 
cyl. auto, ONly 37.000 rn^ios, lovoiy 
condition . , , Sale Price 1495
197? DATSUN lonqDor PicK-Ufi with 
custom canopy a spt) One owner ' Only 
63.000oriQinal niiifis.... Sale Price .1495 
1960 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT (Diesel) 
Ofiluxfi 4 0' ' 'Famajilir/ ’ Ftioi economy 
Lo'reiy conjition . , i Sale Price 5495 
1979 DODGE DIPLOMAT > Jr. D-nJ' 
VR auto with ai' rnneliiinfiinf) BeautitDi 
car,, ' Sale Price 3795





lK«( walk’s cinifi wall In ttrrctr 
wa Hpoloolre (or any Iticonvonloneo
• Round trip transportation from Sidney
• All ferry tolls
• Entrance to air show grounds
• Adult • Child ^25*^”
BOOK EARLY SPACE IS LIMITED
Gnitusnt
"fl, >
Nice com,lifion., Sale Price 1B99







R*1«i f rom ‘K** A Day
eiMW1353 ' '
tSBO {|«ac<5tt Aw«. fXiaiiir TM ■
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
"At Ifm ( rntfiahlUslo"
656-0905
iZ * 23WIWACONAVB., SIDNEY, 0.C, V0L 1X2
CuBtomar Parking at Ha«r
I
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Smoking restrictions printed
Huff and pufl and butt that workplace is now available at 
cigarette out — soon. community health offices in the
Free copies of a Capital district.
Regional District bylaw Bylaw 1440 was adopted by 
regulating smoking in the the CRD June 11 and will come
Assoylf means
contact bcrn
A Sidney man who pleaded 
guilty in Sidney Provincial 
Court July 10 to assaulting his 
former common-law wife was 
angered by a probation order 
that he have no direct or in­
direct contact with her for a
year.
“I’ve been at her jilace for the 
last four days,’’ argued Brett 
Callaghan, 35. “We’re both still 
in love with each other. We just 
have our problems. ’ ’
Callaghan pleaded guilty to
assault causing bodily harm and 
mischief following an April 23 
incident when he struck the 
woman in the face and knocked 
her down at her Ardwell 
Avenue residence.
He also pleading guilty to 
mischief after throwing a beer 
bottle through a patio window 
during the same episode.
Judge R.A. Metzger also fin­
ed Callaghan a total of S450 and 
placed him on 12 months proba­
tion.
Couple charged
aft er drug raid
A Central Saanich couple 
faces charges after a July 11 
raid on a Willis Point property 
netted 25 marijuana plants, said 
a Victoria Drug Squad 
spokesman.
John Sykes, 49, and Holly 
Reader, 32, have each been 
charged with cultivation of 
marijuana and possession of the 
drug after police, acting on 
Crimestoppers information, 
discovered 11 pounds of mari­
juana, said Corporal Alton
Police seek 
hit and run driver
Central Saanich police are 
looking for a female driver who 
left the scene after allegedly 
triggering a three-car, pile-up at 
the intersection of Highway 17 
and Island View Road June 11, 
said Sergeant Don Mann.
Mann said the woman was 
apparently turning left on to 
Island View Road when she 
changed her mind and swung in- 
‘to northbound traffic on- the 
highway.
A northbound vehicle swerv­
ed to miss her, overcorrected, 
and wound up crashing into the 
median, triggering the pile-up. 
Information on the e.xtent of 
damage and possible injuries 













Dr. Ken Benson has resigned 
as medical health officer of the 
Capital Regional District, 
becau.se of ill health.
Denson, 61, who became 
MHO in April 1985;, suffered a 
heari attack five months later 
and subsequently underwent 
open heart surgery.
Me was on leave of absence 
when he submitted his resigna­
tion .Inly 3, stating it was “with 
real regret that I must teitder my 
resignation on health ground.s 
and thereby enter a retirement 
which I had hoped tnight be 
postponed for .some years.”
Regional Board Chairman 
Howard SluirtK’k e.spjessed his 
regret in receiving the re.signa' 
tion.






Saturday 6 pm-9 pm 
Sunday noon-9 pm 
Spit Roasted Lamb 
featuring salad, homemade 
bread & dessert
$095






2215 Canoo Cove Rd. 
656-3498
into effect September 1. After 
that date, if a complaint receiv­
ed proves valid, a written warn-, 
ing will be issued.
If the warning is ignored, a 
.second will be issued, which 
may be followed by legal action 
initiated by the CRD’s bylaw 
enforcement officer.
A pamphlet giving more in­
formation on the bylaw will be 




Deans of the drug squad.
Deans said the plants were 
found in a converted house on 
the property featuring growing 
lights, fans and foil-lined 
rooms.
Sykes also faces charges of 
possession of hashish and refus­
ing a breathalyzer test following 
the raid. Deans said approx­
imately an ounce of hashish was 
found.
The tw'o will appear in Sidney 
Provincial Court August 28.
Got a date
with your plate?
Is your number plate telUng you it’s renewal time?
1 r the decal on your number plate i.s “JUL 86’' your auto insurance and 
vehicle licence must be renewed by the first of August. Make a date with your 
Autoplan agent anytime in July, and take time to discuss your insurance needs.
It is extremely important to insure your vehicle in the correct 
rate class. If your vehicle is improperly rated, a claim on your 
Own Damage coverage (e.g. Collision, Comprehensive) can be 
denied and you may be required to reimburse the Corporation 






“A Rising Rate QIC? You mean if 
interest rates go up, the rate on my 
deposit goes up?”
But if rates fail, my original term rate 












2806 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY
“So, if f purchase a Rising Rate QIC 
for 1-3 years, I stand to gain on any 
increase in the prime rate over the 
term without having to shop around. M
“That’s fantastic. I can’t lose! This 
takes all the gambling out of longer 
term investment. When can I invest?”
The Rising Rate GIG is a brand new investment concept available only at First Pacific, 
and will be a limited offering. Minimum investment is $40,000. Give any of First Pacific’s 
managers a call today for more details.
Gary Diarnor'd 
‘•iil'KH/ nranrh
2297 Beacon Avenue 
656.1116
■ All doposils and non*oquily 
shares arc 100% guaranleecJ 
by Credit Union Deposit 
Insurance Corporation.
'l/mm
Denis roster ■ ^ 
Brentwood Bay Branch 








933 Douglas Sti 001 
385-1437
AI:,JcnHir,5
Royal Oak Branch 




3750 Shoibourne Blieet 
4)7-9561.
ToporowsKi
Cordova Bay Branch 




2973 Tillicum Road 
396-1332
Tom Cl oil 
DianfiHarcl Branch 




Within Town of Sidney from our Sidney Store 
Minimum order'25*^; ~























^ (2.99 without coupon);
"^TH rnFfYlFOODS*^
SCHElDER’S 50Qg PKG. 
SLICED SIDE BACON
Expires July 21,1986
pkg- 1 MM 11^ E^i^O Dutch Treat,




















TO . .^ Cut into strips 4.38 kg
HOfMEV GARLIC BBQ RIBS
I.I-I.SkgrZVi-SIbs.) lean beef short ribs 25 inL(2 ftop.) brown sugar
213 mMrrtoi.rcan iomalo sauce miUed
75 mL(1/3 cup) dry sherry 1 'ame cIokb ganc m.nc^
»:lI. isriSrs"''""'
Race nhs in a laigs s-iucepan; aiM enough ^^ter to ca-.e' On tw ti-^e toe.
SlfTviwf. covtK^d ^-1 Vt noufsor tiS aval is teooer. orain >.«earw^« >0^ -TVs-^r.^ 
dienls. Race co*ed nbs .n a snaSew wking dsn; peur man.^ ^
teliififlialoi lor 6 hours or ONWnlght Oram tis reserving ir-amase- Pa. nv---ish-fi.
Race a drip ivin in centre ot 880 Ccok nbs o-er d-c pan. usng mec!ur-^>v ^ "
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POP CORN........................... 4.25g I
NU FLUFF 6S
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SUNNY JIM
PEANUT BUTTER.......... ...  rs.,
WESTON 100% WHOLE WHEAT




FABRIC SOFTENER il O
IVORY 29




COHO SALMON loog. •
SMOKED SCOTTISH 73c
COD FILLETS loog
FRESH (Subiect !o Avaiiability) ISab^e Fish)
BUHERFISH FILLETS >»«9•■■•
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CAT FOOD ............... 1 kg
I 99 SUGARIPE SEEDLESS
RAISINS ...............  750g
I1 MARDI GRASSERVIETTES ............... 140’s
149 MARDI GRAS JUMBO
PAPER TOWELS...... ....1 Roll Pkg.
|29 MARIGOLD




























Concord orGRAPE JUICEvtiiiie tL
OCEANSPRAY „7F!n,r„,rs
CRANBERRY BLENDS uir. . .  .. ..
MR. MUSCLE II ^
OVEN CLEANER isog
VARIETY ITEMS THIS V/EEK:
i^iffiiYN SUPERMELONS
CRIMSONRED PEARS
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15% Off All Merchandise
Except tobacco products, prescriptions, 
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The ground is warm and a soft wind, sillily pungent, stirs 
the marshy grasses. Clouds gather then break again for sun to 
spill onto sandy banks.
“Oooh, aay, ooh, eh, ooh” heightens against the peaceful 
vista of Saanichton Bay — the chanting and rythmic whump- 
thump on rawhide drums creating a psychic barrier to teams 
playing bone games.
At first, harsh to unfamiliar ears tlie chants and drums 
soon blend with the breezes and lull distant listeners.
Close your eyes and time stands still on the sandy spit —
1886. Laughing voices, busy feet, warm sun, cooking aromas, 
the drums.
Open them, it’s 1986 — Walkmans and softball caps, bone 
games, hand-carved canoes, stirrup pants, fuschia tank-lops, 
fried bread and roasted salmon.
Another chorus sings a counter chant. “Ooli-ah-eh, ooh- 
ah-eh. . . ” Someone hollers the PA system i.s nearly ready.
It’s the first day of the East Saanich Water Festival — 
Tsawout Canoe Races and they’re about lo begin.
" t




Sunday, August 3rd 
DOWNTOWN SIDNEY 
“ENJOY OUR OUTDOOR 
SHOF^PING PLAZA©’
Tables $12.50 nvalloble al Neodlomnnia 2426 Beacon ave.
Sponsored by The Sidney Association of Morchanla





Brilliitnl ( oloiirs, I ho iillnn.tto in tolovision nn)(>yivi(tnt , At (iiralo (.!ost:ri|ili<)ns 
of the ('!!v I‘)72€ 20 int h i (tiotit fnlovision with the Uitiinond Vi.sion |)ictiiro 
tube (hrtl offers twliiuirrlina)y (nu- lo lile int.u',es with 4f)'in [itiiei' eoloiii'.s anti 
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OPERATED CAR WASH 
•CONVENIENCE STORES 
.•tUTUNDROMATS
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 
SERVING VANCOUVER ISLAND





Rowing champs log 60 kilometres every day
Carry your money & 
passport Safely 
We now carry waist safes
Great for Expo & travelling overseas.
Samsonite'
We guarantoo Ui %
• Repair your Luggage 
Now!
We handle all 
major repairs
PENINSULA LUGGAGE
RETAIL SALES & REPAIRS
9-9843-2nd St. 
656-7442
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
“By the time we get to 
Czechoslovakia, theyTl be 
ready to row themselves into the 
finals,” said Leif Goifredsen, 
National Junior Rowing team 
coach.
ADAMS ELECTRONICS







- Fri. 9:00-5:00 Sat. 8:30 -1 ;00




HOME SUPPLIES OR BREW IN OUR PLACE WITH OUR GUIDANCE 
AND EQUIPMENT. TAKES ONLY MINUTES. ”BEER PRODUCTS 
FINISHED IN 10 DAYS.
Weekdays 11 a.m.-7 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. Noon-4 p.m.
9756 3rd Street, Sidney B.C. V8L 3A5 656-1172
Four of five girls headed for 
the World Junior Rowing 
Championships in Roudinco 
and Labem, Czechoslovakia are 
from the Saanich Peninsula: 
Kate Gower 17, Julie Jespersen 
16, Signe Gotfredsen 17 and 
Kelly Mahon 17. The lone 
eastern team member is Mamie 
McBean 17, from Toronto.
Gotfredsen said competition 
for the Canadian team will be 
fierce. All Eastern European 
teams are tough. To get his girls 
into the finals required a lot of 
hard training. They row an 
average of 60 kms. each day, 
divided into two workouts.
For weeks they have lived and 
breathed rowing. Diets are 80 
per cent carbohydrates, the girls 
report — lots of pasta, rice and 
whole grains. Very little fats 
allowed, said Gower, and of 
course no obvious sweets.
Gotfredsen wants lo keep 
morale high and refuses to com­
ment on individual per­
formances. The girls themselves 
say they are hot. “We’re really 
starting to cook,” laughed Mc­
Bean and her doubles’ event 
partner Jespersen.
McBean “pulled the best 
ERG” of 3,970 at team trials 
earlier this month, according to 
Gower. An “ERG” is an 
ergometre strength test. Mahon 
had a good ERG of 3,680. 
Mahon and Gower are also 
doubles partners.
Mahon was Stelly'.s Secon­
dary School senior fcintile 
athlete of the year and plays 
center on the basketball team. 
She’s back for Grade 12 in 
September and plans to go on to 
the University of Victoria. Slie’s 
indecisive about which sport to 
specialize in — they're botli im­
portant.
Signe Gotfredsen has been 
asked more than once what it's 
like to be the coach’.s daughter. 
“When we’re out licre,” site 
saitl gesturing toward Elk Lake, 
“he’s the eoacli. And when 
we’re home, he’s Dad.”
Gotfredsen has nine rowing 
seasons under her belt — tire 
veteran on the team. An all­
round athlete, she competes in 
cross-country running, plays 
both field hockey and basket­
ball, and swims.
Jespersen finished Grade 11 
at Parkland Secondary School 
and wants to row on a universi­
ty team later. She’s roweti since 
October 1984 and says it's her 
favorite sport.
Javelin is Jespersens best 
track and field event in a full 
slate of sports on licr roster.
Outgoing Gower apiTcars to 
be spokesperson for the group 
and to date proves to be another 
all-round athlete. Site liclped 
promote Track ’86 earlier tliis 
spring and was recently ac­
cepted for two years study at an 
international junior college in 
Wales.
McBean plans to transfer 
west lo LJVic after she finishes 
Grade 13 in Toronto. McBean is 
the latest comer to the world of 
rowing with just one year’s e.\- 
perience.
Not put off by inexperience, 
she can proudly say her ERG 
.score was highest at both 
Canada team trials.
'The Canadian squad will 
h a V e n i n c d a y s i n 
Czechoslovakia to acclii)iatize 
before competition begins. 




LIFESAVER' RADIAL ALL SEASON
• Aggressive all season tread
• Two full steel belts to promote 
even wear and long mileage
• Cushioned, quiet ride
• Bill inmates seasonal 
changeover
Here are just a few examples of 
some great savings
PI55/80 R13W/W ...., .®51.95on. 
P185/80 R13W/W ...... «60.95on.
P185/75 R14W/W...........’*64J50n.
P195/75 R14W/W ...... *68.95on,
P205/75 R14W/W ...... ^70.95en.
P215/75 R14W/W ... 
P215/75 R15W/W ... 







Sale prices In effect until 
July 31,1986 while stock lasts.
All prices include Installation
CANADIAN NATIONAL JUNIOR ROWING squad prepares for tough competition 
in Czechoslovakia. Left to right Kelly Mahon, Mamie McBean, Signe Gotfredsen, 
Julie Jespersen and Kate Gower.
earns no-
‘“We let them win this 
time . . . it’s a set-up for the big 
bet on the rematch!” said 
Review coach and home-run 
king Terry Ross.
With a little help from their 
friends, relatives, pets and kids 
Cable 10 managed to topple 
Review staffers softball squad 
in a close 14-11 win.
“Wc were awfully glad il 
didn’t rain again,” said Cable 
coach Tee Wtillace after one 
forfeiting rain-out, “Wc didn’t 
want them to think wc were
wimps!t”
Cable lOers warn not to tell 
recouperating Mike Stanlake 
about the rematch. . . seems 
the poor guy might collapse at 
the thought. He’ll have to prac­
tise his rain-dance again.
Review first baseman Vic 
“Stretch’ ’ Swan say.s “any! ime, 
anywhere” — he’s ready lor 
another round.
Review star pitclicr Sarah 
“Swifty” Thompson promised 
not to be so kind in a rematch, 
Swifty advises head protective
gear against her 200-MPH pit­
ches. She’ll throw just as mean 
n’ crooked as Gary“Strike 
Out” Anderson does for the TV 
team.
And those fly-balls to Review 
outfield from Bill Fraser, 
Trevor Richardson and Danny 
“Speedy” Carrier won’t catch 
“Over-my-head-again” Aaron 
Doyle, and “No Mitt” Sandi 
Biirchill off guard. And, “Lady 
In Red” Sue Inskip is just 
waiting to scoop a fly out from 
under the nose of some Cable 10 
big brui.scr.
Expect a few fancy snags 
from Review’s “The Tackier” 
third base Sue McLean. Seimis 
she mixes rugby with ,slow-pitch 
— but she always gels her man. 
She’s backed up by the true- 
shooiin’ arm of T erry “In-The- 
Hushes” Ross who last time cost 
Cable 10 a few balls with his 
bionic arm -- they’re still look­
ing foi t item,
Countering the fast action of 
Cable I0’.s first base Laury 
“Never Misse.s" Grimston is 
Jittnes “jislugger” Manning on 
second for the Review, Both are 
shall) when tliey're on the 
sticks, but lOcrs can watch out 






• Chickon chow Moin 
« Chickon Frlud Rico





by Susan Colder, Spiral 
‘12.95.
FAMILY DINNER'
• Dortp Frinri Chickon Winga
• Giiy Ding Chop Gi»ev
Sunimor Delights,
cooking willi fresh 
hetbs by l^icfiardson, 
‘12.95,
IMMIM «•
» Swnnt A .Sour Bonrqosn Pork
• Mushroom. Chtckbn Trlod nice
• Chickon Chow Moin ,
» SorvRSi.'bS pofsons
we ARl; NO^ OPEN 
TDAYSAWECK 
' NoRoaorwiilloriNecosi'ttuy '
812 Vcrdicr Btentwood Bay 
PH: 6524622
Silver Pnlflto Good 
Tfmos Cookbook by
Rosso & Lukin, *16.95
4lhimdi
Hnuitif.in ft «rn -1(3 pm
mmmm
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Let's look at sports funding
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
The question keeps cropp­
ing up during the daily course 
of sports reporting. Athletes, 
parents and coaches want to 
know, where is government 
athletic funding when you 
need it, and where are those 
lottery funds we keep hearing 
about?
There is $325,000 available 
for athlete assistance grants. 
These are applied for through 
the athlete’s PSGB.
About 100 groups and agen­
cies are represented.
Orchard says each PSGB 
determines which of its own 
athletes are eligible for fun­
ding.
An athlete must apply for 
assistance through their 
PSGB, stresses assistant direc­
tor of sports Bob Yates.
The maximum assistance 
grant is $1,500 and about 250 
athletes are nominated for 
grants through their PSGBs 
• each year, he says.
Yates explained another
$350,000 is allocated to 
prepare B.C. teams for the 
Canada Games, through our 
own Summer and Winter 
Games program.
Much of the sports depart­
ment budget is spent on pro­
grams unnoticed by the public. 
B.C- has a well-developed 
sport infrastructure, boasting 
one of the best coaching ac­
creditation programs in the 
world. Clinics in a variety of 
recreational activities are 
available to athletes of all age 
and skill ranges for minimal 
registration fees. The bulk of 
the tab is covered by govern­
ment funding.
One-time capital grants are 
available for recreational 
facilities and equipment. In 
Sidney, the Sanscha baseball 
diamonds were established
B.C. athletes who excel in 
their chosen field incur ex­
penses that consistently in-
First win a record
So far the racing season at 
Western Speedway has been a 
testy one for Skip Crawford’s 
crew from Central Saanich.
Their first win of the season 
wasn’t until June 28 when 
Rocky Collins drove the 1986 
Trans Am to a record breaking 
finish of 17.03 in the 35-lap 
main event.
Two engines and three 
transmissions were replaced in 
the ill-fated Trans Am this 
season, said Russell Crawford,
running replacement costs to 
more than $5,000.
Crawford reports competi­
tion at Western Speedway is 
challenging this year. Next on 
the agenda is Nascar Northwest 
Tour hosted at Western Speed­
way this weekend. About 30 
cars are entered in the big race.
“We’re running in the 50-lap 
main event before Nascar (100 
laps),’’ said Crawford. “It 
should be a really good race.’’
crease with their rise to the top 
ranks of their sport. There is a 
turning point in their careers 
where dedication is no longer 
just for personal glory, but 
also representative of their 
province and ultimately, 
Canada.
Personal budgets often 
don’t stretch to accommodate 
upper echelon competition. 
How much government fun­
ding is available and where is it 
allocated?
B.C. Sports and Recreation 
Department handles an annual 
budget of about $7 million. 
Part of that budget is $1.6 
million interest from $20 
million invested by the provin­
cial government on behalf of a 
Physical Fitness and Amateur 
Sport fund.
The balance of the depart­
ment’s budget is made up of 
lottery profits. Tax dollars are 
not used for athletic funding.
Profits from all lottery 
tickets sold in B.C. except Lot­
to 649 add up to about $100 
million, says Ray Orchard, 
former director of B.C. lottery 
grants. He explains all profits 
of Lottery 649 go directly to 
Expo. Lottery profits are 
allocated to culture, heritage, 
health research, recreation and 
sport funding.
Five million dollars per year 
for five years is currently 
budgeted for sports plus an 
additional $2 million for Sum­
mer and Winter Games com­
petitions.
B.C. Recreation and Sports 
administers funding according 
to the requirements of each 
Provincial Sport Governing 
Body. A PSGB is an organiza­
tion that operates as a society 
on behalf of one specific 
sport. For example, the Pro­
vincial Basketball Association.
with a one-time capital grant.
Yates admits one fault of 
our current system is that 
Olympic disciplines are sports 
recognized for funding. 
Rugby, for instance is not an 
Olympic sport, but as numbers 
of rugby enthusiasts grow, it is 
anticipated funding will be 
made available.
When an athlete qualifies 
for national team status they 
come under the jurisdiction of 
Sport Canada and federal fun­
ding.
Perhaps the question now is 
whether we in B.C. think 












Peninsula won its three pre­
tourney games j qualifying for 
the Joe Shea Tournament July 
17-20 at Luxton Park. .
Penirisula smeared Esquimalt 
twice, 12-2 and 9-4, then went 
on to win a closer game against 
Triangle 6-4.
Team members headed for 
the Joe Shea tournament are: 
Mark Butler, Richard Gabriel, 
Chris Grimmer, Joe Grewry, 
Steven Lefebvre, Brett Mik- 
kelsen, Rod McLean, Nick 
Nolin, Sean Lillis, Richard 
Pyke, Roy Spittle, Gary Towce, 
Toby Watson and Bobby 
Zacharias.
Team coach is Rick Grimmer 
and management is in the hands 
of Gilles Lefebvre.
LITTLE LEAGUE 
The Sidney Little League 
tournament team was beaten in 
out-of-arca tourney play Satur­
day by Oak Bay. However, the 
district tournament is ho.sted on 
Sidney diamonds July 14-17.
Central Saanich ,m e t 
Americans Monday and Gor­
don Head went up against 
Lagritz Tuesday. Oak Bay plays 
tonight at 6:30 p.m., and
Triangle will pick up their mitts 
for tomorrow night’s game.
Tournament winners will 
qualify for the B.C. Provincials 
in Vancouver .starting July 26.
ROWING
Neil Stolhard and Erik Got- 
fred.scn arc off to the Canadian 
Junior Rowing Championships 
in Montreal. Stolhard will de­
fend his doubles title won in 
1985, said coach Leif Goi­
fredsen. Slothard is also a 
favorite for |he .singles event.
BASEBALL
Central Saanich defeated Es­
quimau Reps on a solid double 
from Jeff Gordon putting it in- 
tO; the District Little League 
tournament.
Coach AI Laverdure credited 
the victory to the dedication and 
maturity of his team which is 
primarily 11 year olds.
This is the first time Central 
Saanich has qualified for the 
district tourney.
MIXED FASTBALL 
Hotel Sidney wrapped up 
regular Lower Island Mixed 
Fastball League play in second 
place over-all with 17 wins, five 
losses.
Sidney took out Fairways 
Market 10-8 July 9, with George 
Braithwaite and Joe Sparrow 
each contributing two RBls.
Sidney was forced into extra­
inning play against Coachman 
Inn on Sunday, then lost 14-13. 
Mike Miller brought in four 
RBls, Liz Termors three and 
George Braithwaite two.
Sidney next plays an exhibi­
tion game against the top team 
from the Vancouver Inter-city 
Fastball League, July 20, 2 
p.m., at Oak Bay School.
League play-offs start July 
26, 10 a.m., Centennial Park, 
Central Saanich.
GOLD MEDALIST 
Nadine Sibley won a gold 
medal in svi'imming in the 
Modern Pentuthulon event at 
B.C. Summer Games in Cran- 
brook, Sunday.
Siltlcy, 14, won over older 
competitors up to the age of 20. 
She won a number of swimming 
events in the 1985 gumc.s.





Beacon 8 Bill -10 pm
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, 656-4413
Fresh, exciting colors 
show a feel for 
adventure. Get styles 
that move with today’s 
active man at Sidney 
Men's Wear. You'll find 
affordable clothing for 
every activity from 
sailing to golfing.




Across Iroin Sldnoy Super Foods 
2506 BEACON AVE.
DID YOU KNOW?
WE PEEL AND CHIP 
OUR FRENCH PRIES 
ON THE PREMISES 
“IT’S ANOTHER REASON WHY” 
YOU SHOULD GIVE US A TRY 
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Sunday July 20 
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0380 hr* 10.611 30*8 hr* 11.311
W«dn«8d*y July 23
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niGGESTj^BOAT CENTRE
II3IC M*rl>our fianoy, B.C, fiSIKJIS!!!
COMMERCIAL BANKING 
UNIT RELOCATES
Bank of Montreal. Commercial Banking Unit, has opened a new of­
fice in Town Square on Beacon Ave. The office is staffed by Mike • 
Johnson, Commercial Account Manager and Sally Bushby, Com­
mercial Service Representative and otters commercial lending and 
investment services. Ah open house is scheduled for July 24 from 
3 to 5 p.m. Mike started with Bank of Montreal in 1973 in Sidney 
and has recently transferred from Port Alberni.
SIDNEY PHYSIOTHERAPY 
CLINIC MOVES
The staff of Sidney Physiotherapy Clinic; Peter Bailey, Pam Cos­
tain, physiotherapists. Wendy Martin, Susan Owsianski, recep­
tionist/aides and Janet Bailey, bookkeeper, have moved to their 
new location on 4th Street in Sidney. They offer general 
physiotherapy including orthppedic and pediatric services in addi­
tion to treatments for arthritis.
^ v<'> A f
! J f J i. ^ \ \
WEATHERWISE OPENS 
ON KEATING X ROAD
WealhorwisQ, under the direction of manager Bob Smith, 
specializes in cedar products lor all purposes, many ol which they 
manufacUire themselves, in addition to carjiying a complete line of 
General Paint products.
Westherwise expands to the Peninsula (rom Parksville wliere they 
have operated a contractor supply business lor the past 2 yeais.
REIMER HARDWOODS OPENS 
IN CENTRAL SAANICH
Located on Kirkpatrick Croncont, RoimorUnrdwoods otterD sotl- 
wood lumber, hardwood lumber and plywood lot rosidanlial and 
contractor uses. BUI Bain will bo rnonaqlnf) the local oporatlonti ot 
thin Clearbrook based compriny.
NEW FACES
Nbw Fitcwffl, Now PiBCos Is a public sorv'Ice ot Thu Rovlow Advor- 
lisiny Uepuilmunl. if you aiu opuitluy a new buslhui^s, expaMiJiny 
your proaont bUBlnoss or huving a change lri mahogomont, con­
tact Tito Rowlow Act vorhsina at 686-1161,
Ilia Kcwllfelll B56«n&1
HWMKl
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TOTAL SKIN & HAIR CARE * 
WITH A DIFFERENCE
Centrally located to 
serve the entire peninsula
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MON-THURS 11-8:30PM FRI-SAT 11-10PM 
SUNDAYS 12-8:30 PM
lyl
WE ALSO SELL VHS TAPES ,
I 'WW anannamf
SI
Coaches, Managers, Team Co-ordinators 
and especially Parents,
• SKATE 5HARPENINQ^2““
on our fabulous TSM Sharpensr
• Over 50 styles of hockey sticks 
® Shoulder Pads « Shin Pads 
® Helmets ® Gloves f Pants.
® Accessories .' !
® We fit any shape or size 
® Good Selection of goalie equipment 
* D(StR * Vaiihn * Cooper*











By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
“I struggle with every word. I write volumes every day. . . 
but it doesn’t come that easily,” says Bruce Obee, journalist 
and author of The Pacific Rim Explorer, published a few 
months ago.
Obee reclines in his cosy backyard office, specially equip­
ped with computer keyboard, files and a shelf that quickly 
converts the office into a darkroom.
The Victoria-born author now resides in Brentwood, the 
one area he won’t write about. “It would be like invading my 
own privacy.”
Obee wrote The Gulf Islands Explorer five years ago. Both 
books contain history, photographs, maps and anecdotes of 
the areas, designed to create interesting reading; a step 
beyond a guide book.
Obee is a full-time freelance writer, swamped with work for 
publications such as Beautiful British Columbia and Cana­
dian Geographic. He writes a quarterly tabloid for the 
ministry of environment and has projects with Ducks 
Unlimited.
“Freelancing is a business. I have to go to work everday 
like anyone else,” he says. But for Obee, work might include 
days in the wilderness or shooting Hell’s Gate rapids to get 
the story.
But having a book published gives a writer a special kind of
credibility, he notes. “When you finish a book, editors take 
you seriously and you become an expert. This produces other 
work for you.”
Now, many assignments are turned down — Obee chooses 
to specialize in outdoors features.
His fictional writing also includes a mystery story The Part­
nership printed in an Alfred Hitchcock magazine. The story 
was translated into German, “and that’s encouraging.”
He currently has the beginnings of a novel etched in his 
mind, but organizing it is an incredible task, says Obee. He 
admires anyone who actually completes a book whether its 
published or not.
Although he enjoys the works of Somerset Maugham, 
Farley Mowat and Robertson Davies, Obee doesn’t emulate 
another author’s style.
The plot in his new novel will have tragedies, he says, but 
no intended violence, in an attempt to steer away from 
violence as a normal element in commercial novel writing. “I 
think I can write a nice book.”
Obee is also actively trying to preserve a public park and 
beach access on Brentwood Bay on former B.C. Hydro pro­
perty recently sold to developers. He and a friend gathered 
700 signatures and brought it before Central Saanich council.
In years to come he hopes his children will be able to wheel 
a boat to the beach 10 minutes away from their home, for a 
day of exploring.
AUTHOR OF THE PACIFIC RIM EXPLORER, Bruce Obee takes a short break from another writing project. J
WE WILL 
DEAL!!
Excollent selection of new 
vehicle stock. Top dollar 
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If you arc a woman — 
especially between ages 35 and 
54 — one hour next week could 
save your life.
In one hour you can learn to 
do breast self-examination to 
detect lumps at a clinic spon­
sored by the Canadian Cancer 
Society at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital.
Organizer Diane Oszust, a 
Capital Regional Nurse said 
“breast cancer is Ihe leading 
cause of death in women bet­
ween ages of 35 and 54. It is a 
major licalth problem.”
Tlie statistics for breast 
enneer are grim, Hach year 
3,500 women die from the 
disease and one in 12 Canadian 
wo m c n tl e v e I o p In m p s. 
However, Os/usi stressed That 
85 per cent of lumps arc benign.
“If breasrcancer is detected 
in the early iiinges. there is an 85 
per cent survival rate,’’ Oszust 
explained. “If breast cancer is 
discovered in the later stages, 
when it has spread beyond Ihe 
breast, survival rates arc reduc­
ed 10.55 percent."
Clinics will be held in all three 
Greater Vicioria districts
fNEW> trips TO OUR FANTASTIC
SALAD BAR      ®4.49
THIS WEEKS SPECIALS 
FRESH FRUIT PLATTER syi95 
Includes Coffee oir Tea.......................!..
FRESH SALMON STEAKS
SDrveid with VopoloblG & Potato ot your choico
--------- :„.MIHMLADiAR8,W
Meetino % banquet feclllticc available,
accommodating up to 40 people.
Call 656-2423
WE ARE OPEN TrOM 6 am. MIDNiGHT 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
2302 Boftcon Avo. BSI5-2423
---------- ----- -—
Sidney is the pilot.
Oszust said a similar clinic 
was held at Prince George with 
over 150 participants. Thirteen 
per cent had suspicious lumps 
and six women had breasts 
removed.
Every woman should learn 
how to do breast self- 
examination, says Oszust, and it 
should be done once a month — 
not just once a year with an an­
nual check-up.
“Breast cancer is a totally 
preventable thing and even if 
we find one person in the com- 
muniiy with a lump, it will be 
worthwhile,
“Women tend not to examine 
themselves, even nurses don't 
ilo it every month. You’ve got 
to remember to develop a 
system so you don’t forget,"
The clinic will be held in the 
phy.sioilierapy dcparlmenl of 
Saanich Peninsula Hos|iiiaI, Ju­
ly .23, bolvvcen .5 iind 0 p.m. Dr. 
Wolf gang Wctztf r has 
yolunteered to be on lumd to 
provide incdical advice. Oszu.st 
said patients with snspiciqus 
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Dean's wishes twisted and distorted
A very important issue has come to the fore.
It is unthinkable that in this country the genuinely philan­
thropic gentleman, John Dean, should not have been able to 
deed a magnificent parcel of land to the people of British Col- 
mbia without its future becoming subject to the whims of a 
few sheming and unscrupulous politicians.
No matter how the Peninsula Water Commission of the 
C.R.D. attempts to twist and distort the wishes of John Dean, 
it is abundantly clear what he had in mind — an e.xtensive, in­
violate park for the people of our province.
I doubt that few would quarrel with the development of the 
fine slopes of Mt. Newton for housing purposes as they are 
clearly non-agricultural and will provide incomparable scenic 
views for those who choose to live in such idyllic surroun­
dings. But ‘the jewel in the crown’, the superb 380-acre park 
at the summit, which Dean so magnanimously left for the en­
joyment of our citizens, should surely remain intact and un­
threatened by the thoughtless designs of those who would in­
itiate its desecration.
John Dean Park consists of seven donated parcels of land, 
the first of which was given by Dean in 1921. B.C.’s first 
donated park! Where is the will on the part of the Peninsula 
Water Commission to honour the magnanimity of one of our 
departed but forward-looking citizens? Like vultures and 
jackals at the kill, the Commission moved in and on April 24, 
1986 decided to place their first reservoir inside the park, 
without examining suitable sites outside.
Such a proposal would clearly involve tree cutting, clear­
ing, up-grading of the present access road, excessive traffic 
during construction stages and the criss-crossing of the park 
with pipelines. Is this the accepted manner in which we 
respect the last wishes of a truly noble benefactor?
The people of our province have been the recipients of this 
generous gift. Why did the Peninsula Water Commission not 
consult with them prior to formulating their high-handed 
decisions?
Are the citizens of B.C., the legal owners of such pro- 
perites, expected to stand meekly by while a non-elected of­
ficial and his mates demonstrate the not-so-delicate art of 
dispossessing them of their right to be heard, their right to 
honest and straighforward input?
When one thinks of John Dean Park, located at what will 
undoubtedly become the centre of a large residential area, one 
recalls London’s Green Park, Hampstead Heath and Newcas­
tle’s 1000-acre Common and all that they have meant to their 
country.
1 have met no one who does not cherish such designated 
areas as Manning Provincial Park. Closer to home, one need 
only visit such local parks as Bear Hill, Horth Hill, 
Coldstream, Freeman King and Thetis Lake to assess their
value in a world which is becoming increasingly crowded.
Down the road, John Dean Park can become a veritable 
treasure, the envy of metropolitan areas which have lacked 
the foresight and dr-ve needed to set aside and preserve such 
areas for present an( future generations.
While a park gives countless hours of pleasure and lifts the 
spirits of human vis’'"ors, it also serves as a refuge for a wide 
variety of wildlife forms which often, in these days, are hard 
pressed for favourable habitat.
Careful considertion of long lists of extinct, endangered 
and rapidly diminishing forms never fails to emphasize the 
importance of habitat. Our national and provincial parks 
serve also as reservoirs in which populations of organisms are 
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RED SQUIRREL, John Dean Park. Cy Hampson photo
Safevitay
Random Size Pkgs.
assist in re-populating surrounding regions which have ex­
perienced severe losses.
John Dean Park has a rich and varied flora together with a 
supply of fresh water, hence scores of niches in which many 
species may flourish.
Red-tailed hawks. Cooper’s hawk, screech owls, ravens, 
Steller’s Jays, varied thrush, Swainson’s thrush, robins, 
western tanagers, pine siskins, dark-eyed juncos, cedar waxw- 
ings, red crossbills, bushtits, chestnut-backed chickadees, 
winter wrens, Bewick’s wren, brown creepers, rufous humm­
ingbird, California quail are all there along with a number of 
sparrows, warblers, flycatchers, both kinglets and no fewer 
than five species of woodpeckers! This list is incomplete.
It is hoped that many citizens will voice their concerns 
regarding the stated plans of the Peninsula Water Commis­
sion for John Dean Park.
Let’s place the reservoirs and pipelines on the excellent sites 





North Saanich council decid­
ed to take legal action against 
the owner of two barking sheltie 
dogs which are disturbing their 
neighbour’s.
Adfninistrator Ron O’Genski 
told council July 14 he has tried 
to reason with Brent Dunn, the 
dogs’ owner, but he had been 
unco-operative.
A letter written to council by 
Elsie Hamilton on behalf of the 
neighbours said in part “even as 
I write, they are continuing to 
bark frequently.’’
The dogs have disturbed 
neighbours as late as 2 a.m. on a 
Sunday morning, council was 
told.
Oven joy Bread




Reg. or Crinkle Cut 
or Shoe String.
Frozen.............................
#4-6809 Kirkpatrick Cres. 
R.R.3 Victoria, B.C. V8X 3X1
• Hardwood Lumber 
and Plywood
® Fir, Pine, Cedar, rough S4S
• Oak Molding
» Painted Particle Board
• Melamine
Generic 
Reg. or Pink. 
Frozen. 250 mL Tin.. for
Fruit Pectin
Bats, snakes
Fourteen species of animals 
— .some unique to British Col­
umbia — are now protected 
under B.C.’s Wildlife Act.
Four bats, one salamander, 
Great Basin spadefoot toad, the 
tailed frog, short-horned lizard 
and six snakes arc now included 
in the protection,
“We felt the time had come 
to provide legal protection for 
these animals.’’ Environment 
Minister Austin Pelton said in a 
recent prcs.s release. “Some are 
rare and occur in Canada only 
in B.C., and some arc decreas­
ing as a rc.sult of direct in- 
terfcrence by man.’’
The reptiles arc particularly
sought by hunters, he noted, ad­
ding that the United Slates was 
also forced to give them protec­
tion because of diminishing 
slocks.




WITH NOEL RICHARDSON AND 
ANDREW YEOMAN 
OF RAVEN HILL HERB FARM. 
SIDNEY-NORTH SAANICH 
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Ulsa Si Judith!
-A NATURAL FOOOBTOHl-- 
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7060 W. Sannich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
Laurlo Laroso, Manager and 
the rest 61 the Tonm are very 
pleased to welcome Michael 
Emerson to our growing learn of 
Saanich Peninnula Rrsal Estate 
Spoclallatfl. Michael Irannfors 
from our Courtenay Branch and 
bflriQs over , V7 yoars oa- 
porionco in real estate. He Is a 
member of our prostlgloua 
M.'Kstor Diamond club and 
Prosidonto Club, He Is continu­
ing to also apeclallzo In Mtv 
Washington Bkl PropoitioQ as 
well on service lo the Saanich 
Peninsula, Call Michael at Of­
fice. 656-55-84 Res, 655-1495:
RaCMMil
MARY MERCER JEFF BRYAN
D.C. Grown, 
by Ihe Bunch...
Laurlo Laroso, Manaijor and 
rest of the Team are very ploa.5- 
od lo vyolcomo Mniy Mercer to 
our growing team ol Saanich 
Peninsula Real Eslnto 
Spociallota. Mary has recently 
nuccer.r,fully compielod ^ the 
Real Estate Pro-Licensing 
Ckiurso, Mary brings valuaole 
business experlonco to her now 
career teid u uincwie deiuiw u,* 
provide the roaldanirii of the 
Saanich Ponlnaula with the very 
best in real oeiato service, Cali 
Mary at Butt. 656-5584 Rea. 
652-3511.
Laurlo Laroso, Manager and 
the rest of the Team are very 
plonsod to welcome Jo 11 Bryan 
to the team of real eotato pro- 
loasionala ot Block Bros. Jalf 
has recently succtjoalully cohi- 
plolod the Real Efilsfo Pro* 
UcoriEing Course nnd ls very 
eager to asalst his many friends 
and acquaintances with all ol 
thuir Kiiil, UiStalu ncoclC. -J llo 
commitment hi to providing the 
very best In real ootale service 
to hiii liorna tovvn. Jolf can bo 
read red at Bus. 6.56,'5564 Rcg. 
esa-yaiML,
Open 8 am to Midnight
DAYS A WEEK
Advorllsed Prices In Ellect July 14 to July 20,1006. 
We reRerve tho right to limit sirilfis:
n A N 4A a A. » A « W A V - LI M i t. M.
SIDNEY
'liislf 'i ”i '' '■ ■'’If-, III ii' ' ■ i‘ ,111 i»a I • UI' ’ i t' 1 ;■ I ■ I I'Li f ’ti'.
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What to see, and not see, at EXPO
By HUGH NASH 
Special the the Review
It took nine days, much of it in the rain, of happy pave­
ment pounding to visit all of EXPO 86’s 65 pavillions. Expo 
Centre and Folklife.
The following Musts, Maybes, Minimals and Misses are 
one man’s opinion of what’s great, good and gosh awfull at 
the fair.
At best, the listing will give first-time visitors a place to 
start, and people with only a day or two to spend Expoing 
some idea of where not to waste time.
For those who have seen some or all the pavilions, here’s 




Canada — Highlight is the CN IMAX film (the best of all 
films) and the rest is well worth lining up for.
Zargon and the red ball tour of B.C. in the Discovery 
pavilion is the second best EXPO film - and visit a couple of 
the discovery trees.
GM — The main floor is just a bunch of fancy cars but 
upstairs in the Spirit Lodge is a great show.
CdnPac — Conflict in the Rainbow Wars follows 22 talking 
diaramas complete with TV heads and great lines.
Promise — Three theatres, all sheathed in mirrors, produce 
images all over the place. Unless you’re violently opposed to 
Christianity, visit the Pavilion of Promise, put on the ear­
phones and enjoy a great show.
Sask. — Super film on people of Saskatchewan should be 
called ‘A Saskatchewan Love Story’. Combines film and a 
girl on stage. Not a cure for home sickness.
Yukon — Lively entertainment for those in line. Slide show 
of parts of Yukon precedes movie which gives viewer a real 
and warm feel for the territory.
N.W.T. — Main film a bit jaring. But be sure to sit on one of 
seven rocks for the slide show and hear N.W.T. residents ex­
press their feelings. '
heather
.:.MAYBE:
Telecm — 360 degree, Disney-produced film trip across 
Canada. Bike race, mountain-top rescue, just plain folks. 
Rndhse — Eight-minute film of failed inventions is a great 
laugh - as are models of other boo-boos.
U.S.A. — Concentrates on a visit to a space program. Profes­
sionally done.
Ramses —• Not exciting but well presented. Rent the 
telephones for $3. Tour is useless otherwise.
Japan — A must for model train enthusiasts. Good film. 
Avoid the train ride.
Czech. Massive film screen with live audience participants 
bring this popular pavilion to life. Zillions of TVs in exhibit 
hall full of info.
Ont. —Well done exhibits. 3-D film not as good as IMAX 
but those geese do fly,in close.
U.N. — Theme is ‘peace not war’ and the thoughtful slide 
show emphasizes that we do have a choice.
Norway — Left film on underwater exploits with feeling that 
I’d really like to visit this country. Underwater theme carried 
to fine exhibit hall.
Spain — The film isn’t much and the exhibits lack punch but 
the vibrancy of the guide is worth the trip,
B.C. — Challenge pavilion features live actor talking to the 
contents of a bunch of crates about our ‘great’ province. Well 
done but it’s no Zargon.
Swiss — Best part in the world’s largest swatch is in the first 
room where a silver ball rolls around Switzerland.
H.Kong Fast blast of slides. No individual image is domi­
nant. Left with feeling of frantic pace. Maybe that’s Hong 
Kong,
Wash, -- Moving stairway carries visitors past wcll-pacetl 
slide show which makes you want to visit the state.
Holog. — This gallery dispells the theory that once you've 
seen one holograph you’ve .seen them all, Each picture jump.s 
both in and put ot a sheet of glass and there’rc even low down 
ones for the kids.
MINIMAL:
Russia — Maybe 1 missed something here. The (rip through 
was a bore — but there’s lots of it to .sec.
China —• Lacks zip. But again iherc'.s plenty to sec,
1 cru Inca gold enthusiasts stop here. Others move one. 
Alta. Couldn’t drum up enthusiasm for two of the movies 
(cowboys and pilots) but buffalo Inint and girl dancing with 
construction workers were okay. Kids will like the play area.
Bhuda bell (replica only), big push on 
I ,)88 Olympics in Seoul,. I ,ive theatre good.
AirCan -- If you need anothermovie with cotporutc hype, 
Air t anatia is not too bad. Lasers and firing up old plane give 
it .some life.
Saudi — Quiet walk, if not too crowded, with lots of info. 
Quebec A bit ol a disappointment, e.specially after long 
wait in line, TfiO-dcgrcc slide show, L.isc/s, good sound, foun­
tains. ■ '
Germ, Black and red l')27 Mcicedes. 1937 Mayback tour­
ing car (one of only 2.300), ,so-)j0 movie and slitics tdl stick to 
fcXFti’s (ranspoiiaiion theme.
Brunei — Eerie music, airport hologram and ‘feel' of thcTinv 
pavilion make you want to visit this small (pop. 2(X),000) and 
not-so poor country snuggled on the north-west coast of 
Borneo.
Austrl — Depending on your ntooil, you may like the ‘travel
to Australia’ hype in each of the four film presentations. I 
didn’t mind :t; others said “Blah!”
S. Pac. — Worth a walk through this tiny pavilion. As one 
might guess, wood boats and alluring water pictures 
dominate.
Thailnd — Royal barge replica, 150-year-old howdah 
(elephant chair) and good overall layout makes Thailand 
worth a walk through.
Indon. — Wood posts and bells great to hit with hand or 
hammer. Batik decorated cloth in gift shop.
Singa. — 360 degree slide presentation lasts 10 minutes. Gives 
feeling of hustle bustle in this city with the world’s second 
busiest port.
EXPO CENTRE
Futures Theatre — First sit with eyes closed in Soundscope 
and listen to man’s journey through time. In Futures, vote on 
the future by pushing buttons on arm rest. Results shown on 
screen. A very good show. See it.
Omnimax Theatre — Massive screen covers ceiling and three 
walls. The higher you sit, the better the view. The film, 
Freedom to Move, absorbs the viewer and gives feeling the 
seats rotate. Glide above clouds, skim over water, slide in a 
sleigh. Don’t miss the trips.
Ensign 2000 — Take some time walking through these flashy 
displays on the way to Ornnimax. You have plenty of time.
MISS:
Phill. — Unless you want lo see six living rooms with six dif­
ferent furniture styles, move on.
France — Ride the people mover outside and avoid poor slide 
show, a few cars and model of airport inside.
Brit. — Disappointing walk past boats, cars, cycles (real and 
model) plus dull film. Give it a miss luv.
Italy — Lots of information here. Best parts are to play the 
train game, if crowd allows, and watch a robot pick up an 
auto motor.
Belgm. — Painful presentation using comic character Tin Tin 
and his pals. Then 30 TVs in an arched doorway tell us that 
this country is in the forefront of transportation and com­
munication. Oh yeah?
EurCom — Unless you want to learn all about the chunnell 
and how the European Community nations are just one, big 
happy family, move on.
Hungry — Walk through a bus with an articulating tummy 
and look at wheels.
Romania — A two-minute stroll past a few models and pic­
tures.
Yugo. — A three-minute stroll past a few models, pictures 
and a car.
Kenya — Camels, pretty good film, colourful pictures, black 
breats, snipits of information past and present.
Pakis. — Walk through an ornate bus. Carpets and pictures 
hang on pavilion walls.
Seneg. — Cooling ceiling fans, wild colours, farming is 70 per 
cent of the country’s economy, history bits, weaving, pic­
tures.
Malay. — Promo film and photos good. Small basket 
display. Vicious red Lulus — Malaysian national car.
NorExp. — Use this historical romp as a walk through to 
somewhere else.
CdnNat — A miserable movie dominated by a filmed Gordon 
Pinsett who squeaks back and forth under the main flick. 
C^if. - Spend time in the exhibit hall. Don’t be sad if you 
miss the movie. It’s corney, Hollywood schlock. Limited edi­
tion bronze sculptures in gallery cost up to $10,000 but look 
good.
Oregon — Nice slides but no zip to presenttion.
Mexico — Hot in foyer. Three screens too high and close to 
visitors. Five minutes to Mexico is way too long 
Caribb — Smells spicy inside. Collection of little kiosks, one 
per island. Lots of passport stamps here.
Barba. — Tiny. A few models in foyer, slide show in Tear. 
Not really much here.
Costa — Three-wheeled car called Rascal, a plane that looks 
like a huge mosquito, a few artifacts, tiny cafe. Kind of a nice 
walk through, but. . .?
SriLan. — Basically a fancy jewellery shop complete with 
gem polisher.
N.S. — Stand up and watch 12 tiny screens to pulsating rock 
music for eight minutes.
P.E.I. •— Our smallest province suffers from making a last- 
minute decision to participate. Slides might make 
transplanted Islanders homesick.
IvryCst. — Free coffee inside — but tips accepted — served 
by pretty black ladies on a dock.
Cuba — It’s more fun standing in the rain without an um­
brella than visiting this pavilion. Pictures out of focus and 
boring.
Future ^ If you want provincial political hype on how 
government and private industry will be partners in a wonder­
ful program, visit the Future of EXBO. Otherwise, move on.
poles in Plaza of Nations out­
side B.C. Discovery pavilion.
FOLKLIFE
A must visit for everyone no matter what’s playing on tlie 
various stages. Fnteriainmenl changes weekly. There arc four 
stages to choose from. Crafts persons are working all the 
time.
FLYING SAUCER HOVERS hlflh itbovo vIsHoro at Cana­
dian pavilion. .
BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION outsido Honp Kcino 
pavilion.




Boys are first 
in zucchini patch
A good omen of things to come, and right smartly too, judging 
from the nice fat flower on the golden Zucchini plant.
It’s a male flower so I won’t get out the pickle recipe just yet, but 
there are lots of young female flowers due to open soon, so it won’t 
be long now. Those of you who may be new to gardening might be 
interested to know that the female flowers are the ones with the 
already formed tiny Zucchini just behind the bud.
Today I put a band of Cygon 2E around the trunk of the holly 
tree. This is to fight the leaf miners who are feasting on some of the 
leaves turning them first spotted, and then yellow just before they 
fall off.
Something that we found very interesting was a very large 
number of smallish holes in Hazel’s lawn. It looked as if she had 
been busy aereating with some sort of spiked machine, but she told 
me it had been the work of a great flock of starings that had spent 
ages digging up what she is sure were leather jackets, and eating 
them, bless tlieir hearts.
I’ve never been especially fond of starlings. They are both messy 
and noisy, especially when raising their young, but if they are work­
ing on the leather jackets population. I’ll forgive them almost 
anything.
Had a call from a dear lady who thought people would laugh at 
her if she got her name in the paper, since she has only a very tiny 
garden devoted almost exclusively to growing tomatoes.
She had phoned to tell me that she had tried Violet Elmer’s recipe 
for saltpetre treatment (one teaspoon in a large pail of water) on the 
ground around her tomatoes, and that it had simply transformed 
them.
In a matter of days her scrawny plants had become greener, 
larger and more muscular, for which our thanks to Mrs. Elmer. 
Tomorrow 1 think I’ll hie myself off to the drugstore and get some 
of that magical stuff.
Today “Himself” has gone out fishing with a neighbour, so 1 
have had hours to myself in the garden. He usually spends most of 
Sunday in front of the T.V. watching sports, while I garden, but 
this makes us both feel guilty.
He feels he .should be out helping, and I feel he is being 
neglected, so this has been kind of nice. 1 know how much he en­
joys fishing, and he knows how much I enjoy the garden, so this 
way we are both happy.
I’ve picked out the tops of the broad beans, which stops the 
black aphids from attacking these beans . . . don’t ask me how ... 
all 1 know is that it works. Do eat these delicious greens; like 
mushrooms, they taste “mmmmmarvelous”.
Picked some raspberries, planted a few pink nasturtium seeds (to 
come along when other things are getting tired). Took the sacking 
off the beet and carrot seed beds since their seeds had both 
sprouted . . . I don’t know if I have mentioned this recently, but 
keeping seeds covered while they are germinating, helps keep the 
ground moist and soft enough for the seeds to force their way 
through the soil which might otherwise become encrusted.
Side dressed the onions, the lettuce, the Brussels sprouts, the 
garlic, the cucumbers, squashes and corn.
To do this you wait until plants are well established, then, bet­
ween rows, sprinkle 34-0-0 or 46-0-0 which is a strong chemical 
made of horse urea. This gives the above plants a real boost when 
'/.they needJt mostv.'
' There is one ripe tomato in the greenhouse, which gladdens my 
heart. 1 suppost I should pick it, but lack the courage somehow.
Think maybe I’ll wait a day or so longer to make sure it is fully 
ripe, and pray some wandering slug doesn’t discover it in the mean­
time!
If your grow black currants, do prune them when you pick the 
fruit. -lust cut off the branches with currants on them, and sit down 
in the shade to pick off the fruit. Two jobs done at once. Thanks to 
Dick Kiipence for that hint.
Toastmasters teach talking
Toastmasters: an educational 
organization teaching con­
fidence in public speaking.
Sidney toastmasters meet 
Tuesday evenings at the Silver 
Threads Centre on Resthaven 
Drive. Current president is 
Frank Leask.
Administrative Lt-governor 
Dean Harrison said the non­
profit group has a youth pro­
gram and in the last year, Vic­
toria clubs started a series of 
speech craft classes at William 
Head Penitentiary.
Toastmasters represents a 
wide cross-section of the com­
munity, Harrison said, from
housewives to business 
managers. And, age is no bar­
rier. Participants learn con­
fidence in public speaking, 
elocution, how to present ideas 
effectively, plus how to make a 
good statement for media.
The general format of a 
Toastmasters meeting includes 
inpromptu speeches or table 
topics, prepared speeches and 
speech evaluation. “One of the 
benefits of Toastmasters, is you 
get instant feedback due to con­
tinuous evaluation,” Harrison 
said.
Participants learn to present 
ideas through a designed series
of projects. Table topics teach 
quick response to a subject on a 
moment’s notice. They develop 
confidence to speak on nearly 
any subject and increase their 
listening skills, he said.
Toastmasters appeals to peo­
ple in business management. In 
Victoria the program is current­
ly popular with real estates 
salespersons. Many people join 
to enjoy the fellowship in the 
organization.
A Salute to Our 
Bestseller
Firstly, my sinceresl congratulations to Herb Addison in his recent (June! 
28th) bi-election victory. My best wishes loi every success during your term | 
on Sidney Council. It I can be of assistance in any way,"please advise.
Secondly, my appreciation to my supporters for their assistance during the I 
campaign, for making the effort to get out to the poii during a very busy and 
hectic Saturday, and. subsequently, for thoir words of condolence, on-going | 
support and encouragemtjnt.
And finally, a collective slap on the wrist to the 80.2% of Sidney voters who | 
graphically displayed their apathy lowa'ds their tovv^n's future by tailing to ex­




•SAANICH PENINSULA COMMUNITY® 
BINGO ASSOCIATION 
Corner 3rd & Sidney 
OPEMS JULY 22nci TUESDAY
DOORS 4:00P.M./GAMES 5:00P.M.
RON KUBEK
Carl Nielson, President of Block Bros. Realty Ltd. and 
the Victoria Management take pride in congratulating 
RON KUBEK for his Sales Achievements for the month 
of June.
Office 656-5584 









DAILY 8:30 - 6;00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-6:00
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
■ FRESH fruits't VEGETABLES LARGE,SELECTION.- VARfETIES FROM feL OVER; THE GLOBE TQ.YOU'
FRESH
WE OFFERjYOU 'ONtmiilAbi!, GRADE ‘A 6EEF QliALITYJEAT PRpDUCTi FRESHPRODUCE ATPRl:cu DDAniirc AT DOircc vflii rAM Acenpr




GRADE ‘A’ BEEF BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK




GRADE ‘A’ BONELESS BEEF QQ
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST .4.17 kg l^iL
FRESH CUT LEAN
BEEF SHORTRIBS. . . . s.oskgi i?
FRESH <4 1Q
CHICKEN LEGS.... 2.62 kg 1
FRESH i Q









U. GR. ...............:2.80 kg
Ib.
FRESH VEAL THIS WEEK
»VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS ... 4.39 .g
• BONELESS VEAL CUTLETS
•VEAL SHOULDER ROAST.... <.39., 1 ®® 
•VEAL RIB ROAST.....t.s9..2®2.
• VEAL SIRLOIN STEAK .6.59..2®®
3^®,BREADED
•SHOULDER VEAL CUTLETS.s.se ka











PARTYSTICKS® FRESH VEAL STEW...... 5.05 kg 2^?. 1 . reg, or b.b.q.
1«® WIENERS ,9eJ9^
• FRESH VEAL PATTIES.4.17
DR. BALLARD
• BEEF STEW
• BEEF CHEESE CHUNK 
' MEATY MEAL







ANGEL FOOD CAKE 
MIXES’"'"M«a. or i! min. AtkI'rt • I • •




























TOMATO SAUCE ,21 OZ. ctn.
CATELLI’S PASTA 































FABRIC 8CFTENER SLLargo ....
DRAINO LIQUID




• FAST LOHQ GRAIN & WILD
• FAST CANTONESE
• FAST GARDEN STVLE
»l«
pin







































25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive 
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks 
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services 


















Lost & Found 
Masonry




Moving & Storage 
Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
Personals 
Pets & Livestock 
Plumbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Real Estate for Sale 
Rea! Estate Wanted 
Recreation Vehicles 
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
Secretarial Services 
Signs
Small Engine Service 
Toys
88 Tree Services;
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 ;






Ads are accepted Mon- 
;day through Friday, from '
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
656--1151.
NOTICE OF COmtlGI^~~
Full complete and sole 
.copyright in any advertise- 
,ment produced ;by Island 
Publishers Ltd, is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any such advertisement con- 
'(Slsting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
cornponerits which is or are, 
supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd. 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and in- 
corpr,jralod In said advertise- 
•mom shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser, 
WARNING
No material covered under 
the copyright outlined above 
may be used without the writ­






Clesoifld Rote; 1 st Insertion 
15c a word, minimum char go 
$2,00, 2nd and subsequent 
insertion --10c a word per In­
sertion, minimum charge 
$1,35, Charge orders by 
phono — add $1 50 per ad. 
Box number $2,00 per ad,
liAVi, ’iMt AfiU ‘ ih yuiif
ill umi LiJ'trt votif VlftA or MAlVtCnCARD
SUBSCRimiON RATEG; 
Annuiil
In local u/wu .,,,,.,,,.$10
Canada .. /...... $25
Foreign, ,.,, v........... .... $40
Monthly
By carrloi $1 50
UiyPLAV APVtRfiSiNU; 






' • COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211







Church Service and 
Sunday School 

















7728 W. Saanich Road
8:30 a.m........................Assumption
12:30 pm................  Assumption
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm  Saturday Mass






8:15 arn,.. ...... Holy Communion
10:00 am ....... Morning Worship






7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)






9908-4th St., Sidney 
SUNDAY
10:30 am........... .... Family Worship
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7:30 pm Home Study Groups
Further Information 





SIDNEY A NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R, HORI PRATT 
Off. 889-3713 Roa. 896-1930
ST.JOHN’S
10900 V/BBl Snonlch Rd.
ST. PAUL’S
7410 Mwliiulnw
On® Service Only 
at 10:00 am.
IS
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camolion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 388-6278 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. tf
PART TIME SITTER, for elderly lady. Box 
75 9781 2nd St., Sidney, B.C. V8L 4P8. 
__________________________  30
LOVING BABYSITTER, required for two 
children 6 mos. and 2'/i yr. offer Aug. 
1. Please send applications inch 
refrences to 2105 Henry Ave.. Sidney. 
B.C. V8L 4P3.30
ReOaBLE DRIVER^ with *smalT vehicle
required for part-time delivery 4-5 hrs. 
per night worked. Phone 655-1125 
offer 5 p.m. 29
REQUIRED IMmIdIaTELY, hard w^-
ing relief janitor 8 to 10 hours weekly, 
own cor be bondoble, some equipment 
requried. 656-4784. 29
40 ELEGTRIGAL
Odd jobs around the house 
not getting done?
Hire a student!
Experienced in painting, 
landscaping,








TO BABYSIT In my homo Mon, to FrL, 3 
yr. eK(>«rl«nc«, 655.1257. 29
DAYCARE ■ Irjving mother will bobysll, 
My homo, Sidney orno, Rolinblo. 666- 
I245o(or^,1;30p,m. , 29
virt|.l DABVSIT In my homo. Grnnnglcido 
SchoDl oroo, 656.9053, 2<?
WORKING MUMS, rwie o hobysillof for 
your 2.,4 yr, olds, Molhitr ot 2 will toko 
rore ol your rhildren during th« doy. 
656 0041 32
MATURE..BABYSITTER,’’l.rown homo,'
oyoD 3-5 (Irentvvuad rioy, 652-
6119, ^
MOTHER OF ONE wlU boyilt In my 
home, Ardwell Ave., prefer full'time 
bul will toke pari lirno. 656 9779 oflwr 
3:.30pm .30
VMU babysit in MY home. .3 onci up. 
Bradford Area. 656 2306, 29
656-1151
VACATIONERS, 2 cabins tor rent. Dai­
ly, weekly. Cowichon River., family 
beach and play area. Tranquil parklike 
7 acres from $40.00 8 & B also. 1-748- 
7738.34 
SHERWOOD COAAMERCIAL REFRIGERA­
TION and oil appliances repairs inch 
commercial kitchen equipment. 
$25/hr. Fridge or freezer compressor 




25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring, Electric Healing Repairs 
Appliance Connections




Back on Ihe Peninsula to serve you. 






9813 Third St., Sidney
656-2945
50 GARDIliiNG
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Cerlilied 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates, 
65^4688. _ tf
A.J. TRACTOR SERVICE, rolovating and 
lawn prep., small tractor with loader, 
rotovator and backhoe. 656-4544. tf 
NO. 1 BLACK TOPSOIL, $2.50 bag, 1890 
McTavish Road. 31
CUSTOM ROTOVATING, small tractor. 
Kejtl^656-2742. 29
MUSHROOM MANURE ■ exceMenl 
organic plant food and tnulcli. Weed 
free, non-burning, ovoiloble in bags or 





"Quality work Built to Last” 
CONTRACT OR TIME & MATERIAL
COLIN 652-5808 ANYTIME
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIAAMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Call 656-5382 after 5 p.m. tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED" For a 
quality job col! Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most bouses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. tf
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688. tf
SOS WINDOW CLEANING 
656-3317 tf
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts., attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in­
doors/out, eavetroughs, painting or 
any job you don't find time to do. 652- 
0722. Reosonoble rotes. 35
HOUSECLEANING, getting you down! 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll DIRTAWAY 652-0644. W
HANDYAAAN HOME SERVICES. Interior 
or exterior repairs. Yard maintenance, 
Ige./sm. jobs. REosonoble rates. Call 
John 656-0045. Special rotes for 
seniors. 31
CHAINSAWING, free felling, firewood 
cut, 656-6700,32 
HOME REPAIRS large or smole, quality 
workmanship, best price around, lots 
of local references available. 10 years 
experience. 652-0509. 31
12 YR. OLD STUDENf s[i^-
mer babysitting jobs in Brentwood. 
CallLiso 652.9411. ^311
HOME REPAIRS, large or small. Quoiity
workmanship. Best price around. Lots 
of local references available. 10 years 
experience. 6.52-0509. 29
MASONRY for oil your monsonry 
needs, wo specialize in brick ond 
various custom slates and block work. 
Ropj^irj^ronnovations. 656-8682, 30
HAULING, clean-ups, troo service, odd
jobs, 6S6-B730. ......... _
CASUAL LABOUR, iandscaping, 
anylhlng. CaMjyiiko at 6.55-1683. 30
35 YEARS ixPERrENHTrr"ronoval^^^^ 
repciirs, sundecks, cotports, and 
finishing copronlry. Reasonable rates. 
Coll Pott 656-6013 or 656- 4690. 30
HAULING, Junk inmovni hnsnmotils,
attics, Garden refuse, etc. ond gorden-
ingjS3^5q20......... ....... . ..........•..... . __ tf
CONTRACTORS, homeowners! Avoid 
the high cost of re-roofing. Call Done 
al 652-,5020. 11
EXPERIEWCiD BOAT CARPENTER and 
joiner seeking employmonl on Saonicb 





Concept to Completion 





Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 






20 years experience. Additions, 
Renovating, Framing to Finishing; 









556 Downey Rd., R.R. 1, Sidney
655-3159
BARTBUITENDYKforLight Conslruction and Fine Finishing Carpentry
656-4915
POLSON’S
















Home 656-2444 Pit 652-1745
DEEP COVE 
RESTORATIONS 
Specializing in waterproofing 
basements & buildings 
SUNDECK COATINGS 
656-0242 ^ 
SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased limber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich tiroa. ProBonI market 
condition makes this the lime to 
market your timber. Yes, vyo replant 
with quality soc'dllngs. For free 
osdmate phono 754-6606 (24 hrs,) if 
BBLeT CONTRACflNCr foundotions, 
framing and sidinq, Call Ron Bosloy 
652:1330. Il
PROMPT DRYWALL SERVICE, tape, tex­









• FIR SAWDUST 
•MANURE
HORSE-COW-MUSHROOM





• We load pickups A trallor!! 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm 
2070 KEATING X RD. 
052-2614 B56-3124
(y»uil
'M .f, I J,
FABRIC ARE'
SIUNIIV TO nOOKF SIHCC HI73




NOW AVIL, AT OAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRI;, 2491 Bevon, TV soles and *or. 
vice, Also rnlcrovi/ove», 6.56.0612. tf
j. . .oHidop,,
Irieodly l«om». dedicated to the btjsy 






RADIO SHACK. CO 40 tharmrd 
transceiver model I RC 420 in oxcollent 
condition, complete with rnagnetic 
































GERALDINE (PUGH) MCLEAN, B.Mus., 
A.R.C.T., is now accepting students for 
the foil term, in both Suzuki and tradi­
tional piano methods. Experienced 
with ages 3 and up. Fee: $9.50 per 'A 
hr. 29
COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORATING. Wallcoverings, spray 
painting, brush and roll. Our prices 
will please you. Coll for free estimate 
any time. 478-8030. tf
PAINTING, interior, exterior. Residen­
tial, commercial, experienced profes­
sional quality workmanship 
guaranteed. Days, nights, weekends, 
$9.00 per hour or contract. Free 
estimates. We thank those who have 
waited their turn. Please phone 656- 
7087. 29
E X PE ^ £ N CED TnTe iR Fo R ’a N D 
EXTERIOR painter. For free estimates 
phone Tom 656-7951. 31
experienced"^ SFiNTEr!! TFaToFobl’e 
rates, free estimates. Phone Bob 656- 
4008. 32
experienced” in t erFoiF'e X ter To r
painters. W.W. Property Maintenance 
















PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construe lion and Repairs




reliable TYPING SERVICE oKpnilonc- 
od fioJp tor oil kiiulti ol typlnq. Coll 
Holen656 49I5. if
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES, Businmni 





rififixl.'i in inmwKMum 
CVvilflVilrtS• tliiir(v»tnM • Plotuuti • Torn • • Jttntniin “ P«tirr«»
OPUN MON. TO BAT 
10134 McDonald Patk TIonrt 
OnU-TTId
88 TREE SERVICES
HOWEkS TREE .SERVICE, gonnml Irillinq,
, loprtlnf), (fongisrouf, tinn mino>m|. Tgl 
ly in'iiirnd Wn'd .gn ri’it rm o lltnh for 
.you, 470 7553. 76
iMWrikaMMMUWtWU'ttllM
ior AUTOMOTIVE
BSIIABIE. PROMPT .SERVICE, 
i»U40niTl:ile mlwii,, (110 $15), CnII 
Amijtidnv, 6Mi-1 :J06 r 79
, COWPLE ri GAkMf.NIMLi ' .VLk'ViCf ,V,
f.bt'Ki Up% i I'.f'O '1 ff vi'-'f, ,
O.A P, diurnunf. 6r*7» f(7.')0, 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS in d on'F9 ,n rlny,, 
11014 fm milfc 656 6'7d,l, '79
'.rjulu'tj.
31
1976 MONARCH GIIIA. whItiY rod
tc'Cyllit-'f tipKcr*'■ t A-T ‘VT"? m il tv-i-vHc p <
p b,, Cl dollghi fliivt', will eomd(.l<iii 
itOfln* on o Tord ■'» Imi 17 «■ 16,19 ovino 
lnf/» (ind wrmknnib: , 'I
'»972 OLDS f::t!TLA55,' i 
ti:)00 mll#iii, grmd dtapot, lililo 
$9M) rx) r'i t1 O 666,,(MTS mi,) 666
ToT'J v^ir'ii k. ' ' 30







REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you wilt be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme — take the letters 










Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
■ noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 





iZl lam a Review paid subscriber.
I I I am not a Review subcriber.
I I I wish to become a Review paid subscriber.
' Please drop your entry off at. . .
9 CU. FT. FREEZER, 7 ft. baseboard 
heater, 2000 watt, folding drawing 
board. 656 3785,30 
, BAYCREST 30" RANGE, luxury upper 
and lower ovens, gold, excellent con­
dition $350., queen size sofa bed, like 
now, cost over $1200. sell $500. 656- 
2994.32 
GIRLS 21" VENTURA 10 speed suite to 
age 12, boys 21" Apollo, 5 speed 
(needs front brake) asking $35. and 
$25. Call eves. 656-6466.29 
EASY LIFT CHAIR, wheelchairs, trapeze 
bar, elbow crutches, canes, commode, 
toilet bars, toilet seat risers, cushions, 
bath bench, shower bench, elevated 
leg rests and a wheelchair tray, offers. 
656-6459.^
WE'RE MOVING, everything must go. 
Some furniture, bikes, clothes, toys. 
Sat., July 19 10-2 p.m. 1831 Pastel, off 
Colin, off Cultro.^
OVERHEAD GARAGE DOOR, opener, 
push button operated (control lost). 
Good condition $45.00. 656-0203. 29
NEW WEEDEATER, 406*$20.00, mens 10
spd. bike $50. 656-8072. ^
1930 COUCH FOR RESTORING, fair con­
dition $60., complete encycl. sol $20., 
Viking gas mower $65., fiberglass 
truck canopy $125., 656-8730.31 
1978 bLaCk'fIAT SPY^T^eautiful
condition $5900, red 20" girls bike 
$30., tricycle $20., white/round kit­
chen table $30., Cotherine 656-4904 . 29
KITCHEN CABINET and vanity kits for 
do-it-yourself in 6 high quality models. 
Low factory direct pricing, saves you 
money at Alin Browne' Cabinets. 560 
Alpha St. 385-3535.^
BABY COCKATIELS, $30. Call after 4 
p.m. 656-5466.^
PANDORA'S CLOSET MINI-SALE begins 
July 10, excelletn values, T-shirts, 
shorts, pants, skirts. Out-of-season 
specials. Many natural fibres. 9783 - 
3rd St. 656-6421.30 
TWO KITCHEN CHAIRS, $12 each; 
Hoover vacuum, $40; sewing machine, 
$35; garden tiller, $65; garden 
sprayer, $10; high chair, $12. 656-7670.
29
CHILDRENS WEAR, manufacturer sell­
ing summer stock. Size range 2-6, in­
cludes bluses and shirts from $5.50, 
sundresses $5., coveralls $8.50 etc. 
656-1690.^
BY OWNER, 73 Cadillac Eid^d^
covortable, low mileage also 74 Lin­
coln Confinentol Mark IV 9818 4th St., 
Sidney. 29
KITCHE AND DINING’cHAIRS, bunk
beds, trundle beds, dressers, chests, 
night tables, beds and hide-a-beds 
from $49.95, lots more ot Buy 8 Save, 
9818 4th St., Sidney 29
AS NEW, French Provincial loveseat in 
red velvet $399.95, new blue/grey 
Sklar Peppier sofa $598, 1940's high 
back sofa in excellent condition, off 
white $299.95, overstuffed sofa and 
chair in good condition $149.95, Lots 
more and your trade ins are welcomed 
ot Buy & Sove, 9818 4th St., Sidney 29
LOTS OF TOOLS, dishes, pots and 
pans, lawn mowers, furniture, ap- 
plionces, stereos and T.V. Very 
reasonable, lOOO's of items at Buy & 
Save, 9818 4th St.. Sidney. 29
LET US INSTALL mirrors to your bifold 
'doors, at discount prices. 656-6656 
Visa, Mastercard accepted. tf
KITCHEN CABINET custome mode 
doors from only $12.99 ea. Foctory 
direct saves you money ot Allan 
Browne Cabinets, 560 Alpha St., 385- 
3535. 29
KEATING SECOND HAND, new anTJ^- 
od household furnishings. We love 
consignments. 2145 Keating Cross Rd. 
across from Co-Op Shopping Centre. 
652-6226.^
2 SKYLIGHTS 2'x4', portable toilet (like 
new), freezer baskets, creen car mat 
(front), full size wooden bed frame, 
!4" electric drill, high powered air rifle 
22 calibre. 656-2395. 29
CLASSIFIED
— LUNDS AUCTIONEERS —
•We are seeking Fine Art, Anti­
ques, and Collectibles.
•To sell your items to the highest 
bidder CALL for a FREE Auction 
estimate.
386-3308
GARAGE SALE, 2296 Grove Cres., Sot.
July 19, 9 g.m. - 4 p.m.____________ 29
SAT.~JULY 19, 8 - 3 p.m. 658 Ardmore 
Dr.. 9'xl4' tent, 2 couches, childrens 
toys and clothes ond more.^
RED BARN ANTIQUES is seeking good 
quality antiques and collectibles, 
crystal, furniture, dishes, 4596 West 
Saanich Rd. 479-9444.31 
ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBLE I^EArElR
buys china, glassware, figurines, 
crystal, furniture, painting, silver, 
toys, dolls, jewellery, etc. plus the odd 
or unusual. 652-5040. 53
WANTED: whale's teeth, will pay cash. 
598-2327. 32
SMALL HOUEHOLD ITEMS, sports 
equipment, misc. July 19, 9:30 - 4 p.m., 
2152 Beocon Ave. 29
GARAGE SALE, 10:30 - 4i^pTrirrno
eorly birds. 9880 Resthaven, July 19th 
ond 20t .^
NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGE SALE, 
Wakemon Dr. behind the Waddling 
Dog Inn. Sat. 19th 10-4 p.m. Hand and 
power tools. Gardening equipment. 
Infant vjoar, furniture, and ac­
cessories. Housewares and nick nocks.
^^
SAT. JULY 19th, 10 a.m. miscellaneous 
garage sate, 1300 Clayton Road, Deep 
Cove. No early birds pleose. 29
SAT. JULY 19-20, 9-4 p.m. household, 
fish gear, avons, 3 wheels bike, much 
more, 2535 Bevon at 1st.29 
GARAGE SALE, Sun. July 20, 10-3 p.m., 
He-Man figures, gmes, misc. toys, 2 
baseball mitts, 2 school desks, 3 sets 
of dropes, etc., 2220 Calvin Aven., 
Sidney. 29





Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
658-5235
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD maple, 
douglas fir. arbutus, alder 128 cu. ft. 
cords serving the Saanich Peninsula 
652-6063. tf
FIREWOOD, all kinds, cut to order. 
Cedar posts and rails. Evenings phone 
656-4213. 30
July 2 winner of a $30. gift 
certificate was R. Scott 
Secord of Sidney.
Corner of 








79 FORD % TON CAMPER SPECIAL, 75 
Scamper 8 ft. camper with 3-way 
fridge and stove. Both excellent condi- 
tion $5,995 for the pair. 652-4676. 31
CAMPER FOR RENT, by weekends or 
weekly, has everything you need. 
Camperized truck. Evenings 656-4196.
. 29
Mariksfe





25 words for $119 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE COUPLE wish 
to rent motor-home for first two weeks 
in Aug. Please col! L. Hughes 656-0111 
business, 656-9870 residence. 29
BRITISH EUROPEAN 
MOTORS
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
ON ALL EUROPEAN CARS
LOW LOW RATES
655-1151





a • ;• .• « «
• CLAIR DOWNEY
*
• » LICENSED MECHANIcir 
• 8 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
' t> .tune UPS‘BRAKES •LUBRICATION 
• TIRES* BATTERIES
• . SECURITY MUTFLER
», .propane CONVERSIONS
® . propane SALES
0 "FonsEnvicFCAi.i.'
* 650-2921 or 056-0434,
MSP Canpra, Sldnwy
* CVnrLPniMEAU - dWNEin «
« » ft o « • • • •>■> • •
"70 AUSTIN 1100, good running condl 
tIon, $500 obo, 6.52'1494, 29
NOW OPEN ACE AUTOMOTIVE, conv 
picilo outomotive ond truck ropairs. 
Lltoncod inochonk $25.00 por hour. 
Noxi lo Grant* Small Motor*. Kick 655- 
>701,.^ 3?
1 974 ’ DAY5li W PICKUP, I r uck , 
moclionkolly good $795, O.B.O. 652-
..;...........:............
69 dodge % TON picK i.lP, good con- 
, dItloM,$700, O.R.O, 656 7900, 30
ia'fioilDA PRELUDE, irojXlO itwy. 
mllot, OK<ollonr$'70l'K),(W firm 652-
'1790,....... .................... ;.. ..... ..........3?
. Wv’fW^SDA STN, WG,, roady for 
dm (ood, quick sain $400.00, 10310 
Doolli Place, phono 666-6145 or vlow
oiler?,'00 p.rn.’''_^    ',.',37
BRiTlilifEUROPEAN MOTORS , now 
open 10124C McDonold Pork Rd., 
npecinllzing In sorvirn, pnr1<i and 
r«|)alis on S^olvo, MO, Triumph rind 
Autllii, plus all furopeon mokos. For 
pick-up and dollvory cojl 655-1151, 29
M BURdUNDY CHEV VAN, mogs, 
,tlo«l( Inlerior, 14,001.) rrtllros on lobulll 
,150, Paul 656-1007 oilers. 31
WANTED GOOD USED white Sportyak. 
652-1050.M 
FOR SALE - completely reconditioned 
20 HP Johnson and 9.0 Evinrude, 12 ft. 
fiberglass runabout. Offers. 655-1683.
30
24 FT. SAILPOAT, live aboard, fully 
equipped, excellent condition. Best of-
fer.  30
mTt KfiC CABIN CRUISER, Wokasha 
(Ford) 215 H.P. motor. Volvo Pento 
outdrive, Inmor depth sounder, 2 gas 
detectors, compass, two burner 
olcohol stove, barbecue, 2 fire ex- 
fingulshors, frim fobs, fish box, live 
bolt box, porfpolllc Danforth oncoh, 
a.m./f-m. radio midland C.B,, icebox, 
sink 9.8 H.P. Evinrude, moorage 
Westport, paid until March 1907,
$8495,00 656-0203. ___________
4 H.P. EVINRUDE arid "tank. $2007656- 
5027. 30
14 FT. DORY, never used, $350, 656- 
2518. 29
FOR SAlEi SwnrkI O S 5501, low
itiilodgo, rtKcelliinl $1,200. 652
9411' ............. ' ' 29
iw..'yellow’ MOPED,, owned by
1,0,1,. low mlkioge, grwtil shape 
$45(1, «vonlnB«;,_ 656;4196, ,29
.'■i'fiH,;'*'I-':, Mmm uwMWI
HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL. FFTF II taker 
busy sfiove, furnace. «k. fliwl go with If 
SBOOmr offers,. A56-96'25. 29
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
troll rides, I hr. to all day and ovon- 
logs. Lousons and overnight r.ampouts, 
Rockfioven Roncb. 478;3023. H
DRAPER....Admiraf"?F '7’frldge! ""21
thoInllnlK fencing, antique highboy 
drw»sor, antique lounge, SS sink, laun­
dry tubs, vrfoughl Iron lencing. 656-
'SPANISH""..firescreen;....glo;s4
llreserotin, easy chair, block vinyl 
chesterllold, kitchen table, chaster- 
Held and loveseat, tent, coffee and 
ond tables. 656-0389. W
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, tcjlolly 
reconditioned, used only a low mon­
ths, $250 ODO. 386-6967 or phone 478-
(>S15___... ............. ... ..... _ ;.....     Il
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
nt»w and used doors, fable tops, all 
typos ol gloss. Largo slock of laclrjry 
clooroul tliermo units, good stock, ol 
new single pone wlndctws. Ther- 
mopano Polio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repnlrs, George 
Clark and Son Enferprises, 9750 4lh St.. 
Sidney, 656-64»56. Visa, Moslertord. tl 
HEIPI Household Items In strrrnae, 
must sell I For more Inlormalion 6!'6 
5(149 olloi5;30 p.m, . 29
PORT ABLEKFra«N aid'" dishwoih 
excellent condition, Asking $250. 65.'/- 
YXTOS, ' ^ 29
" fcMliGFr'3'PIED''BiKE,'''tlonrf<ii7dl^^^^ 
tie, cradimrin lobitisaw, 6S6-2075. 29
' fOilAlll^DiwWl^SHER'i W77'w^
uiid diyci pull $300., cuuijiiy (ui s,iuu!l
pltk'Up $75., Ilnisherf edge corpef 
HVxM'150, Knihl 652-0509. 30
iARttic" n a),''FT7 VlkilNG'FREliin''»n«7 ' ■ 
cellerd condition 1190, 656; 1443, ' 29
a ROOMS OUAlirV CAIIPEI, run, 
helge colour $300. 0.8,0,, 12 It, nisl 
colrtured llntid tirapes .$50. 655-1280.
31
Where can you lease a truck 
for only $119.97 per month? 
Call Ed Black collect at 525- 
3481 or toll-free at 1-800-
242-7757. DL5674. ___
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive, 
Dial-A-Car and instamatic 
credit program. Lease/pur­
chase with or without op­
tion, your choice. Harold 
Pleus at Royal GM. 922- 
4111. West Vancouver. DL 
5534.____________________
Ford diesel and Gas Trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
easy to own plan. Call Curly 
464-0271 or toll-free 1-800- 
242-FORD. DL5231.
Mitsubishi Diesel - cut that 
luel bill in hall and travel 
twice as far. Will repower 
pickups, low trucks, cam­
pers ii ir.otorhomes. Recon­
dition or used engines from 
$1795. with overdrive trans­
mission. Simpson Power 
Products, 110 Woolridge 
St., Coquitlam, B.C. V3K 
5V4. 1-520-3611.
Dams Ford Trucks. Six 
blocks West of Guildford on 
104111 Ave,, Surrey. 588- 
9921. Out of town 1-800- 
242-DAMS,
Hwy, tractor with contract. 
Try $8,000. down steady 
employment. VYe have full 
lino ol Ford Trucks, Pur- 
chn-so, trade, lease. Call 
Hob Langsiall 464-0271 toll 
free 1-eOO-FORD. DL5231.
Mazda pick-up, Are you 
corning lo Expo”? Chock 
this dull Brand now 1986 
cab plus trucks, $9,895,00 
including P.D.I. and freight, 
Oroniwood Mazda 1-294-
fake on payrnonfs - 86 
Cherokee • $346,7mth (60 
monihB) plus $1100.00 de­
posit. 86 loop pick-up • 
$209/intl\ (60 months) or 
$247./mth (4R months) plua 
$666.00 deposit. Simon Fra- 
acr Salos 201 "7761.
Ford 'uucka 4 x 2, 4 x" 4, 
fiuporcaba, dlonols, crow 
cabs In ntock, Immerilafn 
cJollveryi Purchnso or loaso, 
Coniaci Rob Loo, Brown 
Bros. Por'd, Coll collocl 321-
5100, Donlor 8 5489, ____
Toko'ovifr p¥yrriohT8"on 1986 
F350 crew cab 4 x 4 7,61. 
$485 00 per month. Call col­
led Bob Slska or Andy 




Gull Islands; wainrfroni gro- 
eery store wilh gasollno; 
ndluconr 10 govornmont 
wharl. V. aero properly, 
includes residence and al­
low* room lor expansion, 
Price; $159,000. contact Oil 
Mouat 004.537-^()272 (24 
hours) 604*637"551 5 Salt 
Spring Lands Lid, P.O. Box
(nloroBted <h Aquaculture? 
MttiiSspma College, Nanai­
mo, B.C, oilers Planning 
irv! r’nnMrurlion n1 Ffexih- 
water bftimonid Halchery 
course, August 25-29, fee 
1150, and mlrodudlon to 
Salmon and Trout Farming,
Drtnrmr t'd , Mrivemhnr 7,
fee 1360 Call Hooiilrallon,
-; jof, I n tor rnat ipn.,.,„
Marina Pander Havbour, 
IV) hours horn Vancouvur, 
Nice hlcslylo lor doom Lois 
of potnniial. Phone owner 
alter 5 pm 1-tift3-?406. Box 





Our growing company needs 
franchisees to further devel­
op our new concept lor the 
Hotel/Motel industry. Not 
labour intensive, minimal 
experience required; quick 
return on investment of 
$49,900; immediate oppor­
tunity to increase earnings 
Cali 681-6106.
Entrepreneurs; need help to 
get your business Ideas off 
the ground? Malaspina Col­
lege's New Enterprise Man­
agement Program can help. 
Call the Registration Cen­
tre, 753-3245 (Nanaimo, 
B.C.) __ _ __________
Start small, think big, guar­
antee yourself income for as 
little as $150. investment. 
Apply today: Forget-Me-Not 
Lingerie, P.O. Box 87017, 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 
4L1 987-1175.
Restaurant In Salmon Arm, 
B.C. with seating for seven­
ty. Grossing $270,000. Only 
$79,000. Norm Froment 
Bestsellers Realty, Box 
2080, Salmon Arm, B.C. 
(604)832-7144.
AHraclivo Provost motor- 
coach C/W M.C.A. and 
schooihus permit well estab­
lished tour operation groat 
potential lor growth contact 
Wayne Rllchio Box 1319 
Lillooel, B.C. Phono 256- 
7620.^____________________
Rosiauroril and Motel duo
to loss In lamlly. Low down 
payment or will trade. Good 
location. Call 4G3-356-2SQQ.
Earn 15% por year In U.S. 
dollars-QuaranloodI - By 
way of leasing Marine Car­
go Conlalnors. Rtinlnl In- 
como'llvo pay $2,212, por. 
year, 10 pay $4,425, per 
year,25 pay $11,062. por 
yoar, Lonotn ol least) Is up 
lo 15 years (live year Incro- 
monts), Minimum Invest- 
rnoni $2,050. All .above In 
U.S, dollars. Ask about our 
capital approclollon prog­
ram, Call 273-1116. Write: 
Pncillt: Rim Conlalnrrr Solos 
Ltd., fflOO - 10651 Sholl- 
bridge Way, Richmond, 
D.C, vex 2W0. TolOX 04- 
357602. ____________
EDUCAtToNAL___
Free; foiw guide fo sludy- 
ai-hornts corrospondonco 
Diploma courses for presti­
gious caroers: Accourillng, 
Alrcondlllonlng, Bookkeep­
ing, Business, Cosmetology, 
Electronics, Logal/Modicnl 
Secroiary, Psychology, Tra­
vel Granlon, (1A) 1055
West Georgia Streol #2002, 
Vancouviir, 1.B00-26B-1121. 
fake oil with a now career. 
Medical office ossistont. 
Tftughl by a roglstorod 
nurse, Juno and Ooplembor 
classes forming now. Travel 
and lourlsrn • September 
classes now forming. Snere- 
lariai/Wp • September 
classes now forming; Word 
Processing - day or evening 
classes llrnltod senllng. 
Karen Halls Careers. 736- 
52,01, 1756 Wttil Breadway, 
Vancouver, O.C. V6J 486, 
Financial and Placement As-
slslrxncfl.___ __ _ ________
Fraser Valley Coileoe offers 
a two year AgncuHuro 
Technology Program In Ag- 
rlcullurw Production Teen- 
nology, with diplomas in 
agri-pretUiciion and agri- 
manaoemehl. Degitia Sep- 
ternbor 1086, RegTsler now, 
For further Information 
phone (Chilliwack) 702-0025, 
I ocal 289.________
Auction School, 14th year, 
1,200 Graduates. Courses 
April, August and Decem­
ber. Write Western Canada 
School of Auctioneering, 
Box 687, Lacombe, Alberta. 
TOC ISO. (403)782-6216 
evenings (403)346-7916.
Dynamic Future: Makeup 
Artist, Esthetician. August 
Enrollment. Free Brochure. 
Yvon Bourgeois Internat­
ional Academy of Esthetics 
and Beauty Design, 825 
Granville Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1K9. 688-0513.
Canadian Electrolysis Col­
lege now accepting registra­
tions for September 2nd. for 
a professional, challenging, 
rewarding career, call 597- 
1101 or 591-3345. Sulle 208, 
7128 King George Hwy, 
Surrey, V3W 5A3.
Cook For A Career. Grad­
uates of our Professional 
Culinary Training Program 
are employed In the most 
prestigious establishments 
In B.C). Full-time, six month 
course starts August 5, 
1986. Government assist­
ance available. Write or call 
for brochure: Pierre Dub- 
rulle Culinary School, 1522 
West 8th Avenue, Vancou­




fhr'oo years old 740-A line,
large tiros 25% lo 95%, lilt 
blade, A-1 shape, 3,200 
hours $73,000. View al 309 
km sign, Highway 37 north 
al Bnb-Qiiirin Lake anytime, 
Box 800, Rtewarl, B,C,, VOT
_______________
Hunqvarnn chnin s.nws, rO' 
Iciitod purls, oqulpinoni and 
sorvicffl, Excollent prices. 
$25. Oregon chain $83. Files 
$0.05 por dozen. Dockside 
Marino, lH92f.l Spall, Kel­
owna, Colloci; (604)860-
3690,............._____________ '
1975 Kenworifr S12 durrip 
truck. 350 Cummings, 
1261.3, 18,000 from, 38 roar, 
wot Kli, «lr Pintle, new 
recaps, $24,000 0 0,0, 
Phonp 408-3102. __
FOTr 8AIE'm'|8C.___ ___ _
t-ightlng Fixtures, Wosiorn 
Canada^fl largosl display. 
Wholosalo anti retail, Free 
Cntnloguos nvallabloi Nor- 
burriiiLighting Contre;, 4000 
East Hastings Street, Bur­
naby, B,C. V5C 2K5. Phone
1:299:066^,__ ..... .......
Montreal Military Surplus: 
Worknhirls $2,75, woikpanis 
$3.50, workboolB $15. For 
catalog, send $2, (roimbur- 
sod first order), Military 
Surplus, Box 243, Sl.FImo-_
Save ovef50% on pnHumol 
Sconlsalions oilers man or­
der. For price list, jiend 
name and address to. bcertt- 
nnllohs, Box 2460, West Ed- 
irdnipn
"Urine - Eraito" Guarnn- 
ine« rerhnval ol Urine. (Dog, 
Cal, Human) slums, udofs 
from carpets, reoR''dld**‘ of 
slain ago. Free brochure, 
C,T, DiBiribufIng, Box 2220,
I nndnn. Ont , n6A 4R3,
■ OAriDENINQ;; '
'i0’'''x 'iO' Greonhoufflo $149, 
1000W Metal Halide $176 
Pius 10,000 Oiiudcnlng (hd- 
ducts. Great prirec Send 
$2, lor Inlo-puck WesKitn 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Sireel, Vancouver, B.C, 
Y(I0,3Nl,lg04)6aHy^6,^.,...
Curved glass patio exten­
sions starting at $970. Hob­
by greenhouses starlirig at 
$549. Full line of green­
house accessories. Call B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders foil- 
free 1-800-242-0673 or write 
7425 Hedley Avenue, Bur- 
naby, B.C. V5E 2R1.
HELP WANTED
Wholesale lumber trader. 
Require experienced whole­
sale lumber trader with cur­
rent customer and mill fol­
lowing lor load truck and 
load car sales on USA and 
Canadian markets on direct 
and distribution yard, tralfic 
knowledge an asset. Please 
forward in writing resume 
of recent experience, refer­
ences and renumeration re­
quired. Apply in confidence 
Box 7130 Station "M" Ed- 
monlon, Alberta. T5E SS9.
Wanted. Fully qualified 
automotive locnniclan con­
versant with current elect­
ronic systems. Good wages 
and working conditions. 
Please write or phone with 
resume to Hoskins Ford 
Sales Ltd, Box 400, Srnlth- 
ers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 604-847- 
2241 Attn; Peter Capewoll.
Tier two Jr. "A" Hockey 
players. For Camp info 
write; Merritt Warriors 
Hockey Ltd. Box 1730 Mer­
ritt, B.C. VOK 2B0 Tele- 
phono 378-6125. Send stats. 
Member B.C.J.H.L.
Stall Physlolhorapist (s): 
Two professionally motivat­
ed Physiotherapists required 
for our modern, well equip­
ped physiotherapy depart- 
mont. Rainy River Valley 
Hnalth Caro Facilities, Inc, 
Is a progfosaivo throe hospi­
tal complex located in Onl- 
nrlo’fi Boautllul Sunset 
Country along the Canada/ 
U.S. Border which affords 
rewarding enroor and (llo- 
slyle opportunities. Salary 
begins at $30,000/yr. (Ba­
sic) plus looogiiltion (or ex- 
porlonco, plus possible 
$10,000 grant, plus compre­
hensive bonofll package, 
Forward Appllcolions In 
confidence to; Director ol 
Personnel, 110 Victoria Ave­
nue, Fori Francos, Ontario, 
P9A 2B7. (607)274-3261 ■ 
PERaONAL”"' '
Dales Galore. For all ages 
and unatlached, Thousands 
ol rnombors onxioua io maol 
you. ProsIlQo Acqualn- 
(ancos. CnII, Toll Fran 1- 
800-263-6673. Hours; 0 o,m. 
to 7 p.fh, ___ _______
Singles Line. Singles tele­
phone club for utialloched 
adults of ell ages and nreos, 
A sale S, enjoyable way 10 
moot others. Ladles regfster 
. IreS; Call V 681-6652,
Son/Dsughier interoBtod m 
your bualoesB? Malnsplrta 
College's New Entorprlso 
Monagnrnont ProQr;*,m pro- 
videi bu*lnost traimno lo 
help family businesses ex­
pand, grow, prosper, Call 
Regitttrallon Conire 753- 
X.yj (tJafi£»imo]
ReOHierod Labrador Ret- 
(i'ttvui Pups, Biatk and Yel­
low Ready .Inly Sih First 
shots, latioo, vvormod, Hips, 
eye* O K, will ship any 
wtiore, $300,00. 1-858-6284 
Chilliwack It (' nvenirgn
REAL ESTATE 
No down payment. Luxury 
three bedroom river view 
homes located in Maple : 
Ridge, most with large lots ^ 
in crescent ‘ locations ' Why : 
rent? From $800. per 
month. Call Al 680-7618, 24 | 
hour pager.
Campground 45 sites, three 
bedrooms house attached 
washrooms, clubhouse stor­
age 500' lakeshore 1300' 
highway 97 60 acres asking 
$148,000,00 375-2478 Heri­
tage Campsite Monte Lake
B.C. ____ ______
Thompson River Estates Vz 
to 10 acre lots, beautiful soil 
Orchard, Vineyard, Garden, 
Community water system 
Along Trans Canada from 
$15,900. Terms 373-2282 
536-1380.
Desperate - must sell. Com­
mercial building & IV? 
acres land C/W two older 
homes. Revenue 2,000 
month, Selling price 
$129,000. Contact Lloyo 
(604)428-5102, Richard (604) 
428-9971, Creston |B.(3^^
SERVICES ..______
Suffering an ICBC Personal 
Injury Claim'> Carey Linde. 
Lawyer, 14 years, 1650 Dur- 
anleau, Vancouver, B,C. 
V6K 3S4 Phono 0-684-7798 
for Free How To inlorma- 
tion; ICBC Claims and 
Awards "II you have a 
phono you've gol a lawyer,'' 
Major personal inlury 
claims, Joel A. Wonor, Law­
yer experienced in liligallon 
since 1960, Call collect 0- 
736-8261. Free initial con- 
sullotion. Contingency lees 
available. 163;» West 7lh, 
Voncouvur,
Video Movies, Boia," hund­
reds ol lilies, all original, 
pood prices. Dealer inqulr- 
Los welcomed. Wo will ship 
anywhere. Call 386-8835 
Victoria and wo'll call back. 
Wonfwost computers buii'h- 
ess package speciial; IBM- 
XT comp; 256K, dual 
drives, two yoar-worrarily; 
graphics monllor; word pro­
cessing, data base and 
Bproadsheot soltwaro, Ro­
land 1212A printer, $2,- 
188,00 (includes same day 
<504-986-7680,
Aunlralla/Now Zealand irit- 
voi plan*)'/ t4ow you can call 
(roe to ANZA Travel - the 
Down Under exports. Low- 
081 lares, bosi planned trip, 
Toll-Iron in B (V MlOO-972-
6020,,,........................................
"Summer Camp" • Regisier 
now throe exciting programs 
• horfios, moiorcycle, . sad 
boai’dlng and much more • 
call Circle "J" Ranch 791- 
S545 100 Milo House B.C. 
"Froo Transporiaimn" (roriv 
i'nqM..m..ajpr.,citiqs,.,i „ _
’'Free TraiisporUHiun ' Irorti 
most major cities in O.C. 
Rogisior now lor surYirnerr 
camp, • hornofi moiorcycio: 
nail boards, "Much More" 
call Circlet "J" Ranch 791- 
5545.:iP0,M,dg,,l.tpuse.
Approved Expo accommoda­
tions ’ Bod and RreakLsgi '.
RnnrYm . fiui'nt’'■ Rv* (rnm 
$30, rtblo, walk to Expo or 
relax in the Fraser vmiey 
and shuBlebus it 852-3617
' w Mn E d™Z"3"ZZZZZ‘2 '
We w!li""ti«y ’ IMjAoS'
double Wide inmaiied on our 
foundolions in Sniithers 
area by Auoust i, 1966 Call 
a-trj.5336.
Page BIO
ARAB 'A HORSE /WARE, 4 yrs. old, 
chestnut with white blaze, U.l H.H., 
very quiet. Trained western. $1,500. 1- 
746-5094. ,(
REG. 3 YR. OLD r57l6A^Br,^TlLlY. 
sire Sir Port Bosk, black boy with white 
blaze, started western, beautiful ac- 
hon, rnake an offer. 1-746-5094, tf 
REG. 9 YR. oTd’apPy’gEiHnG, dork 
brown with'blanket, 14.2 H.H., super 
games horse, quolified for Summer 
Games, won 1 gold rnedol, also good 
^dmg horse, $1,500. 1 -746-5094. tf 
DRY FIR T¥/WLOO<’’s7v^^^^^^
sale. Also good for gardens. 656-5671. 
__________  31
ckc registered'BU^ck labrador
RETRIEVOR puppies, dew clows 
removed, tatooed, shots, OFA, moles 
and femoles, $250. 479-6455. tf




beautiful kittens, long and short 
fioir, free to approved homes. 656- 
3392. 30
ISO LOST a row
FOUND; electronic control unit for T.V. 
hook-up. Central Saanich orea. 6-7 
a.m. ond offer 4 p.rn. 652-2153. 30
L0.5T; July 8th o.m. birjck garbage bag 
containing clrjthes for laundry. 7fh St. 
area near ball pork. Reward Phone 
6^-4416. _ 29
FOUND; in Bazan Bay Pork, child's blue 
shorts. 656-9625, 29
LOST: beige with white neutered male 
cat. Had name tag "Bear" REWARD, 
Julia 479-7184 or 388-5511. 29
Park Ave. Acquaintance 
Service
ARE YOU SINGLE. DIVORCED, 
SEPARATED?
18 or OVER?
Write to P.O. Box 1906, Wpg., Man. 
R3C 3R2 for your Kit, Today. 
WESTERN CANADA’S FOREMOST 
DATING SRVS.
WOULD LIKE TO INTERVIEW people 
who date through personal ads for 
feature story. Anonymity guaranteed. 
Phone 656-1151. _____________25
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of ail ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134.
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous con 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353. tf
COMPUTER’ PRINTOUT 'of~your
tgage shows interest, principal, 
balance each month. $3.00, 721-0175.
' '
YOUNG /WAN would like to meet male 
for a game of tennis. Phone after 5 
p.m; 652-2068 - Mark. 30
^f.'jUDE’o HOLY ST. JUDEA^^tle and
Martyr, great in virtue and rich in 
miracles, near kinsman of Jesus 
Christ, faithful intercessor of all who 
invoke your special patronage in time 
of need. To you I have recourse from 
the depth of my heart and humbly beg 
to whom God has given such great 
power to como to my assistance. Help 
tne in my present urgent petition, in 
return I promise to make your noma 
known and cause you to be invoked. 
Say three Our Fathers, throe hall 
Marys and Gorios, Publiration must be 
promised. St. Judo pray for us and all 
who invoke your old. Amen. This 
Novona has never been known to fall 
This Novona must bo said for nine con- 
soculivo days. Many hoarifold thanks 
to St. Jude, Infant of Prague, and 
Mother of Perpetual help. O.M. 30 
YOU TOO CAN /WAKE MONEY, A little 
or a lot. Dozens of imoginativo, utriquo 
Ideas. Sand $3.00 to VWT Associatos, 
Box 6160 Dopol C, Victoria, VOP 5L5, 29 
TREASURE ADVENTURES MAGA7INE 
LIMITED, first edition, numborod prin 
ting $4,95, posifnud lo Aiucunum 
Publishing, Box 6160 Dopol C, Vicioria, 
V0P.5L5, ‘ 29
'm
DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, om-
perlnncod professional. Irlllium Creo- 













MILO, NO BUN, NO JUMP, 
MILD? FUNf $? 00
Wwl fli iiiitwtifxl flrty H«ll
. ............ ' 7.00
‘ Mn''(, A Thtirti. Cotdfivtt tiny Mtill 
P.M
Kftlhlll«mplilrt|Nn(ih (>52'0500
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Unnoaneemsiits
SEAL estate:
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, 
octivities ond a warm welcome. Drop 
in to 10030 Resthaven or call us at ;656- 
5537.U
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, coll 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. rd 
SURVIVORr''OF~sixUMa ASSAULT
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day, 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for 
more info. tf
SAVrYOuFuSED STAMPS ^Western
Square Donee Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 




2230 CALVIN AVE., SIDNEY 
SAT. & SUN. 1 - 4 PM — $87,000.00
3 BDRfv1/2 fireplaces/fehced yard/new carpet throughout. 
Quiet neighbourhood. Sundeck. Truly immaculate.





PIER ONE RESTAURANT PRESENTS ac­
cessorizing with Camelion. Summer 
Fashion Show. Solmon and Roost Beef 
Smorgasboord. Donations to B.C. 
heort Fund, July 19th at 6:30 p.m. 
Phone 656-9570. Tickets sold wherever 
posters ore displayed. 29
CARRIAGE DRIVES, treat yourself and 
your friends to a wonderful new ex­
perience, a Carriage Drive through 
Central Saanich with beautiful horses 
and elegant carriages. Great for wed­
dings. birthdays, anniversaries or just 
pure pleasure. Doris Gonton 652-5643.
30
HOME OR BUSINESS
This delightful character home epitomizes turn-of-the-century 
romance. Outside, the double-corner lot. complete with trellises, 
arbors and private places will remind you of life long ago, vjhile the 
lovely interior has all been decorated in keeping with the early part 
of the century. The home has had summer use as a bed & 
breakfast and winter use as a boarding house, but would serve 
equally well as a unique and charming family home, The owners 
are anxious to sell and will look at all otters. Call now for more in­
formation and viewing.




Features 1 /3 acre sites with 
full underground servicing and 
sunny Southern exposure.
INFORMATION CENTRE




price' reduced, must sell at loss. 3 
bdrm. house with 2 bdrm. suite. Legal 
duplex. Lake Cowichon. $49,900. 656- 
0389;  31
BRAND NEW LISTING, 2.7 acre seclud­
ed country view lot, close to Brent­
wood, frees, some pasture, well, pric­





For Dependable Friendly & 





D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages available. Phone 656-3420 
for appt. and your complimentary 5x7.
 tf
NOBES, Beth and David are happy to 
announce the arrival of Caiflin Eileen 
Mcliveen Nobes at 9:24 a.m., July 5, at 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Another 
granddaughter for Paf and Jack: 
ano'' er great-granddaughter for 
Vieriui and tor Isobel; a niece for Bor 
and Den, Neil, Anne Marie and Brian,
ond Cathy and Oryst. Thanks to doc­
tors and staff of SPH. 29
P
"HEARTFELT THANKS to to those who 
contributed to the success of this 
year's Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Employees' Annual Picnic and Sports 
Day: Brentwood Inn. Cairo Coffee, 
Cornish's Slafinery, Dorothy Croft, 
General Fruit and Produce, Harvey's 
Sporting Goods, Christine Laurent, Mr. 
Mike's Restaurant, Odyssia 
Restaurant, Panorama Leisure Centre, 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital Auxiliary, 
Sidney Salmon Charters. Sidney Island 
Ferry Company, Slegg Lumber Ltd., 
Smitty's Family Restaurant, Tanner's 
Books." 29
SIDNEY LITTLE LEAGE. wish’ j^'th^
Mayor and counil of District ot North 
Soonich for their generous gronf 
towards the structure of thenew con- 
cession building; 29
|i95 "
FARLEY FRANK P.C. FARLEY, of Sidney. 
Personal Care Lodge passed away at 
■ the age of 91, Sunday, July 6, 1986, af 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. He leaves 
his loving wife Eleanor, daughters 
Mrs. Joon Jamieson of Calgary, Mrs. 
Connie Harding of North Vancouver, 
Ms. Kay Lewis of Sidney and son Dr. 
Frank Forley of Madison Wisconsin, 7 
granddaughters, Jody, Cathy, Jane, 
Lauree, Celia, CArol and Jill, 1 Grad- 
son Farley, 4 great grandchildren, 
Erin, Grahomo, Nathan and Anthony, 
Niece Jeori Bradshaw, nephews Den­
nis Farley and Frank Soudor. Born in 
Mordan, Maniboba in 1895, moved to 
Alberta in 1906, served in both world 
wors and retired from the Alberta 
govornmont Dept, of Agriculture, mov­
ing to Sldnoy In 1965. Memorial ser­
vices hold at St, Paul's United Church 
In Sldnoy, Wednesday July 9, 1906 at 
lO.'Of.) a.m. Rev. H. Praft offlciatod, 
Cremation. Lovingly missed by all his 






southern exposure, no 
step. Fenced in 
backyard. Large 
assumable mortgage. 
Call me now to view. 
VERALLANES 
656-0747 or 385-1478
HAVE PURCHASER FOR 
DEANPARKHOME
Should have three bedrooms. Family room off kitchen. 
Large diningroom, main floor entrance. If this is your 
house call me today.
VERAL LANES 656-0747 or 385-1478
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
DRSFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS ‘INSURANCE
I-------OFFICE HOURS------
mm LEsJ ImI Mon.-FrI. 9 am - 5 pm 





Momb«r • Victoria M.L.S. 
056-1154
J
I'ME PfIHffGUiA COM.MUHITY 
A$SCV,;)ATIOW, '//hi Trd S'.i,; n, i|,„ j,,. 
formation ond: VoKinlom , 'nn vicn C«in 
on for tins pomiisutn, n ynu ntHsU 
oStii'Unrir.rt or If ywr wtdi !« vo|i)ttt««r n 
fow fiiiiitai o wsitik fo hwlp Atltrof, in 
yiiiir rnn'ininMily pl<*ns« roll 
fur furffinr infoimnhwi. Il
f'AfJlE IKNNtS (I’lng ot
wood f.hwnri'ntriry ' SfT>'>">l/ Moritlny* 






I 4 IJ I I f: Q U A I. I I Y 
UuilUilvtn LLL. YA iLJi I, AM 
PI p packing, BUILT 1901, 
Ouiot and privfiin i bdrm, 
andn'i Irnrn 4,44 .OClf), f'.lnsr* tn 
iH, churcht'tB, 
Pm-appi'ovod Royal Irufit 
(■■inanctnq
ROYAL LEPAOF. 477-7121 
JUOVQEHRETT 656-0074 
JULIA JENKINS 595-1720
BUYING OR SELLING YOUR HOME?
Let mo help you 
get the best possible deal.
CALL CLINT MARTIN 
656-8135
THE CHOICE IS YOURS
MAPLES AND ARBUTUS — 1 aero in a quiet aioa of good homes, 
$38,000 OR iho builder will consliucl a 3 bedroom cedar and 
shako homo for under $100,000.
656-0131 HEATHER WATT 656-9646
CENTRALLY LOCATED ■— ? or 3 bedroom townliouso in Sidney, 
close to tf'io library and Beacon Avenurt metchnntr.. Private polio; 
pets and children welcome, $52,ffOO
658-0131 HEATHER WATT 656-9646
SECLUDED WATERFRONT — ror,ldenco near Doop Cove with a 
long winding driveway, quiet patios and gardens. Cedar ceilings, 
corner windows, 2 largo bedrooms and a kitchen don, $175,000. If 
you can't leslnl charm, call me,
65G 0131 HEATHER WATT 656-9646
DEEP COVE RANCHER
on a crawl npactj situated on ,/l aero, with Municipal v,'ator, 3 
bedrooms, sunken living-room, family room, soparatod dlning- 
room. Asking $112.000
656-0131 PAT COLLETT 658.5922
BRENTWOOD
$119,900
OualltyiO bedroom rancher to bn cornplntml by Augufil 1 r,I : Still 
time to,select your ov/ri colour scfionie. Call nov/ for liril of extras
BS6-0131 OETTY BUXTON 656-9667




Tudor 2604 GO ft, horrif/ on one,acre — b.icks on patkland. Olli'iod 
at reduced prniur ol T1 bBTSOO, LAill.
856-0131 CLINT MARTIN 656-6135
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY 2:00-4:00 P.M.
... 2272 GAIL PLACE ,
ti.lhjl iuj, ft , (11’gU ,i,i( (ii fiiUjil,U,t, ItiUiily lU'iii
room, $95,000 Call:
656-0131 CLINT MARTIN 656-8135
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD^
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE






FED UP WITH 
RENTING?
If the answer is yes. then you should be viewing this home. A 3 
bedroom rancher located in Saanichton. Its on a quiet street 
and within walking distance of schools, shopping and transpor­
tation. A central brick fireplace is ideal for those cool evenings. 
The backyard is fully fenced and ideal to set up your bar-be- 
que. Out of town owner says“SELL” Offered at $74,900. T754. 
Phone to view.
RUSTIC WATERVIEWS
Picturesque waterviews are available from this updated rustic 3 
bdrm, home located just blocks from Sidney. New wiring, ther­
mo windows, and 2 wood stoves help to keep heating costs to a 
minimum. Located on a fully landscaped lot this one is just 
steps from the beach. Out of town vendors wish for a quick 
sale. Offered for sale at $111,900.
ALWAYS SOUGHT, 
SELDOM FOUND
This delightful 3 bdrm. West Coast Style home is located among 
the trees in a very quiet location. Home has been designed with 
lots of open spaces from the large kitchen with vaulted ceilings 
& skylights to a very spacious Master Bedroom. Well finished 
off with lots of natural woods make this one a must see. Please 
phone me today to view this fantastic home. First lime offered 
for sale at $119,00,
ATTENTION
MR. & MRS. EXECUTIVE!
You will want to in.specl this Contemporary 4 bdrm, split level 
home. Attractive inside and out with roomy main lloor living 
room with rock fireplace with healilator, versatile kitchen and 
main floor utilities. Already fully land-scaped on a large comer 
lot in Dean Park. First time offered for sale at $136,900.
LOOKING FOR 
WATERVIEWS? QUALITY?
VYell look no further, Tfiis architecturally designed 4 bdrm, looks 
down over the Agricultural Farm, out onto the Gulf iSi San Juan 
lsland.s and onto Mt. Baker, Level oniry lorids Into gii'icious liv­
ing room with fireplace, fully equipped kitchen and a,bright & 
sunny -sundeck. Master bdrm. Is spacious v/lth lots of closet 
space a a lull ensulte.. This home Is a definite rriusl-see for 
Itiose who desire fantastic vlov/s aru.f ciualily in a home OffrHod 




The so,'ircli for a truly affordable and luxuriouts townhoino com­
munity is Wow over!
Surnrnerwood Village will be''lG townhornes doslgriod (or the 
"Active Retired Person" who require,s quality, convonlonce 
and security in a sornl-rural setting . . , (or the right price, All 
homes are designed v/lth ease of living in mind (or ttiase rottro- 
mont years. Level entry's, spacious kitchens v/lth eating areas, 
gracious living rooms v/ltf) he,'iillfilor (ireplocos, onclosod 
garages,,, private roar patios and 2 full bathrrjorris arc jusi some 
of the many (oatures. The Village will be sitnaled on a fully land­
scaped property with a r.ocurliy perlrnolor fence and a contrail- 
od access,gate/, ' ' ' .
Prices range frorii $97,000 to $109,000, (or a truly affordable 
tov/ntiorne; Phono rno today to Arrange your private viewing of 
the plans and to 'lind out irnich moie about thisnev/ and ox- 
Cilirig tr,jvvn(rotr(0 coM’rm,unity, 6 now sold!
ThirikinD Roiil Estate?
SoHIng or Purchasing 
Why not give mo a call and lot’s discuss all 




“To Solue All Your Real Estate Problems'’
Wednesday, July 16, 1986 THE REVIEW Page B11
211 U ESTATE'
FOR SALE BY OWNER; attractive dou­
ble family home. Completely finished 
up and down. Separate entrance. 
Quiet Sidney cul-de-sac. Close to 
Senior Citizens CEntre. 478-8493 or 
656-7087. 29
SALE BY OWNER, $87,000. large 
assumable mortgage, spacious 4 
bdrm., 2 bathroom home on quiet cul- 
de-sac in Sidney. Close to all 
amenities. Call 656-74 50 view at 2296 
Grone Cres. off Amelia. 30
PRSiVSE COMMERCIAL BU5LDSNG
$220,000, Well located, just '/z block from Beacon Ave. and the 
waterfront in Sidney. This two-storey building’has been extensiveiy 
upgraded currently housing a tea room, shop, and apartment plus 
extensive storage area resulting in an annual gross income of ap­
proximately $23,000. There remains good potential for increased 
revenue in the development of upper floor. Call now for more in­
formation!






3 bedroom family home, 
living-dining room with 
fireplace, step-saver kitchen, 
family room with skylight and 
bar on main floor, 1 /z baths, 
large rec room, secluded lot, 
carport. Full price $89,500.
For prior viewing please 
call
Freddy Starke 652-9602 
384-8075 pager 911 





Central Saanich border. 2.36 
acres, treed, close to beach. 
Some sea views may be 
possible. Reduced to $64,500.
Deep Cove. 0.9 acre, high lot, 
treed, southern exposure. Of­
fers on $44,900.
0.5 acre, city water, level, 
treed, corner lot. $49,500.
Melody Place. Sea view. 1.17 
acres $44,950. 1.23 acres
$39,900.





Million dollar view is only part 
of the many features on this 
custom home. 4000 sq. ft. of 
gracious iiving space. Quality 
construction and design, with 
open ceiling, gourmet . kit­
chen, 4 bedrooms, jacuzzi, 
luxurious features and decor. 
$320,000.
To view this fine home 
please call:
Freddy Starke 652-9602 





with or without house 
anywhere on the penin­
sula. Quick decisions.





2-8 bedroom home required in the lower price range. 
Anywhere on the peninsula,
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
$59,900
Retirement Rancher close to all amenities inSidney. Cor­
ner lot with fruit trees and workshop. Excollent value. 
Phone right now,
666-0747 01656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
STARTER SPECIAL — $53,900
Two bedrm, bungalow silualed on a largo lot close to 
school and bus. In a nn'.o rosidoniiai area in i3idnoy. Solid 
home in'need ol T.L.C. Bring your paint brush. Phone 
right now!
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask lor JOE STARKE
OPEN HOUSE 
EVERYDAY-2:00-4:00 
10533 MCDONALD PARK RD.
BRAND NEW. $76,900
Lovely 1200 sq, tt, fotiroincfnt homo on aivnlmpst fully 
fenced lot In Sldnoy,'Kllciroil wilfi eating afruvarid lots of 
European stylo cabineia willi Oak Irirn, Liviep-dinlngrootn 
'with f.p., 2 pee, onsilito and vwilk-in doubt in, niaater 
bedroom. To view ll iiaUni:) homo come to our open housb, 
daily or phono right now.
686-0747 or 656-8751 
Aok (or JOE STARKE
MAGNIFICENT VIEWS
This 2 or 3 BB oxodulivo typr.) bungalov/ lia!ibet:ui built In 
Iho early 1070's on the hlgheul aiml nri Ihb luofierly to 
lake full advantage o! the magfiiiiconi viown overlooking 
tiro Malahat and Brentv/ood Bay attra, i-lurir.i iricluro win- 
dr..rw in living room with natural:srioiur liriiplace Bfmulous 
klichon wilh eating amiii' mp I'KiiiiKKimu, Over 11 aemu 
ol patkilke grounds with numerous iUbiiUi!. rind lii tnHis, 
In-ground pool jusI steps tiom ihe hounto I his property i:i 
truly one-ol-n-kind and olluiod iu( y<Mit e,ci!f.i(ietation at 
only $209,000, To view Ihir; fin.< callmilt! now.
666-0747 or 650-8751 
' Aflh (or JOE STARKE "
DEAN PARK RUAD
l.nrgo family home with iiviavi; rmiti- T,iriiiiio(i rur 
ficion'drnnlinn' on two rUmeiHi i.iihUivi.’ine
possibillfio:.: Into 4 ItJtu ,Vei'n!or '.visi laiu- tolin'diihr! run ' 
Cher as pari liade. f'lleed iir sell ,ii T.on.iiui).
656-6747 01 656-8751
T/AakforJOCSTAnKC
. . . 'rHINKINa OF BUYING OR SEU-INQ? 
Don't Dolay- Phono Today 
Joo Sfarke S5G-8751 or CSG-074)
alliNl
SERVICED DUPLEX LOT FOR SALE, 
10404 Resthaven, asking $50,000 or of- 
fers. Phone 656-5203. 29
MORE ROOM THAN YOU WOULD 
EXPECT, older 1 'A storey home in 
Sidney, separate laundry room, large 
shed and workshop. 4 bdrms, offers on 
$64,500. 656-6739 evenings. 29
COUNTRY LIVING DEEP COVE, 
$98,500. This unique Chalet Style 
Home is beautifully set in the toll trees 
of a level 'A acre lot and borders a 5 
acre nature park in Deep Cove. This 3 
br. home features a large country kit­
chen with woodstove, family room and 
sundeck off, fireplace in L.R. and 
master bedroom, main bath and 
master bedroom ensuite. 825 Clayton 
Rood, Phone to view: 656-6096 or 656- 
3987. 32
■■ j-v .. V 'A
SENIOR CITIZEN bachelor suites 
available. Mt. Douglas Court, 1550 Ar­
row Rd. Rent $153 epr mo. 477-9908 or 
477-7206.30 
FEMALE TO RENT room with botrh in- 
home in Sidney, $325 includes utilities. 
656-6208.^
QUIET ONE BDRM, fridge, stove, 
water and parking inch Only adult 
block. No pets. $390. To view call 
Phyllis. 656-7821. 3i
SXS DUPLEX. 2 bdrm., double plumb­
ing, fully carpeted. Immediate oc­
cupancy, close to schools and shopp­
ing. Children welcome. Sorry no pets. 
$460 per mo. 656-1332.^
ONE BDRM. opt., w-w carpet, drapes 
and cable TV, hot water, stove, fridge. 
Clean, quiet bldg. Immediote occupan- 
cy. 656-1673.^
SXS DUPLEX, 3 bdrms, 1 'A baths, full 
basement, $550. Aug. 1, no pets. 656- 
9940.31 
BRENTWOOD BAY - 2 bdrm. apt. Sun­
ny, quiet building, close to all conve­
niences. No pets, no children. $395. 
652-5005 or 652-1884.^
3 BDRM. all appliances, Sidney area. 
$650. per month. 658-2068. 29
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601- 
7th St. at Ocean St. $185.00 per month, 
includes utilities, is across from pork.
tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, in adult 
building $470., includes heat, hot- 
water, cable, parking. To view phone 
• 658-8845. 29
FOR RENT, prime retail space. Corner 
of Beacon Avo. and 5th St., over 700 
sq. ft., coll Don 656-0123. tf
BRENTWOOD BAY 1 bdrm. apt. in 
older 4-plex. Rent includes heat, 
fridge, stove, and fireplace, $370 per 
mo. 479-3310.30
I'/i BDRM. WATERFRONT COTTAGE, 
$500. 656-6394. W
SAANICHTON 1 BACHELOR APT. in 
private home. Walking distance to 
hospital, suited for single working per- 
son. 652-3863 evenings. 29
$650. SIDNEY, cloon, olbdrm. with f/p,
bsmt., sundeck, corport. Available 
Aug. I, 1986.656-1781.
HOUSE FOR RENT, living room, dining 
room, kitchen. 3 bdrm. plus utility 
room. Sidney area, $600. available 
Aug. 1st. 656-5998. 31
1 BDRM. SELF CONTAINED"COTTAGE^
Ardmore area, all appliances, quiet, 
privote, $475. per month. 656-473A 30
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, availabiel^
responsible people. Utilities included, 
available Aug. 1, $695. month, car­
port, fully carpeted, 2 appliances. 
After 4 p.m. 656-6972. 29
BACHELOR SUITE, fridge, stove, fully
carpeted, partly furnished, separate 
entrance $325. Aug. 1, utilities includ­
ed. Bachelor suite for Sept. I, $350, 
utilities included after 4 p.m. 656-6972.
W
ATTRACTIVE 2 BEDROOM, central 
Sidney house available Sept. 1, to 
mature responsible couple. Small but 
immaculate. First time rented, 
fireplace, fridge, stove, drapes, 
carpeted, garage, fully fenced yard. 
References; required $520. could rent 
nicely furnished. Box 150 - 9781 2nd 
St., Sidney. B.C. V8L 4P8.M 
SPACIOUS ONE BDR. APT., Argyl 
Manor 3rd st., available Aug. 1st, $365 
month, includes heat, water, cable 
and porking. 656-0240. 29
The Review pro-, 
vides tliis communi­
ty calendar free of 
charge, space per­
mitting. Preference 
will be given to local 








B.C. Heart Fund 
Raffle, July 19, 
Camelion Fashion 






display, Sidney - 
The Early Years, 










terested in this 
workshop should 







Club film night, 
wine and cheese 
party, July 19, 7:30 
p.m., Sidney 
Legion, advance 
tickets on sale now 









health care worker 
to give St. John’s 
Ambulance course 




needed with station 
wagon or hatchback 
for pick-up of 
donated goods and 
sorting in Brent­




tivity Group car 
wash, July 19, 




25, Old Age Pen­
sioners Drop-In, 
July 17, 1:30 p.m., 
bingo, tea and cof­







tour of Hor- 
ticultural Center of 
the Pacific, July 21, 
7:30 p.m., Quayle 
and Beaver Road 
intersection. There 
will be no meeting 
at the church hall 






tion will give hoof 
trimming 
demonstrations Ju­
ly 17, 8 p.m., 6100 









ly 22,• 7:30 p.m., 
Sidney Library.
SIDNEY HOME, with in-law suite, $800. 
656-7614 or 383-0735.^
SIDNEY, two blocks from Beacon, one 
bedroom suite, fridge and stove, incl. 
Available Aug. 1st, phone 386-0041 or 
656-4777. 30
ONE BEDROOM, suite, self contained,
newly renovated $400. per month, incl, 
utilities ond loundry. 652-2620.^
,.
ROOM AND BOARD, for female, 10 
minutes to Saanich Hospital 652-4583, 
or 656-5839, or 656-5834 and leave 
messoge.  30
FULLY FURNISHED STUDIO SUITE, with 
T.V.. phone, wood burner, all utilities 
incl. Full room and board $400. per 
month, available Sept. 1st, non- 
smoker. 656-6731. 30
3 BDRM. HOUSE
IV2 baths $600.00 per 
month. Lease required. Full 
basement.
656-4066 or 656-4003 .
Beautifully maintained 1914 Brethour built home nestled in a set­
ting of tranquil charm. Presently used as bed and breakfast in sum­
mer. Too many interesting features about this lovely old home to 
list here so why not phone me for more information and for a 
private showing?
MARY MERCER 652-3511
BLOCK BROS. REALTY 656-5584
CHOICE SINDEY PROPERTY close to 
marinas. This waterview family home 
on Roberts Bay features 2170 sq. ft. of 
living area, 3 bedrooms, 1 'A baths, 
two fireplaces, large sunroom off kit­
chen. Fully developed lower level with 
beamed family room, double carport, 
fully landscaped. Offered al $134,500. 
656-6977 after S.for appointment. 30
EIGHT MARINE Technology students 
require 4-bdrm. house on long term 
rental. Preferably close to Tsehum 
Horbour. Also require live-in or out 
cook-housekeeper. Coll Steve 980- 
5011 North Voncouver. 29
3 BDRM. - appliances incl. Sidney area. 
Single dwelling or SXS. Non-smokers, 
non-drinkers. Approx. $550: Needed 
before Sept. 1.656-6817. 31
GARAGE OR BASEMENT required,' 
Sidney area. Clean and dry for storage 
only. Advance payment O.K. 656-2994.
 32
TWO EMPLOYED YOUNG MEN, wont a 
two or three bedroom house $500 in 
Sidney area. Very responsible. Phone 











2481 BEACON AVE., 
SIDNEY 656-0911
lioiaanMBenMnnius&mB^^
I i 1 J, J
OPEN HOUSE 
SAT. 1:30-4:00 P.M.
9925 Fourth Street 
$75,000
A 2 br, home with basmt,, oak 
kitchen, fresh paint and more,
OPEN HOUSE 
SUN.1;30>4;0OP.M.
1726 Lnndsomi Rd. 
$139,900
A delightful 3 br, S baths quali- 
ty homo with sea views,
TWIN OAKS
One ol the best units In 7'wih 
Oaks. 2 bdrm, on one fkjor. 
Many extras,
TURQOOSE PT.
Super family homo In 
Turgooso Pt, 4 br,, 3 baths, 
Doubir) garage. Fully finished 
up & down .
For moro inforrntuion on those 
and other litilihQS, plca:5e call:






Y^ur Koy lo Prompt, PorsormI 
& ProfosBlonal Servlco 
304-1551 CEDAR HILL RD.
CURTEIS POINT 
WATERFRONT ACREAGE
A very rare opportunity to pur­
chase one ol the most unique 
waterfront properties In al! of 
Gronler Victoria, Located in 
the heart of: boaters' 
paradise, on a magnificent 
1,02 acre property with 200' 
ol watorfrontago with nn "85 
fi. private wharf" at your front 
door. Gracious no-slop ran­
cher with 2 bedrooms & 2 
baths, 33x14 living room with 
the most Interesting & 
fnGcinating water views
ANCHOR YOUR BOAT 
ATYOURDOOR...
Tired of wasting time driving 
to the marina? This waterfront 
homo with sheltered covrs and 
beach offers deep water 
moorage 6 months of the 
year. This home Is nesllod 
among tall fir trees which pro­
vide total privacy. The living 
room, dining room and kit­
chen have tremendous views 
of Satollilo Channel while the 
other rooms look out on the fli ; 
trees, Call today to view this 
lovely waterfront homo, 
Michele Holmes
nnywhoro, M LS, Price 
$290,000, For private viewing 
call:
DoiiaMonzios 656-3895
Pemberton, Holmes Ltd. 
Sidney 650-0911
PARK-LIKE SETTING 
FRESH TO MARKET 
$83,500
A very much sought alter area 
of (North) Sidney close to Jr, 
and Sr, schoolH, w.itorfronl 
and marinas, Very appealing 
exterior, with old brick 
highlights, Freshly painted in­
terior with oak floors, 4 
bodrrns,, roc room, 2 baths 
and a piivalo backyard with 
exceptional landscaping, To 
view call; ' :
Doug Monzios 




IF YOU ENJOY 
PRIVACY...
Then you'll love this hornol 
Nesllod on 1 62 of an acre 
you are surrounded by trees 
and wlldllfo, In addlllon to the 
natural surroiaufings Ihero io 
an unobstructed view ol Ml 
Baker yet only mlnutosi to 
Sidney. Call mo today for 




^ C'A LL FOR A FREE NO-OBLIG ATION 
MARKET ANALYSIS OF YOUR PROPERTY.
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2030 MALAVIEW AVE. 656-1126 ksss'r,ls
FENCE POSTS








































100 so. FT. ROLLS 
Grey, Green, Black, Red
50 Ib.
ONLY.














DUROID SHINGLES1 210 ib. Brand Name Shingles i
r ■ - 4’:x 8’.'SHEETS r V ,: ■ 'I T-LOCK SELF SEAL I
i Great for greenhouses. Clear or white. J Ail Colours All Colours 1
ONLY <ea.: ONLY ONLY
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COCKTAIL TABLE -....... ^46.95
END TABLE ................... ,...^37-95
BEST BUY
ONLY sq.yd.
Green, Rust or Gray —■ 12’ width






NO WAX LINO 
STOCK PATTERNS
SELF STICK 






AVAILABLE AT BEACON & FIFTH STORE 
OPEN TO SERVE YOU 8:00-5:30 MON-SAT. 656-1125
!i:-%
MALIBU DELITE 52”
•4 blades with cane inserts 
•3 speed motor - reversible 




WIRE GRID DECK CHAIRS
B.B.Q. TOOL SET














NEW SHIPMENT OF BATHROOM 




Choose from Top Hat, Bullet, 
or Can ahapos.
Aasoi ted Finishes */
£m\Jf /OoFF





FOLDING CUSHIONS . . . 
MATCHING 6’ $*1095
SWIFTSURE TBTF 1 L ^26.95
Blue, Red, Green, Black ^97 49
COPPER BOTTOM PAINT 4 L ^44.95 




450 gallons por hour 
Reg. $26.30
MODEL ;I20







//45 BOAT POLISH.,...................... ..''^9,49
WI9 CLEANER WAX..................     .®13»49
m RUBBING COMPOUND.........^10.95
m LIQUID CLEANER WAX.........®11 .19
ROGER’S BACK!
LOCAL MAHINh AUTHQHII Y,
ROGER ANSTEY IS NOW ON STAFF 
AT SLEGG HARDWARE.
SEE ROGER FOR ALL YOUR 
BOATING NEEDS (OR ADVICE) 
WED,, THURS. AND FRIDAY 
FROM 8:00-5:30
